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Résumé
Le développement de nouvelles technologies pour le transport aérien moins polluant est de
plus en plus basé sur la simulation numérique, qui nécessite alors une description fiable de la
chimie.
Pour la plupart des carburants, la description de la combustion nécessite des mécanismes
détaillés mais leur utilisation dans une simulation numérique de combustion turbulente est
limitée par le coût calcul. Des mécanismes cinétiques réduits et des méthodes de tabulation ont
été proposés pour surmonter ce problème. Ces descriptions chimiques simplifiées ayant été
développées dans le cadre de configurations laminaires, cette thèse propose de les évaluer dans
des configurations turbulentes: une DNS de flamme prémélangée méthane/air de type Bunsen
et une LES d’un brûleur expérimental. Les mécanismes sont analysés en termes de structure de
flamme, paramètres de flamme globaux, longuer de flamme, prediction des concentrations en
espèces majoritaires et des émissions polluantes.
Une méthodologie pour évaluer a priori la capacité d’un mécanisme à prédire correctement des
phénomènes chimiques tridimensionnels est proposée en se basant sur les résultats de flammes
laminaires monodimensionnelles non étirées et étirées. Il ressort que, d’une part, pour constru-
ire un mécanisme réduit, il est nécessaire de faire un compromis entre coût calcul, robustesse
et qualité des résultats. D’autre part, la qualité des résultats de DNS et LES de configurations
tridimensionnelles turbulentes peut être anticipée par une analyse du comportement des sché-
mas réduits dans des configurations simplifiées de flammes monodimensionnelles laminaires
non étirées et étirées.
Mots-clés : mécanisme cinétique réduit, combustion turbulente, simulation numérique directe,
simulation aux grandes échelles.
Abstract
A growing need for numerical simulations based on reliable chemistries has been observed
in the last years in order to develop new technologies which could guarantee the reduction of
the enviromental impact on air transport.
The description of combustion requires the use of detailed kinetic mechanisms for most hydro-
carbons. Their use in turbulent combustion simulation is still prohibitive because of their high
computational cost. Reduced chemistries and tabulation methods have been proposed to over-
come this problem. Since all these reductions have been developed for laminar configurations,
this thesis proposes to evaluate their performances in simulations of turbulent configurations
such as a DNS of a premixed Bunsen methane/air flame and a LES of an experimental PREC-
CINSTA burner. The mechanisms are analysed in terms of flame structure, global burning
parameters, flame length, prediction of major species concentrations and pollutant emissions.
An a priori methodology based on one-dimensional unstrained and strained laminar flames
to evaluate the mechanism capability to predict three-dimensional turbulent flame features is
therefore proposed. On the one hand when building a new reduced scheme, its requirements
should be fixed compromising the computational cost, the robustness of the chemical descrip-
tion and the desired quality of results. On the other hand, the quality of DNS or LES results
in three-dimensional configurations could be anticipated testing the reduced mechanism on
laminar one-dimensional premixed unstrained and strained flames.
Keywords: reduced chemistries, turbulent combustion, direct numerical simulation, large eddy
simulation.
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Introduction
Challenges of combustion in aeronautical engines
Air transport moves over 2.2 billion passengers annually and generates a total of 32
million jobs corresponding to a global economic impact estimated at 3.560 billion of
euros. Unfortunately, the fossil fuel combustion typically used in aeronautical engines
has a negative impact on climate being characterized by emission of pollutant species:
• Oxides of carbon such as the carbon monoxide CO, which is highly toxic com-
bining with hemoglobin and attacking the delivering of oxygen to bodily tissues,
and the carbon dioxide CO2 which is not toxic and it is one of the greenhouse gas
responsible for climate change.
• Oxides of nitrogen such as the nitric oxide NO and the nitrogen dioxide NO2
(generally referred asNOx) and the nitrous oxideN2O. They have a strong climate
impact, i.e. formation of acid rain, and they are greenhouse gases participating
in ozone layer depletion.
• Oxides of sulfur such as the sulfur dioxide SO2 and the sulfur trioxide SO3,
precursors of acid rain and atmospheric particulates.
• Highly toxic soot having a strongly negative impact on human health.
• Unburned hydrocarbon such as alkanes, ketones and alcohols due to an incom-
plete oxidation of hydrocarbons caused by a low temperature value or a too large
heterogeneity of the mixture.
Since 2001 the ACARE1 establishes the roadmap for aeronautical technology de-
velopment in the European Union. It aspires at a better technology linked to social
1The Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe (ACARE) is composed by representation
from Member States, Commission and stakeholders, i.e. manufacturing industry, airlines, airports
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thematic (cleaner environment, safer travel and more security) as well as at the ben-
efits of a more competitive Europe. In the 2008 Addendum to the Strategic Research
Agenda, three important areas have been identified for increased priority:
• Environment: the transport impact is represented in Fig. 1 in terms of net temper-
ature change for four future times2. Even if the aviation contribution is relatively
small compared to road transport and producing only 2% of human-induced
CO2 emissions, its emissions have to be controlled since air transport is quickly
growing by a factor of 4− 5% per year and emissions at altitude have an effect on
climate change greater than the industry CO2 emissions alone.
Figure 1 - Contribution from a one-year pulse of current (year 2000) emissions to net future
temperature change (mK) for each transport mode for 4 future times (20, 40, 60 and 100 years) [22].
Developing a sustainable aviation system is an urgent thematic concerning global
climate change, local noise and air quality. The environmental objectives fixed by
the ACARE in the 2020 horizon are:
– reduction of CO2 emission by 50% per passenger kilometer (assuming
kerosene remains the main fuel in use);
– perceived noise reduction to one half of the current average levels;
– reduction of NOx emissions by 80%;
– reduction of other emissions: soot, CO, particulates, etc.
– minimization of the industry impact on the global environment.
2Results from the final activity report of the QUANTIFY (Quantifying the Climate Impact of Global
and European Transport Systems) project (http://www.ip-quantify.eu).
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• Alternative Fuels: total energy demand is increasing significantly due to popu-
lation growth and developing economies whereas the world’s reserves of oil are
decreasing. The use of new alternative fuels in aviation is not yet a necessity but a
study of the specifications of these potential new fuels is required in order to pre-
pare and adapt the aeronautical systems to them. Moreover, their environmental
impact has to be carefully analyzed.
• Security: measures to increase the security of passengers at airports are also
proposed.
Reduction of pollutant emissions is one of themain objectives of theACARE. The short-
term and long-term climate impacts of aviation have been evaluated in the QUANTIFY
project including those of long-lived greenhouse gases like CO2 and N2O, of ozone
precursors and particles, as well as contrail and cirrus cloud impact [22]. Temperature
changes due to aviation have been estimated for various years after the emissions with
standard emissions and with 20% reduced CO2 and NOx emissions (see Fig. 2). Devel-
oping new technologies, CO2 emissions per passenger-kilometer could be reduced and
the climate impact would decrease on the long time horizons.
a. b.
Figure 2 - Comparison of temperature change for various years after the emissions due to aviation with
standard emissions for the year 2000 and with reduced CO2 and NOx emissions (−20%) [22]. a)
Temperature change per compound and b) specific climate impact of passenger modes per
passenger-kilometer.
The experimental and numerical study of aeronautical engines greatly contributes
to the development of new technologies which could guarantee the expected 20% re-
duction of CO2 and NOx emissions. A good knowledge of the turbulent combustion
3
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phenomena taking place into the combustion chamber such as the production of pollu-
tants is one fundamental step for minimizing the environmental impact and ensuring
the security of the aeronautical systems using alternative fuels.
Turbulent combustion is characterized by multiple aspects: spray dynamics
and two-phase flows, radiation effect and wall heat losses, interaction of heat and
sound...However, in a very simplified way, it describes the interaction between a
turbulent flow and a flame: none of these improvements is useful if the two funda-
mental bricks, turbulence and chemistry, are not correctly described. Modeling the
chemical phenomena and their interaction with turbulence is one of the major problem
of combustion.
Chemical description in turbulent combustion
Detailed kinetic mechanisms, comprising hundreds of species and thousands of re-
actions, are available for most hydrocarbons [148]. They correctly predict multiple
aspects of flames over a wide range of cases (i.e. one-dimensional flame structure,
gas composition in a stirred reactor, ignition delay, etc...). Unfortunately, using these
mechanisms in turbulent combustion simulation is still prohibitive:
• theoretical difficulties: in most combustionmodels, the coupling between turbu-
lence and combustion is generally accounted for through the comparison of a sin-
gle turbulent time to the characteristic chemical time. Since detailed mechanisms
are characterized by very different time scales (i.e. fuel oxidation is governed
by fast reactions whereas NOx production is the result of slow reactions), this
coupling is not straightforward.
• computational costs: the computational time drastically increases with the num-
ber of species to be solved. Moreover, complex schemes are usually very stiff and
demand specific (implicit) algorithms to avoid unreasonably small time steps.
Two approaches have been proposed to overcome this problem:
• Reduced chemistry: simplification of a detailedmechanism in order to obtain ac-
curate chemical behavior with less species and reactions. They could be classified
as:
– Global or semi-global fitted schemes [171, 63, 144]: they are generally built
to correctly reproduce global quantities for premixed flames such as flame
speed and burnt gas state. On the one side, these mechanisms are generally
easy to build for a wide range of initial conditions, their implementation in
4
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a CFD solver is usually straightforward and they are very robust. On the
other side, only global quantities are correctly predicted and all information
on intermediate species disappears.
– Analytical mechanisms [116, 41, 40, 103, 21]: they have been proposed to
include more details on the flame such as its structure or the ignition delay.
A detailed understanding of the relevant chemistry is required to build this
kind of mechanism in order to remove the chemical steps that are useless
for specific conditions. These mechanisms provide a physical insight of the
chemical processes and some of the intermediate species are correctly de-
scribed. Unfortunately, their implementation and use in a CFD solver is not
easy since they are generally characterized by algebraic relations which are
difficult to treat numerically and their computational cost is higher compared
to global schemes.
• Tabulated chemistry: technique based on the idea that the variables of a chemical
mechanism are not independent. The flame structure is studied as function of
some few variables (ex. temperature, mixture fraction) used to build a flame
database [102, 69, 160, 49]. All the intermediate radicals are available during the
computation but their concentrations depend on the information stored into the
look-up table, i.e. on the prototype flame chosen to build the table. Handling the
table is difficult when simulating complex industrial configurations:
– its dimension grows rapidly with the number of parameters that have to be
taken into account. Solution based on algorithms that dynamically build
the table (In Situ Adaptive Tabulation ISAT methods) [126] or on the self-
similarities of the flame structure [128, 161, 60] have been proposed;
– determining the prototype flame to create the table could be a complicated
task when the combustion regime is unknown.
A growing need for simulations based on reliable chemistries has been underlined in
the last years [77] since restrictions on pollutant emissions motivate request for more
accurate results. As a consequence, these simplified chemical descriptions should be
carefully used when simulating three-dimensional turbulent complex flames:
• in order to reduce the computational cost, some pieces of information are ne-
glected and accuracy could be affected;
• all these reductions have been developed and evaluated for laminar configura-
tions and their impact on turbulent unsteady flames has not yet been completely
evaluated.
A first attempt to characterize the impact of reducedmechanisms on turbulent combus-
tion was proposed by Hilka et al. [78] carrying computations of an interaction between
5
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a vortex pair and a lean methane/air premixed flame with a detailed mechanism (17
species and 52 reactions) and a semi-global scheme (9 species and 4 reactions). Discrep-
ancies between the two mechanisms were underlined on this unsteady configuration
for the heat release and the production rates of CO, CO2 and H2O species. They were
mainly due to the different responses of the mechanisms to strain rate and curvature,
and a coupling between chemistry and differential diffusion effects leading to changes
in the local composition, and not only to pure kinetics.
At the same time, Baum et al. [13, 14] analyzed the response of a hydrogen/oxygen
premixed flame to a homogeneous isotropic turbulent field comparing a simple-step
chemistry using constant Lewis numbers with a complete scheme (9 species and 19
reactions) and zeroth-order approximation of the species diffusion velocities. Dis-
crepancies were detected for the flame structure linked to strain rate and curvature
response.
The impact of simplified mechanisms has been analyzed on other two-dimensional
and three-dimensional configurations [77, 130, 155, 20].
Figure 3 - Instantaneous pictures of an ignition event for a methane/air flame in a bluff-body
configuration. Experimental results by [1] (a.) are compared to numerical results [155] using a global
scheme (b.) and a detailed mechanism (c.).
Simulations of forced ignition of a non-premixed bluff-body methane/air flame by
Triantafyllidis et al. [155] showed that a single-step mechanism could reproduce the
experimental results [1] with a reasonable accuracy but a better agreement was found
6
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when using a detailed scheme based on 16 species (Fig. 3). Moreover, in [20] it was
found that the numerical results of a supersonic hydrogen-air autoignition stabilized
flame greatly depend on the simplified mechanism used (Fig. 4).
a. b.
Figure 4 - Instantaneous and mean a) temperature and b) HO2 mass fraction in the center plane of the
flame for three different chemistries [20].
Simulations of a side-dump ramjet combustor using a classical one-step scheme and
a similar scheme which corrected the flame speed for rich laminar premixed mixture
suggested that the chemical scheme not only affects the mean flow field (see Fig. 5) but
also the description of thermo-acoustic instabilities [130]. However, no indication was
given about the required characteristics of a reducedmechanism to correctly reproduce
the main features of the combustion phenomenon.
Finally, Cao and Pope[34] have studied the performance of seven different chemical
mechanisms in joint PDFmodel calculations of theBarlowandFrank [12] non-premixed
piloted jet flames D, E and F. A good agreement with experimental results is achieved
when using the most complex schemes (called GRI3.0, GRI2.11 and skeletal) whereas
the simplest mechanisms (named S5G211, Smooke, ARM1 and ARM2) display signif-
icant inaccuracies in term of temperature and species concentrations, causing in some
cases an unphysical extinction of the flame (Fig. 6).
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Figure 5 -Mean flow quantities of the side-dump ramjet combustor calculated by Roux et al. [130]. For
each subfigure, top: corrected one-step scheme and bottom: standard one-step scheme. a) Axial velocity,
b) radial velocity, c) rate of heat release and d) temperature.
Figure 6 - Burning indices of temperature versus jet velocity for the Barlow and Frank flames D,E and
F [12] calculated by Cao and Pope [34]. Comparison between experimental data and seven chemical
mechanisms.
Even if the importance of a good chemical description has already been underlined
in complex configurations, the characteristics of the chemistry model required to cor-
rectly reproduce turbulent flames in unsteady calculations have not been completely
identified.
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Contribution of this thesis
In this thesis, the impact of the chemistry description using reduced kinetic mecha-
nisms is analyzed on turbulent premixed flames in the context of unsteady simulation
approaches. Using reduced kinetic mechanisms leads to possible errors on quantities
of interest such as major species concentration and temperature, flame structure
and its position, its response to turbulence as well as the description of pollutant
emissions. Identifying and quantifying these errors are of primary importance for the
development of simulation tools.
More precisely, this thesis has two main objectives:
• The development of amethodology to build semi-global schemes that correctly
predict the flame speed and the burnt gas state for premixed one-dimensional
laminar flames on a wide range of pressure, initial temperature and equivalence
ratio. This kind of mechanism could be directly implemented and easily used in
CFD solvers for the simulation of industrial configurations.
• Identification of the most impacting characteristics of a reducedmechanism on
simulations of a turbulent flame comparing different chemical descriptions on
three-dimensional complex configurations.
The development of a complete experimental database and of detailed mechanisms
for the fuels generally used in aeronautical engines such as JET-A, JP10 and biofuels is
still in progress [48, 141, 100, 101]. For this reason, the analysis is focused on methane,
for which a large set of experimental data as well as various chemical detailed and
reduced mechanisms are available. However, conclusions are expected to be valid
for most hydrocarbons and could be used to develop new reduced mechanisms for
kerosene or biofuel combustion.
Performances of reduced mechanisms are evaluated for both Direct Numerical Sim-
ulation (DNS) and Large Eddy Simulation (LES) of turbulent flame [124]. The DNS
approach explicitly resolves all the turbulence length and time scales but it is generally
confined to academic problems and simple configurations due to its high computa-
tional cost. In the LES approach, the computational cost is reduced filtering the flow
field equations so that only the largest scales of turbulence are explicitly calculated
whereas the smallest turbulent motions are modeled.
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Structure of this manuscript
The manuscript is composed by three parts:
• Part 1: General features on turbulent combustion
– In Chapter 1, turbulent premixed combustion is introduced. The conserva-
tion equations are generalized to reacting flows and the different combustion
regimes are identified. The different approaches for chemistry description
in turbulent combustion, i.e. reduced chemistries and tabulation methods,
combustionmodeling and the different Computation Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
tools used in this work are introduced.
• Part 2: Chemistry models for turbulent methane/air combustion
– In the flamelet regime, the flame front of a turbulent premixed flame is
locally modeled by a laminar premixed flame. The general features for
laminar premixed methane/air flames are therefore described in Chapter 2
focusing on the impact of strain rate and simplified transport properties on
its structure.
– In Chapter 3, the chemistry for premixed methane/air flame is analyzed.
A general methodology is proposed to build a two-step mechanism for
premixed flames that correctly predicts the laminar premixed flame and
the equilibrium state. This methodology, presented for methane/air flames,
could be easily applied to other hydrocarbons andhas been successfully used
for kerosene/air flames [63]. Five different reduced mechanisms proposed
in the litterature are also presented and compared in laminar unstrained
and strained flames configuration for two different operating points (corre-
sponding to the three-dimensional numerical configurations analyzed in the
third part of this thesis). In order to complete the comparison between the
different chemical descriptions, the FPI_TTC tabulation method [164, 9] is
presented and evaluated on unstrained premixed flames. The coupling with
turbulent combustion modeling is finally addressed as a generalization of
the artificially thickened flame method to multi-reactions chemistry.
• Part 3: Validation and impact of chemistry modeling in unsteady turbulent com-
bustion simulations
– In Chapter 4 the response to stretch of the different mechanisms analyzed in
Chapter 3 is studied in the interaction of a flamewith a vortex andwith a tur-
bulent homogenous isotropic field in terms of consumption speed and flame
structure. From this preliminary analysis, the most performing mechanisms
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are identified and used in a DNS of the premixed Bunsen flame calculated
by Sankaran et al. [137].
– The different mechanisms are also tested in the LES of the experimental
burner named PRECCINSTA (PREdiction and Control of Combustion IN-
STAbilities for industrial gas turbines [107]) using the artificially thickened
flame method in Chapter 5. Experimental measurements are available for
temperature and major species mass fractions and are used to evaluate the
quality of the different mechanisms to predict the structure and the species
concentrations of a stable swirled partially premixed flame.
– In Chapter 6, the capacity of the simplest mechanism to predict thermo-
acoustic instabilities in the PRECCINSTA burner is evaluated. Whereas for
one equivalence ratio the flame is stabilized in the chamber, experiments
showed that a pulsating flame oscillates at the swirler nozzle for a smaller
equivalence ratio. Using a LES, it is possible to predict instabilities even
using the simplest chemical scheme.
Three different codes have been used for the numerical simulations. One-dimensional
laminar flames have been performed with CANTERA [71], an open-source software
package for thermo-chemical problems. DNS results for the Bunsen flame have been
obtained using S3D [37], a flow solver developed at CRF/SANDIA to perform DNS of
turbulent combustion. LES of the PRECCINSTA burner have been performed with the
AVBP code developed at CERFACS/IFPEnergies Nouvelles [140].
This thesis has been financed by the European Union in the framework of the EC-
COMET (Efficient and Clean Combustion Experts Training) FP6-Marie Curie Actions.
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Part I
General features on turbulent
combustion

Chapter 1
Turbulent premixed combustion
Combustion implies working with a multi-species and multi-reaction mixture. Each
species k is characterized by:
• the mass fraction Yk = mk/m defined as the ratio between the mass mk of species
k and the total mass m in a given volume V;
• the density ρk = ρYk where ρ is the mixture density;
• the atomic weightWk;
• the specific heat capacity at constant pressure Cpk;
• the mass enthalpy hk = hs,k + ∆h0f ,k composed by the sensible enthalpy hs,k =∫ T
T0
CpkdT and the chemical enthalpy equal to the mass enthalpy of formation ∆h0f ,k
at temperature T0.
The mean molecular weightW of a mixture composed of N species is then given by:
1
W
=
N∑
k=1
Yk
Wk
. (1.1)
The mole fraction Xk of species k is defined as the ratio between the number of moles
nk of species k and the total number of moles n of the mixture:
Xk =
nk
n
=
W
Wk
Yk. (1.2)
The molar concentration of species k is then defined as the moles of species k per unit
volume:
[Xk] = ρ
Yk
Wk
= ρ
Xk
W
. (1.3)
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For a mixture of N perfect gases, the total pressure p is the sum of the partial pressures
pk:
p =
N∑
k=1
pk where pk = ρk
R
Wk
T, (1.4)
where T is the mixture temperature and R is the perfect gas constant R = 8.314J/mol/K.
The state equation is then:
p =
N∑
k=1
pk =
N∑
k=1
ρk
R
Wk
T = ρ
R
W
T where ρ =
N∑
k=1
ρk. (1.5)
Chemical kinetics
During combustion, reactants are transformed into products once a sufficiently high
energy is available to activate the reaction. Generally, N species react through M
reactions:
N∑
k=1
ν′kjMk !
N∑
k=1
ν′′kjMk for j = 1,M, (1.6)
whereMk is the symbol for species k, ν′kj and ν′′kj are themolar stoichiometric coefficients
of species k for reaction j such as:
N∑
k=1
(ν′′kj − ν′kj)Wk =
N∑
k=1
νkjWk = 0 (1.7)
to guarantee the mass conservation. Each reaction j contributes to the reaction rate ω˙k
of species k following its progress rate Q j:
ω˙k = Wk
M∑
j=1
νkjQ j for k = 1,N. (1.8)
The mass species reaction rate per unit volume ω˙k describes the rate of production (or
destruction if negative) of species k due to reactions. The heat released by combustion
is:
ω˙T = −
N∑
k=1
∆h0f ,kω˙k, (1.9)
16
where ∆h0f ,k is the mass enthalpy of formation of species k at temperature T0 = 0K. The
reaction progress rates Qj are expressed as:
Q j = Kf j
N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′kj − Krj
N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′′kj (1.10)
where n′kj and n
′′
kj are the forward and reverse order of reaction j for species k, Kf j and
Krj are the forward and reverse reaction constants for reaction j:
Krj = Kf j/K
j
eq. (1.11)
The equilibrium constant Kjeq has been defined by Kuo [90]:
Kjeq =
( p0
RT
)ΣNk=1νkj
exp
∆S0jR − ∆H
0
j
RT
 , (1.12)
where p0 = 1 bar. ∆H0j and ∆S
0
j are respectively the enthalpy (sensible + chemical) and
the entropy changes for the reaction j:
∆H0j = h(T) − h(0) = ΣNk=1νkjWk(hs,k(T) + ∆h0f ,k) (1.13)
∆S0j = Σ
N
k=1νkjWksk(T), (1.14)
where sk is the entropy of species k.
In its simplest formulation, the forward reaction constant Kf j is generally expressed
via an Arrhenius law:
Kf j = Af jTβ j exp
(
−Eaj
RT
)
. (1.15)
From a molecular point of view, it describes the probability that an atom exchange
occurs due to molecular collisions. From Eqs (1.10) and (1.15), it could be noticed that
this probability depends on:
• the probability that a molecular collision occurs, i.e. the product of the species
concentrations [Xk] moduled by nkj;
• the activation energy Eaj, i.e theminimum quantity of collision energy to enhance
the reaction. Forward and reverse reactions are characterized by two different
activation energies (Fig. 1.1).
• the pre-exponential constant Af j which models the collision frequency, the geom-
etry and the orientation of the molecule during collisions;
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• the temperature and its exponent β j describing the thermal excitation of the
molecules.
More complex formulations are available to represent homogeneous reactions with
pressure-independent rate coefficients such as third-body reactions [91], the falloff
formulation by Lindemann [97] or the Troe falloff function by Gilbert et al. [70]
The characterization of the mass species reaction rates ω˙k and, consequently, of the
heat release is a central problem of combustion modeling and the main subject of this
thesis.
Figure 1.1 - Sketch of the activation energy [156].
1.1 Conservation equations for reacting flows
The generalization of the Navier-Stokes equations for a reacting flow is quite straight-
forward [173]:
• The continuity and momentum equations are unchanged:
∂ρ
∂t
+
∂ρuj
∂xj
= 0 (1.16)
∂ρui
∂t
+
∂ρujui
∂xj
= − ∂p
∂xi
+
∂τi j
∂xj
+ Fi for i = 1, 2, 3, (1.17)
where ui is the component i of the velocity field. The body force Fi = ρΣNk=1Yk fk, j
describes the volume force fk, j acting on species k in direction j. The viscous force
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tensor τi j is given by the Newton law 1:
τi j = µ
(
∂ui
∂xj
+
∂uj
∂xj
)
− 2
3
µδi j
(
∂uk
∂xk
)
, (1.18)
where µ is themixture dynamic laminar viscosity and δi j is the Kronecker symbol.
• One species balance equation is needed for each species:
∂ρYk
∂t
+
∂ρujYk
∂xj
= −
∂J kj
∂xj
+ ω˙k for k = 1,N, (1.19)
whereJ kj is the molecular diffusive flux of species k comprising the species diffu-
sion velocityVk, j and the correction velocityVci ensuring mass conservation [124]:
J kj = −ρ
(
YkVk,i − YkVci
)
(1.20)
with Dk is the molecular diffusion coefficient of species k. Applying the
Hirschfelder and Curtiss approximation to species diffusion velocity [79]:
YkVk,i = −DkWkW
∂Xk
∂xi
, (1.21)
the correction velocity Vci is given by:
Vci =
N∑
k=1
Dk
Wk
W
∂Xk
∂xi
. (1.22)
The species diffusion under temperature gradients (named Soret effect) and
molecolar transport due to pressure gradients are neglected in this work. The
species diffusion coefficient Dk describes the multi-species molecular diffusion
and it is usually characterized in terms of the Schmidt number Sck of species k:
Sck =
µ
ρDk
=
ν
Dk
(1.23)
which compares the kinematic viscosity ν of themixture to themolecular diffusion
coefficient Dk of species k.
1All fluids are supposed newtonian in the following.
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• The total enthalpy of the mixture ht accounts for the sensible, the chemical and
the kinetic enthalpy:
ht = h +
1
2
uiui =
N∑
k=1
hk +
1
2
uiui, (1.24)
and its conservation equation is given by:
∂ρht
∂t
+
∂ρuiht
∂xi
=
∂p
∂t
− ∂qi
∂xi
+
∂
∂xj
(
τi jui
)
+ Q˙ + ρ
N∑
k=1
Yk fk,i
(
ui + Vk,i
)
, (1.25)
where Q˙ is the heat source term, uiτi j and ρ∑Nk=1 Yk fk,i (ui + Vk,i) denote the power
due to viscous forces and the power produced by volume forces fk on species k
respectively. The energy flux qi is composed by the heat diffusion term (following
the Fourier law) and the diffusion between species with different enthalpies:
qi = −λ∂T∂xi︸!︷︷!︸
heat diffusion
+ ρ
N∑
k=1
hkYkVk,i,︸!!!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!!!︸
species enthalpy diffusion
(1.26)
where λ is the heat diffusion coefficient. The enthalpy diffusion due to mass
fraction gradients (Dufour effect) is neglected in this work.
The heat diffusion coefficient is generally compared to the constant pressure specific
heat of the mixture Cp =
∑
k CpkYk via the Prandtl number:
Pr =
µCp
λ
. (1.27)
The thermal heat diffusivity Dth is defined as:
Dth =
λ
ρCp
, (1.28)
and it could be linked to the species diffusion coefficient Dk via the Lewis number Lek
of species k:
Lek =
Dth
Dk
=
Sck
Pr
. (1.29)
In simple turbulent flame models, the Lewis number is usually assumed to be equal to
unity for each species, i.e. thermal and mass diffusivites are equal, mass and enthalpy
balance equations being formally identical. The impact of this assumption in laminar
flames is analyzed in Section 2.2. Results are generally not affected by this hypothesis
formost hydrocarbonswhereasdiscrepancies couldbedetected for very lightmolecules
such as H and H2.
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1.1.1 Filtering and Large Eddy Simulation
At present, the full numerical resolution of the instantaneous conservation equations
(Direct Numerical Simulations or DNS) is confined to academic problems or simple
configurations since the computational costs to solve all the length scales characterizing
a reactive turbulent flow are still very high. The simplest approach to overcome this
problem is the Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) modeling. Each quantity
Q is decomposed into the mean component 〈Q〉 and the deviation Q′ from the mean:
Q = 〈Q〉 +Q′ with 〈Q′〉 = 0. (1.30)
In the RANS formalism, the balance equations are averaged and only the mean flow
field is solved. All effects due to fluctuating motions have to be modeled. Large
Eddy Simulations (LES) are generally preferred since the largest turbulent motions are
explicitly calculated and only the smallest length scales of the turbulence are modeled.
Moreover in turbulent flows the smallest structures have an universal nature whereas
the largest scales generally depend on geometry. As a consequence, the LES approach is
more justified compared to RANS since the turbulent models are a priorimore efficient
when describing only the small scales.
In the LES approach, the quantityQ is filtered in the spectral space (when the highest
frequencies are suppressed) or the physical space (when a weighted average is applied
in a given volume):
Q(x) =
∫
Q(x∗)F(x − x∗)dx∗, (1.31)
where Q is a spatially and temporally fluctuating quantity in opposition to the statisti-
cally averaged quantity 〈Q〉 calculated in RANS.
To take into account the fluctuations of density due to thermal heat release a mass-
weighted Favre filter is usually introduced when working with reactive flows:
ρ¯Q˜(x) =
∫
ρQ(x∗)F(x − x∗)dx∗. (1.32)
The resulted filtered instantaneous balance equations are:
∂ρ¯
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜j
∂xj
= 0 (1.33)
∂ρ¯u˜i
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜ju˜i
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xj
[
ρ¯
(
u˜iuj − u˜iu˜ j
)] − ∂p¯
∂xi
+
∂τ¯i j
∂xj
+ Fi for i = 1, 2, 3 (1.34)
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∂ρ¯Y˜k
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜jY˜k
∂xj
= − ∂
∂xi
[
ρ¯
(
u˜iYk − u˜iY˜k
)]
+
∂Vk,iYk
∂xi
+ ω˙k for k = 1,N (1.35)
∂ρ¯˜ht
∂t
+
∂ρ¯u˜i˜ht
∂xi
= − ∂
∂xi
[
ρ¯
(
u˜iht − u˜i˜ht
)]
+
∂p¯
∂t
− ∂ ¯˙qi
∂t
+
∂
∂xj
(
uiτi j
)
+ Q˙. (1.36)
The objective of turbulent combustion and LESmodeling is to propose the necessary
closures for the unknown quantities:
• Unresolved Reynolds stresses (u˜iuj − u˜iu˜ j) require a subgrid scale turbulence
model which reproduces the energy fluxes between resolved and unresolved
turbulent scales. Both the interactions between turbulent structures of different
sizes and the interactions between structures of comparable size must be taken
into account. These models are generally based on turbulence modeling devel-
oped for non-reacting flows such as the Smagorinsky model [127], the dynamic
Smagorinsky model [67], the Wale model [54] or the Sigma model [114].
• Unresolved species (u˜iYk − u˜iY˜k) and enthalpy fluxes (u˜iht − u˜i˜ht) are modeled in
an analogous manner to the unresolved Reynolds stresses [110].
• Filtered laminar diffusion fluxes for species and enthalpymay be neglected since
they are small compared to turbulent transport once a sufficiently large turbulence
level is reached, or modeled through a simple gradient assumption such as:
Vk,iYk = −ρDk∂Y˜k∂xi and λ
∂T
∂xi
= λ
∂T˜
∂xi
. (1.37)
• Filtered chemical reaction rates ω˙k modeling is a key point in turbulent combus-
tion theory. It is discussed in Section 1.2.3.
1.2 Turbulent premixed combustion
The transition from a laminar flow to a turbulent flow is characterized by the Reynolds
number comparing inertia to viscous forces:
Re =
|u|l
ν
(1.38)
where l and u are reference dimension and velocity respecitvely characterizing the flow.
A turbulent flow is characterized by significant variations of the velocity field in
space and time which present a continuous spectrum of vortical structures, called
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eddies, convected by the mean flow. Eddies strongly interact with each other through
a cascade process which enhances the transfer of mass, momentum and heat compared
to a laminar flow. The energetic density spectrum E(k) of the turbulent eddies in an
homogeneous isotropic turbulence is displayed in Fig. 1.2 as a function of the wave
number k proportional to the inverse of the eddy length scale.
Figure 1.2 - Sketch of energy density spectrum E(k) in an homogeneous isotropic turbulence.
Distinction between integral, inertial and dissipation zones. The abscissa of the integral (lt) and
Kolmogorov (lK ) length scales are indicated [127].
Three different zones may be identified [127]:
• Integral zone: it is characterized by the lowest frequencies and it is centered on
the wave number ke. It contains the biggest and most energetic structures related
to the integral length scale lt, fixed by the production conditions of turbulence, and
to the turbulent speed up. The resolved turbulent kinetic energy k characterizing
this region is given by:
k =
u′2i
2
=
3u2p
2
, (1.39)
where up is the turbulent speeddefined as themean standarddeviation of velocity.
The length scale and velocity of the integral zone structures are comparable to
the quantities used to define the Reynolds number of the flow field and are not
affected by viscous effects.
• Dissipation zone: it is characterized by the highest frequencies and it is centered
on the Kolmogorov wave number kK . It contains the smallest structures called
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Kolmogorov scales which length lK and speed uK are estimated as [153]:
lK =
(
ν3
,
)1/4
and uK = (ν,)1/4 , (1.40)
where , is the dissipation which converts the turbulent kinetic energy k into heat
due to the mixture kinematic viscosity ν.
• Inertial zone: in this zone, the large eddies become unstable and break down into
smaller eddies via a "cascade" process. No eddy dissipation is detected and the
energy is transfered from the biggest to the smallest structures following a k−5/3
law for isotropic steady turbulence.
1.2.1 Combustion regimes
Building a turbulent combustion model generally requires a classification of the differ-
ent combustion regimes classically based on the characteristic dimensions of turbulence
and chemistry. The chemical phenomena are characterized by the chemical time:
τc =
δL
SL
, (1.41)
where δL and SL are respectively the thickness and flame speed of a laminar premixed
flame.2 On the contrary, turbulent combustion involves verydifferent lengths, velocities
and times and the flame interacts at the same time with the most energetic turbulent
structures characterized by the turbulence time scale τt = lt/up, andwith the turbulence
smallest scales characterized by the Kolmogorov time scale τK = lK/uK :
• The characteristic turbulence time scale τt is compared to the chemical time scale
τc via the Damköhler number:
Da =
τt
τc
=
lt
δL
SL
up
. (1.42)
For highDamköhler numberDa >> 1, the internal thin structure of theflame is not
strongly affected by turbulence although the flame surface is wrinkled, stretched
and convected by the turbulent flow. The reaction zone can be modeled by a
laminar flame element named "flamelet". In the limit of small Damköhler number
Da << 1, reactants and products are mixed by turbulence before reacting via a
slow chemical reaction like in a perfectly stirred reactor. In pratical applications,
2Details on the characterization of laminar flames are provided in Chapter 2.
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both regimes are usually found: fuel oxidation usually corresponds to a fast
chemical reaction (Da >> 1), whereas pollutant formation (CO oxidation or NO
formation) are slower.
• The Karlovitz number identifies the different interactions between turbulence
small scales and flame:
Ka =
τc
τK
=
δL
lK
uK
SL
. (1.43)
The relation SL ≈ ν/δL [124] leads to a unity flame Reynolds number3:
Ref =
δLSL
ν
≈ 1. (1.44)
Using Eqs. (1.40) and (1.44) the Karlovitz number is rewritten as:
Ka =
(uK
SL
)3/2 ( lK
δL
)−1/2
=
(δL
lK
)2
. (1.45)
Thus, the Karlovitz number compares the flame length scale to the smallest tur-
bulence structure.
Since the Reynolds, Damköhler and Karlovitz numbers are related through Re =
Da2Ka2 the transition between the different combustion regimes is completely defined
by two of them (Fig. 1.3).
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Figure 1.3 - Regime diagram for premixed turbulent combustion [117].
3From [173] and [90] the flame Reynolds number is usually assumed constant and approximately
equal to Ref = (δLSL)/ν ≈ 4.
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To distinguish the turbulence effects on the flame inner structure, i.e. the reaction
zone, from the turbulence effect on the whole flame comprising also the preheating
and the postflame zones, one additional Karlovitz number is defined using the reaction
zone thickness δr [117]:
Kar =
(δr
lk
)2
=
( δr
δL
)2 (δL
lk
)2
≈ 1
100
(δl
lk
)2
≈ Ka
100
. (1.46)
Five different regimes have been defined by Peters [117] (Fig. 1.4):
• Laminar flame regime (Ret < 1): the flow is laminar and the flame is slightly
wrinkled.
• Wrinkled flamelet regime (Ret > 1, Ka < 1, up/SL < 1 ): when Ka < 1, the
flame thickness is smaller than the Kolmogorov scale. The flame element can
be associated to a laminar flame and its surface is only slightly wrinkled by the
vortex passage due to up/SL < 1 (Fig. 1.4). The interaction between turbulence
and flame is limited.
• Corrugated flamelet regime (Ret > 1, Ka < 1, up/SL > 1 ): the flamelet regime
is still valid but, since up/SL > 1, the flame surface is more curved and stretched
with the formation of pockets of size similar to the eddy size.
• Reaction-sheet regime (Ret > 1, Ka > 1, Kar < 1 ): the smallest eddies of length
lk are smaller than the flame thickness δL (Ka > 1) and they can interact with the
preheat zone of the flame enhancing heat and mass transfers. The preheat zone
is then thickened whereas the reaction zone, that is thinner than the Kolmogorov
length scale (Kar < 1), is not affected and keeps its laminar nature.
• Well-stirred reactor regime (Ret > 1, Ka > 1, Kar > 1 ): the Kolmogorov scale
lk is smaller than the reaction zone thickness δr (Kar > 1) and both preheat and
reaction zones are affected by turbulent motions. The smallest eddies penetrate
into the reaction zone, increasing diffusion and heat transfer rate to the preheat
zone. The flow behaves like a well-stirred reactor without any distinct laminar
structure.
The distinction of the different combustion regimes based on the Reynolds and
Karlovitz numbers is only qualitative since:
• the homogenous and isotropic turbulence is supposed unaffected by heat release,
which is not true for combustion systems;
• unsteady and curvature effects which play an important role [121] are neglected;
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Figure 1.4 - Turbulent premixed combustion regimes illustrated in a case where the fresh and burnt gas
temperatures are 300 and 2000 K respectively [124, 91].
• the entire analysis is based on order of magnitude estimations, i.e. the flamelet
regime limit could correspond to Ka = 0.1 or Ka = 10 [31, 42];
• there is no experimental verification that eddies actually enter the flamelet and
increase diffusivity [52];
• a one-step irreversible reaction chemistry has been assumed for this classification.
Combustion is generally characterized by multiple species and reactions with
consequently very different chemical time scales.
Most of combustion applications belong to the flamelet regime (Da >> 1). An
example of corrugated flame regime is the interaction between a pair of vortices and
a flame analyzed in Section 4.1 whereas the reaction-sheet regime characterizes the
flame interactionwith a homogeneous isotropic turbulence (HIT) and the Bunsen flame
studied in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 respectively.
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1.2.2 Turbulent flame speed
In the flamelet regime, the turbulent flame front can be locally modeled by a laminar
premixed flame which is stretched and deformed by turbulence.
The main effect of turbulence on combustion is the flame front wrinkling [15], by the
large turbulent scales, augmenting its effective area AT (Fig. 1.5).
Figure 1.5 - Sketch of the wrinkled area AT and of the mean flame surface AL. The flamelet
consumption speed SC and the turbulent brush local consumption speed ST are also labeled [52].
As a consequence, the rate of reactant consumption increases, augmenting the prop-
agation speed of the mean front. For the flamelet regime, it is supposed that the front
locally propagates at the laminar velocity SL. The turbulent flame is then propagating
with a turbulent speed ST equal to the laminar flame speed weighted by the ratio of
the wrinkled instantaneous front area AT and the projected unwrinkled area AL [52]:
ST
SL
=
AT
AL
I0, (1.47)
where I0 = SC/SL is the burning intensity defined as the ratio between the time average
of the flamelet consumption speed SC and the local laminar speed. The typical behavior
of the turbulent velocity ST/SL is represented in Fig. 1.6 as a function of up for various
pressures. The turbulent speed ST increases with the turbulence intensity as well as
with pressure. A gradually decreasing slope for high turbulence intensities is detected
denoting that beyond a certain level the impact of turbulence intensity on turbulent
flame is reduced.
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Figure 1.6 - Experimental turbulent burning velocity as function of turbulence intensity and pressure
for methane-air mixture at equivalence ratio φ = 0.9 [89]. The investigated pressure values are
P = 0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 3.0 MPa.
1.2.3 Combustion modelling for LES
Different models have been proposed to approximate the filtered species reaction rates
ω˙k for turbulent premixed combustion of Eq.(1.35) using the LES approach [76, 10].
They may be separated into two main categories:
• Models assuming an infinitely thin reaction zone: the turbulent premixed flame
is modeled by fresh reactants and burnt products separated by an infinitely thin
reaction zone. The local structure of the flame is assumed equal to a laminar
flame for which the inner structure is not affected by turbulence (flamelet as-
sumption). The Bray-Moss-Libby (BML) models [28], the flame surface density
models [74, 108], the flame wrinkling description [170] and G-equation mod-
els [117, 53, 119, 112] are some of the most common examples.
In the BML model, the progress variable c(x, t) is the only quantity defining the
thermochemical state of the mixture. All other mean quantities are described in
terms of a probability density function P(c, x) which represents fresh reactants,
burnt products and a partially burnedmixture with probability α(x), β(x) and γ(x)
respectively, where γ(x)' 1. The mean values of quantities such as species mass
fractions only depend on α(x) and β(x).
In the coherent flamelet model (or flame surface density model) the mean chem-
ical reaction rate is expressed in terms of the flame surface density where con-
ditions are favorable for reaction. The balance equation required for the flame
surface density accounts for average stretch rate and extinction.
In the level set approach (or G-equation approach), a function G(x, t) is defined
such as G(x, t) = G0 identifies the flame surface, whereas for G > G0 burnt gases
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are found and the fresh reactants are located where G < G0. A transport equation
is solved for the function G(x, t) based on kinematic considerations.
• Models describing the reaction zone thickness: the turbulent premixed flame is
characterized by a finite thin reaction zone that could interact with the turbulent
flow and often behaves as a stretched laminar flame. Some examples are the
Probability Density Function (PDF) models [6, 51] and the artificially thickened
flame (TF) models [8, 7, 93].
In the Probability Density Function model, mean values and correlations of
quantities of interest are extracted by the use of a probability density function,
based on statistical properties of a scalar field such as the progress variable c.
The artificially thickened flame approach is the one used in this study and is
detailed below.
Artificially thickened flame model for LES (TFLES)
The flame thickness δL is usually smaller than the LES filter size ∆. The artificially
thickened flame approach for LES (TFLES) has been proposed in order to resolve the
flame front on a LES grid [8, 7, 93].
The whole TFLES method is based on a simple change of the spatial and temporal
variables:
x (→F x and t (→F t, (1.48)
which corresponds to a thickening of the flame thickness by a factor F . The filtered
species and thermal reaction rates are:
ω˙k =
ω˙k
F and ω˙T =
ω˙T
F . (1.49)
Following the theory of laminar premixed flames [173], the flame speed SL is conse-
quently modified:
SL ∝
Dth
δL
(→ DthF δL . (1.50)
In order to maintain the same flame speed, the thermal and species diffusivities are
also multiplied by F:
Dth (→F Dth and Dk (→F Dk, (1.51)
so that
SL (→ FDthF δL =
Dth
δL
. (1.52)
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Figure 1.7 - Results for a flame thickened by a factor F = 4 (lines) compared to the reference solution of
a laminar unthickened flame (symbols).
Results for a laminar premixed flame are shown in Fig. 1.7 using a thickening factor
F = 4. The gradient profiles are decreased allowing the use of a coarse grid. The
maximum values of reaction rates and heat release are reduced by a factor F = 4.
However, the integrals of reaction rates are conserved and consequently the laminar
flame speed is conserved too.
When a turbulent flame is artificially thickened, the flame front is less wrinkled
by the turbulent eddies and the time scale ratio between turbulence and chemistry is
modified. The so-called efficiency function E [46, 36] has been proposed to properly
account for the wrinkling effect on the flame front:
Dth (→EF Dth and Dk (→EF Dk (1.53)
ω˙k =
Eω˙k
F and ω˙T =
Eω˙T
F , (1.54)
so that:
SL (→ EFDthF δL = ST. (1.55)
This model has been first developed for perfectly premixed combustion. The imple-
mentation of the TFLES method in a numerical code and its extention to partially
premixed combustion and multi-reactions chemistries are presented in Chapter 3.
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1.3 Chemistry for turbulent combustion
Chemical kinetic models are used to describe the transformation of reactants into prod-
ucts at the molecular level. Different detailed mechanisms characterizing the combus-
tion phenomena of alkanes, alkynes and aromatics species are available [148]. These
mechanisms characterized by hundreds of species and thousands of reaction are sup-
posed to accurately and reliably describe all kinds of combustion phenomena over all
possible ranges of the thermodynamic parameters such as pressure, initial composition
and temperature. Nevertheless, this kind of mechanism is computationally expensive
due to the large number of species and reactions. Moreover, numerical problems of-
ten occur when solving the stiff system of conservation equations involving different
chemical time scales [91] (Fig. 1.8). For these reasons, different methods of mechanism
reduction have been developed.
Figure 1.8 - Range of chemical time scales [166].
In this section, different approaches to approximate the species reaction rates ω˙k
defined in Eq. (1.8) are presented:
• mechanism reduction by elimination of redundant species and reactions (skeletal
and reduced mechanisms);
• dimension reduction of the phase space by the generation of a lower-dimensional
manifold involving only P < N parameters, N being the number of species. The
thermochemical system generally evolves in a space of 2+N dimension (pressure,
enthalpy and mass fraction of N species), but follows much lower-dimensional
paths in this phase-space.
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1.3.1 Skeletal mechanisms
Starting from a detailed mechanism, a so-called skeletal mechanism is obtained by
eliminating species and reactions which have a negligible effect on the phenomena of
interest. Useful methods for species elimination include the systematic reaction rate
analysis [158], the Jacobian analysis [154] and the theory of directed relation graph
proposed by Lu and Law [99]. The computational singular perturbation method [106,
85] and the sensitivity analysis [166] may also be used to decrease the number of
reactions.
Although information on the redundant species is completely lost, the reaction rates
of the relevant species are not greatly affected and different combustion phenomena
(premixed and diffusion combustion, reponse to stretch, ignition delay, dilution effect,
etc..) are naturally described. Unfortunately, skeletal mechanisms are usually still too
expensive to be used in CFD but they can be used as reference to build more reduced
mechanisms or to generate a reduced manifold.
1.3.2 Reduced chemical mechanisms
The reduced chemical mechanisms are highly simplified versions of the true chemistry,
but are built to reproduce a minimum of flame features. The number of species and
reactions is drastically reduced to decrease the computational cost (i.e. the species
considered are generally fewer than fifteen). Depending on its complexity, a reduced
mechanism correctly reproduces some characteristics of laminar flames. The simplest
global or semi-global schemes only predict the laminar flame speed SL, linked to the fuel
consumption rate, and the burnt gas state of a premixed flame. When increasing the
number of species and reactions, more details are introduced about the flame structure
and its response to stretch.
Two different approaches exist to build reduced mechanisms: the fitting method and
the analytical approach.
Fitted mechanisms
Global and semi-global mechanisms [171, 82, 4, 63] are generally ’ad hoc’ schemes with
fitted reaction parameters on the flame properties of interest. A general methodology
to build a fitted two-step scheme that correctly reproduces the flame speed and the
equilibrium state for a premixed flame on a wide range of initial temperature and
pressure is described in: B. Franzelli, E. Riber, M. Sanjosé and T. Poinsot ,"A two-
step chemical scheme for kerosene-air premixed flames", Combustion and Flame 157, 2010.
The complete article is proposed in Appendix A, and a summary is presented in
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Chapter 3, illustrated with a two-step mechanism (2S_CH4_BFER) for methane/air
flames. For comparison purposes, a more complex fitted mechanism is also presented
in Chapter 3 (JONES scheme [82]) based on the experimental species profiles of laminar
premixed and diffusion flames. Genetic self-adaptive algorithms have also been used
to automatically fit the reaction parameters in order to correctly reproduce the global
required quantities [55, 105].
The validity of the fitted mechanisms is quite limited: since the reaction rates have
beenbuilt to fit global characteristics, theydonot contain any ’real’ physical information
and their extension to other cases, for example strained flames, is not straightforward
and needs validation. This is the objective of Chapter 3.
Analytical mechanisms
Based on skeletal schemes, analytical mechanisms [94, 135, 21] use the quasi-steady
state approximation (QSS) for some species and partial equilibrium assumption for
some reactions.
Whenever the creation rate of a give species k is slow compared to its destruction
rate, the produced concentration is quasi-instantly consumed. The species k can be
then assumed in a quasi-steady state and its net rate may be considered as equal to
zero: ω˙k ≈ 0. Using Eq. (1.8), this leads to a relation between the involved species
concentrations:
ω˙k =
M∑
j=1
νkjQ| =
M∑
j=1
νkj
Kf j N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′kj − Krj
N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′′kj
 = 0. (1.56)
The concentration of species k is then computed from Eq. (1.56) and not anymore from
its conservation equation, reducing the size of the system of equations.
The system may be further simplified using the partial equilibrium hypothesis for a
given reaction j. This simplification can be assumed whenever both the forward and
the backward components of reaction j are fast compared to all other reactions. The
reaction j is then in a partial equilibrium condition:
Q j = Kf j
N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′kj − Krj
N∏
k=1
[Xk]
n′′kj = 0. (1.57)
The PETERS [116], the SESHADRI [39] and the LU [98] mechanisms presented in
Chapter 3 are analytical schemes, expressing species production/consumption rates as
functions of the reaction rates of a skeletal mechanism for methane/air flames.
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1.3.3 Manifold generation methods
In the manifold generation methods, the state space of size N + 2 is reduced to a
lower-dimensional subset of P < N parameters. Following a chemical approach, the
phase space is reduced to P slow species whereas the species involved in fast chemical
processes are expressed as functions of the manifold parameters. From amathematical
point of view, the eigenvalues of the equation system for the state vector (pressure,
fresh gas enthalpy, species mass fractions) are used to estimate the characteristic time
scales and to built an Intrinsec-Low-Dimensional-Mainfold (ILDM) [102] neglecting
the fast chemical processes.
From a physical point of view, the combustion is described as a family of flame
prototypes which represent the combustion mode. Each flame prototype is computed
using a detailed mechanism and is then projected in the manifold identified by a
couple of controlling parameters. Different types of flame prototype and controlling
parameters are identified for different combustion mode [163]:
• Premixed flames: information on one-dimensional laminar premixed flames is
recorded in a database defining a manifold based on the progress variable de-
scribing the progress of the reaction, and the mixture fraction identifying the
equivalence ratio of the flame. Two classical methods based on premixed flames
are the Flame Prolongation of ILDM (FPI) [69] and the Flame GeneratedManifold
(FGM) [160, 49]. An extension to non-adiabatic flames has been proposed [59]
introducing enthalpy as an ulterior controlling parameter.
• Steady non-premixed flames [117]: diffusion flames are computed and store as
function of the mixture fraction and of the strain rate.
• Perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) [57, 84] are used to describe autoignition adding
the residence time.
A major issue associated to tabulation methods is their extension to cases where
the number of parameters which must be taken into account increases drastically:
for example, in a piston engine, tabulating chemistry requires to account for heat
losses, fresh gas temperature and pressure, dilution by recirculating gases... In a
gas turbine, the combustion may be fed by more than one stream (for example fuel,
cold air and heated air), requiring more than one passive scalar to describe mixing.
Generating and handling the lookup table can become difficult in such situations. First,
the dimension of the lookup table grows very rapidly and can lead tomemory problems
on massively parallel machines where the table must be duplicated on each core. A
solution is then touse self-similarities in theflame structure [128, 161, 60] or touse in-situ
tabulated methods [126]. Second, determining which prototype flame should be used
for combustors where the combustion regime is unknown can be a complicated task:
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if the turbulent burner has multiple inlets and can feature flame elements which are
premixed or not, autoignite or not, choosing the right laminar configuration to tabulate
chemistry becomes almost impossible. On the contrary, some reduced mechanisms are
able to reproduce these multiple phenomena since the trajectory of their reaction rates
are not confined to evolve in a predefined manifold.
In this work, performances of the FPI_TTC* tabulation method [164] are evaluated
on a LES of the experimental PRECCINSTA burner (Chapter 5).
1.4 CFD tools
Three different softwares have been used to perform the simulations presented in this
thesis:
• theCANTERA code efficiently reproduces one-dimensional flamebehavior using
detailed chemistry and complex transport properties;
• the S3D code is a perfectly scaling code for DNS of turbulent combustion in
academic configurations;
• the AVBP code is dedicated to LES of turbulent combustion on academic and
industrial geometries.
CANTERA
CANTERA is an object-oriented, open source suite of software tools for reacting flow
problems involving detailed chemical kinetics, thermodynamics and transport pro-
cesses [71]. It can be used to perform kinetics simulations with large reaction mecha-
nisms, compute chemical equilibrium, evaluate thermodynamic and transport proper-
ties of mixtures, evaluate species chemical production rates and create process simula-
tors using networks of stirred reactors. An adaptative mesh-refining algorithm is used
to refine the mesh in the reaction zone of laminar flames where strong gradients are
detected, drastically reducing the calculation time while preserving results accuracy.
Simplified transport properties and the different reduced schemes presented inChapter
3 have been integrated in CANTERA to allow comparison with the AVBP code.
All equilibrium calculations and simulations of one-dimensional premixed flames pre-
sented in this manuscript have been performed with CANTERA.
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S3D
S3D is a massively parallel DNS solver developed at Sandia National Laboratories [37].
It solves the full compressibleNavier-Stokes equations coupledwith detailed chemistry
and transport. The governing equations are supplementedwith additional constitutive
relationships, such as the ideal gas equation of state, and models for reaction rates,
molecular transport and thermodynamic properties. S3D is based on a high-order
accurate, non-dissipative numerical scheme. The governing equations are solved on a
structured three-dimensional cartesianmesh. The solution is advanced in time through
a six-stage fourth-order explicit Runge–Kutta method [87]. The solution is spatially
discretized using an eighth-order central differencing scheme and a tenth-order filter
is used to remove any spurious high-frequency fluctuations in the solution [88]. The
DNS of the Bunsen flame by Sankaran [137] (Chapter 4) have been performed using
S3D.
AVBP
AVBP is a parallel CFD code which solves the three-dimensional compressible Navier-
Stokes on unstructured and hybrid grids [139, 133, 46, 83, 144, 149, 132, 68, 113, 157,
143, 23, 145]. It is dedicated to the prediction of unsteady reacting flow in combustor
configurations based on the LES approach. The data structure of AVBP employs a cell-
vertex finite-volume approximation [113, 45, 47] and the numerical methods are based
on a Lax-Wendroff or a Finite-Element type low-dissipation Taylor-Galerkin discretiza-
tion in combination with a linear-preserving artificial viscosity model. AVBP is highly
portable to most standard platforms including PCs, work stations and mainframes
and has proven to be efficient on most parallel architectures [151]. An Arrhenius law
reduced chemistry model and the FPI_TTC tabulation method are available to investi-
gate combustion for complex configurations. The interaction between chemical kinetics
and turbulence is modeled by the Dynamically Thickened Flame (TFLES) model [46].
All the LES presented in this manuscript have been performed with the AVBP code
(Chapters 5 and 6).
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Part II
Chemistry models for turbulent
combustion

Chapter 2
Major properties of laminar premixed
methane/air flames
In the flamelet regime, the turbulent flame front could be modeled by small laminar
premixed flames which are stretched and deformed by the turbulent flow. A correct
description of the basic element of the flame front, i.e. the laminar premixed flame, is
then fundamental to characterize the flame front and its interaction with turbulence.
Two generic configurations are used to study turbulent flames: unstrained flames,
needed to preliminary validate the chemical description, and strained flames, used to
model in a very simplified way the turbulence interaction with the flame whose main
effect is the stretching of the flame front.
In this Chapter, the main features of the methane oxidation is presented and the
behavior of laminar premixed flames is illustrated for different operating conditions
in the physical space and in the phase space based on the progress variable c. Ex-
perimental results are presented for classical methane/air flames and completed with
numerical results obtained with the software CANTERA [71] using the detailed GRI3.0
mechanism [65] composed by 53 species and 300 reactions.
2.1 Oxidation of methane
Some similarities between the most important reactions for hydrocarbon fuels have
been identified [91]:
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• The most important reactions in a combustion process are:
H +O2 => O +OH (2.1)
CO +OH => CO2 +H, (2.2)
which are common to oxidation of all hydrocarbons and do not depend on the
fuel studied.
• The initial fuel breakdown is fuel specific, but its rate is in general too fast to limit
the overall rate of combustion. Moreover, the initial fuel breakdown always leads
to C1, C2 and C3 fragments.
• Since combustion processes can take place for different ranges of conditions, the
dominant reactions could vary. For examples, the importance of a family of
reactions could depend on temperature:
– low temperature reactions (T < 800 K): slow reactions characterized by a
small release of heat;
– high temperature reactions (T > 1000 K): essential reactions for the descrip-
tion of flames releasing the most of heat;
– intermediate temperature reactions (750 K < T < 950 K): reactions describ-
ing the auto-ignition phenomenon.
The chemistry for high temperature is activated once auto-ignition has takenplace
and is generally easier than oxidation chemistry for low temperatures.
The chain reaction for hydrocarbons flames has been largely studied and characterized
by different steps [166]:
• the first radicals responsible for the reaction initiation are produced by the initi-
ation reactions;
• the chain-branching reactionsmultiply the radicals necessary for the combustion;
• reactants are burnt and intermediates and products are created by the chain-
carrying reactions;
• radicals are then consumed by the termination reactions.
The main pathways in methane/air flame are analyzed in the following (Fig. 2.1).
Compared to auto-ignition mechanism, the flame chemistry is characterized by the
presence of H, O and OH radicals required for fuel consumption which is supplied
through back diffusion from the reaction zone. As a consequence, no initiation reaction
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Figure 2.1 - Reaction pathways in methane/air flames [165]. The thickness of the arrows indicates the
relative importance of individual pathways.
is necessary and the methane is directly consumed by H, O and OH species through
the following chain-carrying reactions:
CH4 +H => CH3 +H2 (2.3)
CH4 +O => CH3 +OH (2.4)
CH4 +OH => CH3 +H2O, (2.5)
producing the methyl radical which reacts with O and OH:
CH3 +O <=> CH2O +H (2.6)
CH2O +OH <=> HCO +H2O. (2.7)
The highly active formyl radical HCO is finally consumed and CO species is formed:
HCO +M <=> H + CO +M (2.8)
HCO +O2 <=> CO +HO2. (2.9)
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The CO oxidation into CO2 is achieved by the following reactions:
CO +OH => CO2 +H (2.10)
CO +HO2 => CO2 +OH (2.11)
CO +O +M => CO2 +M. (2.12)
and it does not involve the specific hydrocarbon fuel. Predicting the CO concentration
is not straightforward since the CO species is produced in the reaction zone and is
recombined into CO2 in the postflame zone and Reactions (2.9)-(2.12) have to be taken
into account in the mechanism.
Some of the neglected pathways of the methane oxidation are more important for
rich mixtures and should be taken into account in a detailed chemical mechanism.
Moreover, auto-ignition of methane requires more complex pathways and is therefore
more difficult to reproduce using a simplified chemistry. Different detailedmechanisms
characterizing the combustion phenomena of alkanes, alkynes and aromatics species
are available [148]. For methane oxidation, the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism [65] has
been chosen as reference. It is a compilation of 325 elementary chemical reaction
and associated rate coefficient expressions and thermochemical parameters for the 53
species involved in them. The conditions for which GRI3.0 mechanism was optimized
roughly correspond to initial temperature 1000 to 2500 K, pressure from 0.01 to 10 atm,
and equivalence ratio from 0.1 to 5 for premixed systems choosingmethane and natural
gas as fuel.
Pollutant formation
Five principal pollutants are produced from fossil fuel combustion:
• Oxides of carbon: The most important reaction of CO oxidation into CO2 is given
by Eq. (2.10). It is usually slow compared to the fuel oxidation and it rules the
formation and destruction of CO species.
• Oxides of nitrogen such as nitric oxideNO, nitrogen dioxideNO2 and nitrous ox-
ideN2O. Nitric oxide can be formed from atmosphericN2 through three different
mechanisms [91]:
– Thermal NO mechanism: it consists of three reactions referred as the
Zel’dovich mechanism:
N2 +O => NO +N (2.13)
O2 +N => NO +O (2.14)
N +OH => NO +H. (2.15)
It is usually considered unimportant at temperatures below 1800 K.
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– Prompt NO mechanism: NO formation in the colder part of premixed hy-
drocarbon flames is due to a sequence of reactions involving N2, CH and
CH2 species. In opposition to thermalNO, the promptNO is created even at
low temperatures (T ≈ 1000 K) but it is generally irrelevant compared to the
concentration built by the thermal NOmechanism.
– NO2 mechanism [109]: the formation of NO through the N2O route follows
a sequence requiring the O atom and a three-body recombination reaction
which is favored by an increasing of air concentration and pressure.
• Oxides of sulfur such as the sulfur dioxide SO2 and the sulfur trioxide SO3.
• Soot: it is not a uniquely defined chemical substance. It contains mostly carbon
with an atomic C/H ratio of about 8 to 1. The physical and chemical coalescence of
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAH) is responsible for the inception of soot.
Acetylene (C2H2) is the main precursor of PAH and the formation and growth of
soot particles are linked to it [75].
• Unburned hydrocarbon such as alkanes, ketones and alcohols.
Radical species like OH, H, O have a fundamental role in the formation of oxides of
carbon and nitrogen as well as acetylene and benzene species are precursors to the soot
formation. One of the most important issue for combustion is the correct prediction
and description of pollutants since precise detailed chemical mechanisms and accurate
models are required.
2.2 Unstrained premixed flames
The planar laminar premixed flame is one of the basic academic configurations when
studying combustion (Fig. 2.2). Fresh fuel and oxidizer are supplied from the left side
(identified with the index f ) and are separated to combustion products (located in
the right zone identified with the index b) by a thin region characterized by a high
temperature gradient. This region generally consists of three layers [118]:
• a chemically inert preflame zone where no reaction takes place and fresh gases
are preheated due to thermal fluxes;
• a thin reaction zone, or fuel consumption layer, of thickness δ where fuel reacts
with radicals (like H) forming secondary fuels like CO and H2;
• a postflame zone, or oxidation layer, of thickness ,where the secondary fuels are
converted into products such as CO2 and H2O.
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The reaction zone is characterized by a high heat release and, consequently, a strong
gradient of temperature. Intermediate species, such as CO, and radicals likeOH andH
areproduced in this region characterizedby fast reactions. In comparison, thepostflame
region is characterized by slower reactions recombining intermediate species into the
final products of combustion like CO2 and NOx. Since the fuel consumption is much
faster than the recombination reaction, it is expected that δ' ,' 1.
 Temperature
 Reactants  Products
 Intermediates
 Tf
 Tb
 Cold reactant
        zone
 Preflame
    zone
 Reaction
    zone
 Postflame
     zone
 Product
    zone
Figure 2.2 - Sketch of a laminar premixed flame.
Different factors contribute at the same time to combustion in a premixed flame: the
temperature gradient generates a thermal flux which preheats the fresh gases in the
preflame zone, the radicals needed for fuel consumption are supplied through back
diffusion from the oxidation layer, and fresh gases start to burn: the flame propagates
then towards fresh gases.
When the flame is steady, i.e. the reference frame of the flame is chosen, the balance
equations can be simplified as follows [124]:
∂ρu
∂x
= 0 or ρu = constant = ρ f SL (2.16)
∂
∂x
(
ρ(u + VK)Yk
)
= ω˙k for k = 1,N (2.17)
ρCpu
∂T
∂x
= ω˙′T +
∂
∂x
(
λ
∂T
∂x
)
− ∂T
∂x
ρ N∑
k=1
Cp,kYkVk
 , (2.18)
where SL is the propagation speed of the wave from burnt to fresh gases and ω˙′T is the
heat release due to combustion:
ω˙′T = −
N∑
k=1
hkω˙k = −
N∑
k=1
hskω˙k −
N∑
k=1
∆h0f ,kω˙k. (2.19)
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Definition of the progress variable
For a one-step irreversible chemical scheme written as:
ν′FF + ν
′
OO→ Products, (2.20)
a premixed flame is usually represented using the progress variable c defined as:
c =
T − Tf
Tb − Tf or c =
YF − YfF
YbF − YfF
, (2.21)
which describes the progression from fresh gases (c = 0) to burnt gases (c = 1). The
fuel mass fraction and temperature are YfF and Tf respectively in the fresh gases and
YbF and Tb in the burnt gases.
The typical evolution of the progress variable c based on temperature is represented
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Figure 2.3 - a) Evolution of the progress variable c (dashed line) and of heat release (solid line) in a
stochiometric premixed methane/air flame at ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure. b) Same
profiles zoomed in the reaction zone.
in Fig. 2.3 for a stochiometric premixed methane/air flame at ambient temperature
and atmospheric pressure. The fresh gas zone is identified by c = 0 and the final
equilibrium state is reached at c = 1.
The gradient of the progress variable |∇c| represented in Fig. 2.4 characterizes the
different flame zones:
• first, c slightly increases in the preheat region;
• a high gradient of c then occurs, identifying the reaction zone;
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Figure 2.4 - Gradient of the progress variable in (a.) the physical space (zoomed in the reaction zone)
and (b.) the phase space.
• finally, a small gradient of c represents the postflame region.
Under the unity Lewis number and adiabaticity assumptions, the two definitions
of Eq. (2.21) are equivalent and a single balance equation for the progress variable is
sufficient to describe a steady flame:
∂ρuc
∂x
=
∂
∂x
(
ρD
∂c
∂x
)
+ ω˙c, (2.22)
where ω˙c is the reaction rate in Eq. (2.20). When working in the phase space based
on the reduced temperature or the reduced mass fraction, the flame structure is easily
analyzed (Fig. 2.5). An iso-c surface (for example for the value of c corresponding to
the maximum of heat released) may be used to localize the flame front.
Flame speed
Equation (2.22) may be rewritten in a propagative form [35] (here proposed in a three-
dimensional formulation):
u · ∇c = 1
ρ
[∇ · (ρD∇c) + ω˙c
|∇c|
]
︸!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!︸
displacement speed Sd
|∇c| = Sd |∇c| , (2.23)
where Sd is the displacement speed of the iso-c surface measured relatively to the flow.
Defining the unity normal vector n to the iso-c surface pointing towards the fresh gases:
n = − ∇c|∇c| , (2.24)
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Figure 2.5 - Premixed laminar flame represented in the c-phase space: O2 (grey solid line), H2O (black
dashed line), CO (grey dashed line) and heat release (black solid line).
the displacement speed Sd may be decomposed into three contributions:
Sd = Sn + St + Sr (2.25)
=
1
ρ |∇c|nn : ∇
(
ρD∇c) −D∇ · n + 1
ρ |∇c|ω˙ (2.26)
=
1
ρ |∇c|
∂
∂n
(
ρD∇c) −D∇ · n + 1
ρ |∇c|ω˙, (2.27)
where Sn is the normal molecular diffusion component, St is the tangential diffusion
component depending on the local mean curvature ∇ · n of the iso-c surface, and Sr is
the reaction rate component.
In order to compare the displacement speed Sd to the propagation speed SL, the
density expansion has to be taken into account and the density-weighted displacement
speed S&d is generally preferred [81]:
S&d =
ρSd
ρ f
. (2.28)
To summarize, the different definitions of flame speed are:
• Propagation speed SL: the propagation speed of the flame wave for laminar
premixed flame defined in Eq. (2.16).
• Absolute speed Sa: the flame front speed relative to a fixed reference frame.
When studying a steady premixed laminar flame, the reference frame coincides
with the flame front and Sa = 0.
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• Displacement speed Sd: the flame front speed relative to the flow defined in
Eq. (2.25): Sa = u + Sd. When studying a steady premixed unstretched laminar
flame, the displacement speed is equal to the flow velocity Sd = u. To account for
the flow dilatation, the speed S&d is introduced (Eq. (2.28)).
• Consumption speed SC: the speed at which reactants are consumed. For lean
flames, it is equal to the integral of the fuel consumption rate ω˙F in the direction
normal to the flame:
SC = − 1
ρ f Y
f
F
∫ ∞
−∞
ω˙Fdn. (2.29)
The consumption speed has a global definition whereas the other definitions have
a local nature since they are calculated at the flame front. For this reason, the use of
consumption speed is usually preferred [43]. For an unstretched laminar premixed
flame (ρu = ρ f SL = constant) the relation between the different flame speed is:
Sa = 0 and SL = SC = S&d =
ρ
ρ1
Sd. (2.30)
Flame thickness
Before computing a flame, a correct estimation of the flame thickness is required to
discretize the flame front with a sufficient number of points. Different definitions exist
for the hot gas layer based on a priori or a posteriori estimations:
• Thermal thickness δL [124] is the thickness of the hot gas layer estimated from
the gradient of temperature:
δL =
Tb − Tf
max
(∣∣∣∂T
∂x
∣∣∣) . (2.31)
To estimate this quantity, the temperature profile is required from computation
or experiment.
• Diffusive thickness δ [124] is an a priori estimation based on the thermal diffusion
of fresh gases δ = Dfth/SL. Its computation is easy but it is generally less accurate
than δL and usually too small.
• Blint thickness δBL [17] is an improved a priori estimation using equilibrium
thermochemistry: δBL = 2δ(Tb/Tf ).
0.7 It is generally close to the thermal thickness
δL.
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A definition of thickness based on the reaction layer is also necessary:
• Reaction zone thickness δr [91] is the thickness of the reaction zone, i.e. the
region where heat is released. Generally, it is smaller than the thermal thickness
δL by one order of magnitude.
Whenever the temperature profile is available, the thermal thickness δL should be
used. If no initial profile is available, the Blint definition deltaBL offers a good estimate
of the thermal flame thickness.
Equivalence ratio and mixture fraction
In a premixed flame, fuel and oxidizer are mixed at the molecular level. The obtained
mixture is characterized by an equivalence ratio φ:
φ = s
YF
YO
=
(YF
YO
)
/
(YF
YO
)
st
, (2.32)
where s is the mass stoichiometric ratio:
s =
(YO
YF
)
st
=
ν′OWO
ν′FWF
. (2.33)
Ideally, for a mixture in stoichiometric proportion (φ = 1.0), both fuel and oxidizer are
completely converted into products. The mixture is considered lean when the fuel is
the limiting reactant (φ < 1) and richwhen the oxidizer is the limiting reactant (φ > 1.0).
The mixture fraction z defined by Bilger on the atomic mass fraction [16]:
z =
2ZC + 12ZH +
(
ZOO − ZO
)
2ZFC +
1
2Z
F
H + Z
O
O
(2.34)
maybeused to identify the local fuel/oxidizer ratio since it gives informationon the local
fuel/oxidizer ratio going from pure fuel (z=1) to pure oxidizer (z=0). The superscripts
F and O indicate pure fuel and air respectively.
The atomic mass fraction Zi of atom i is defined as:
Zi =
N∑
k=1
nikYk
Wk
(2.35)
where nik is the number of atom i in species k.
In the unity Lewis hypothesis, the mixture fraction z is conserved in a premixed flame
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and it could be used to identify the flame equivalence ratio using the following defini-
tion:
z =
sYF − YO + Y0O
sY0F + Y
0
O
=
1
φ + 1
(
φ
YF
Y0F
− YO
Y0O
+ 1
)
(2.36)
where Y0F and Y
0
O are the fuel and oxidizer mass fractions in pure fuel and pure oxidizer
streams respectively. It is a conserved scalar since it changes because of diffusion and
convection but it does not see the chemical reaction:
∂ρz
∂t
+
∂
∂xi
(
ρuiz
)
=
∂
∂xi
(
ρD
∂z
∂xi
)
, (2.37)
where D is the species diffusion coefficient assumed equal for all species.
Impact of initial composition, temperature and pressure
The laminar flame speed SL depends on the chemical parameters determining the fuel
consumption rate ω˙F, and on the transport properties of the mixture. The flame speed
varies with the initial composition (i.e. the equivalence ratio), the initial temperature
Tf and the pressure P.
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Figure 2.6 - a) Flame speed as a function of the equivalence ratio: experimental data by
Vagelopoulos [159] (symbols) and numerical results (line). b) Adiabatic temperature as a function of
the equivalence ratio: comparison between the 53 species mixture of the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism
(symbols) and 5 species mixture (line).
A typical variation of flame speed with equivalence ratio is shown in Fig. 2.6a where
experimental data for methane/air flames provided by Vagelopoulos [159] at ambient
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temperature (Tf = 300 K) and atmospheric pressure are compared to numerical results
obtained with the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism. The highest values of flame speed SL
are found for near-stoichiometric mixtures (φ ≈ 1) for which ω˙F reaches its maximum
value. For the leanest or richest flames, the limiting reactant is almost insufficient to
activate the reactions and the flame speed approaches zero.
The burnt gas temperature and composition are controlled by thermochemistry,
i.e. the species formation enthalpies ∆h0f ,k and the species heat capacities Cp,k. The
adiabatic flame temperature is shown in Fig. 2.6b as a function of the equivalence
ratio. To show the effect of composition, two calculations have been made to obtain
the thermochemistry equilibrium of a mixture composed of 5 species (CH4, CO2, H2O,
O2 and N2) and of 53 species (those used in the GRI3.0 mechanism). It is important
to notice that results for the adiabatic temperature could be affected when neglecting
some important species such as CO or H2, especially for rich regimes. As for the flame
speed, the maximum value of Tb is found for a near-stoichiometric mixture.
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Figure 2.7 - Flame speed versus pressure at T = 300 K (a.) and versus temperature at P = 1 atm (b.).
Comparison between experimental data (continous line) [73], numerical results (dashed line) and the
experimental correlations (symbols) [73].
To describe the variations of flame speed with initial temperature and pressure,
experimental polynomial functions are generally used:
SL(P,T1) = SL(P0,T0f )
( P
P0
)αP TfT0f

αT
, (2.38)
where T0f and P
0 are the reference initial temperature and pressure. The dependency
coefficients for pressure αP and temperature αT are deduced from experiments or from
numerical results. The numerical flame speed values are compared to experimental
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results of Gu et al. [73] for a stoichiometric methane/air premixed flame in Fig. 2.7. The
experimental correlations proposed by Gu et al. [73] are also added to Fig. 2.7:
SL = 0.360 ∗
( P
1 bar
)−0.374 ( Tf
300 K
)1.612
(2.39)
Since αP = −0.374 and αT = 1.612 the flame speed decreases with pressure and rapidly
increases with temperature.
Impact of simplified transport properties
Transport properties are simplified in most turbulent combustion models. First of
all, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed constant along the flame. As shown
in Fig. 2.8 using complex thermodynamic and transport properties, the Prandtl and
Schmidt numbers only slightly vary in the reaction zone and small discrepancies are
found between fresh and burnt gases. Aa a consequence, results for a premixed flame
will be little affected by the assumption of constant Prandtl and Schmidt numbers.
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Figure 2.8 - Prandtl number (symbols) and species Schmidt numbers (lines) in a premixed flame.
On the contrary the unity Lewis number hypothesis, i.e. species Schmidt numbers
equal to the Prandtl number, assumed in most combustion models has a larger impact.
First of all, it can be noticed in Fig. 2.8 that the Schmidt numbers greatly vary between
species, i.e. between hydrocarbons as CH4 and the lightest speciesH andH2. Secondly
when unity Lewis numbers are assumed, the flame structure is modified as shown in
Fig. 2.9a. which compares the profiles of species mass fractions in the phase space ob-
tained with detailed and with simplified transport properties. Again, the hydrocarbon
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species are less affected by the simplified transport than the lightest species H2 and
H. The impact of simple transport properties is shown on the laminar flame speed
SL in Fig. 2.9b: unity Lewis numbers lead to an underestimated flame speed with a
maximum error of about 25% for stoichiometry.
The unity Lewis number hypothesis greatly impact the performances of detailed
mechanisms in terms of flame speed, whereas reduced mechanisms and tabulation
methods are generally fitted or corrected to predict the expected flame speed values.
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transport (dashed line). Experimental data by Vagelopoulos [159] are added to the flame speed results
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2.3 Strained premixed flames
In the strained premixed flame sketched in Fig. 2.10 a fresh premixed methane/air
mixture is injected on the left side and combustion products are injected on the right
side. The injection velocities could vary tomodify the global strain rate a = (|uf |+|ub|)/d,
where d is the distance between the two jets.
The flame front velocity w is given by the sum of the unburned gas velocity u and the
displacement speed Sd defined in Eq. (2.25):
w = u + Sdn. (2.40)
The flame is characterized by the presence of a stagnation planewhere the flow velocity
is zero. Stagnation point flames are stationary, whichmeans that they do not propagate
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Figure 2.10 - Sketch of a premixed strained flame.
along its normal direction n: w · n = 0, even if a velocity exists in the plane tangent to
the flame. As the flow velocity is not uniform, the flame displacement speed is difficult
to measure and the global consumption speed defined in Eq. (2.29) is usually preferred
to quantify the flame speed [43].
Definition of stretch
The total flame stretch k is defined in [173] as the time derivative of the fractional rate
of a flame surface element A:
k =
1
A
dA
dt
. (2.41)
It may be decomposed into a strain rate term (related to the non-uniformity of the flow)
and a term which accounts for effects of the flame front curvature [124]:
k =
(
δi j − ninj
) ∂ui
∂xj︸!!!!!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!!!!!︸
strain rate
+ Sd
∂ni
∂xi︸︷︷︸
curvature
= a + Sd∇ · n, (2.42)
where Sd is the displacement speed, a is the strain rate andn is the normal vector defined
in Eq. (2.24). For a stagnation point flame u · n = −Sd and the stretch is composed only
by the tangential strain rate:
k = a = ∇t · ut = ∂v∂y , (2.43)
where ∇t · ut = −nn : ∇ut + ∇t · ut.
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Impact of strain rate
The different flame speeds (SL, Sd and SC) assume different values for a stretched flame
and their evaluation is not straightforward neither experimentally nor numerically.
Under the conditions of validity of the asymptotic theory, i.e. small strain rate and
curve terms, the flame structure is controlled only by the stretch k [32, 29, 44]. Moreover,
the displacement speed on the fresh gas side and the consumption speed have a linear
response to stretch:
Sd
SL
= 1 −Mda kδSL and
SC
SL
= 1 −Mca kδSL , (2.44)
where kδ/S0L is a reduced Karlovitz number based on the diffusive thickness δ. The
Markstein numbers for the displacement and the consumption speeds, respectivelyMda
andMca, are proportional to the fuel Lewis number (LeF − 1). The stability of the flame
front depends on the sign of the displacement Markstein number: natural intrinsic
instabilities of the flame front are found for negative Markstein numbers [173, 26].
The typical asymptotic behavior of the consumption speed for stagnation flames are
reproduced in Fig. 2.11 as a function of the stretch k for different values of the fuel
Lewis number LeF:
• For LeF = 1, species and temperature gradients increase in the same proportion
when increasing the stretch. As a consequence, the flame is thinner but the
consumption speed is not affected, at least for small strecth values.
• For LeF < 1, the consumptionMarkstein number is negative and the consumption
speed linearly increases when the stretch increases, at least for low values.
• For LeF > 1, the consumption speed decreases when stretch increases. In general
for an adiabatic flame, quenching can be observed only for very large values of
the stretch. When heat loss is taken into account, sudden extinctions could occur
for lower stretch levels.
For high stretch values above the crucial stretch, the asymptotic theory is not valid
anymore.
The above analysis was performed assuming one-step irreversible chemistry. To
illustrate the effect of stretch in complex chemistry flames, the response of a stoichio-
metric methane/air strained flame is numerically studied using the detailed GRI3.0
mechanism, for which the Lewis number for reactants are LeCH4 ≈ 0.98 and LeO2 ≈ 1.06.
As already said, for this configuration the only contribution to stretch k is the strain
rate a. Contrary to the asymptotic analysis, the consumption speed decreases when
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Figure 2.11 - Asymptotic response of consumption speed to strain rate for different Lewis
numbers [124].
strain rate increases as shown in Fig. 2.12a, showing that in complex chemistry the
fuel Lewis number is not sufficient to predict the response to strain rate. In order
to validate the numerical results on the consumption speed, experimental results for
the normalized displacement speed obtained by Gu et al. [73] for the same flame are
proposed in Fig. 2.12b. Even if the consumption speed SC does not coincide with the
displacement speed Sd on a laminar strained flame, the response of both SC and Sd to
strain rate is qualitatively the same and in contrast with the asymptotic analysis.
The flame structure is also generally modified by strain rate. Profiles of species mass
fractions for an unstrained flame are compared to mass fraction profiles for a strained
flame (a = 1000 s−1) in Fig. 2.13 as a function of the progress variable c. The largest
discrepancies are found for intermediate species (CO and OH) in the reaction zone for
which maximum values are reduced by strain. This may have an important impact on
flame emissions.
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Figure 2.12 - a) Numerical results of the normalized consumption speed as function of strain rate for a
premixed flame. b) Experimental results by Gu et al. [73] of the displacement speed as function of strain
rate for a premixed flame.
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Figure 2.13 - Effect of the strain on the flame structure: an unstrained premixed flame (solid line) is
compared to a strained premixed flame with a = 1000 s−1(dashed line).
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Chapter 3
Chemistry for premixed methane/air
flames
The use of simplified chemical descriptions guarantees a reduction of the compu-
tational cost but the impact on result accuracy has to be validated. A preliminary
estimation of the performances of reduced chemical descriptions could be performed
on laminar unstrained and strained premixed flames, which are the fundamental bricks
in the modeling of turbulent premixed flames in the flamelet combustion regime.
In this chapter, different reduced mechanisms for premixed methane/air flames are
presented and the technique to implement and use them in CFD tools such as CAN-
TERA,AVBP and S3D is explained (Section 3.1). A comparisonwith results of a detailed
scheme is proposed for laminar unstrained and strained flames in terms of flame speed,
equilibrium state, flame thickness and flame structure (Section 3.2). The FPI_TTC tabu-
lation method is then discussed in Section 3.3 for laminar unstrained premixed flames.
In order to use the presented reduced schemes for turbulent combustion, an extension
of the TFLES method to multi-species reversible chemistry is proposed for partially
premixed flames in Section 3.4.
3.1 Reduced mechanisms for laminar premixed flame
In this section, different reduced mechanisms from the literature for methane/air com-
bustion are presented from the simplest to the most complex one:
• 2S_CH4_BFER: two-step mechanism by Franzelli et al. [62]: main steps for its
derivation are summarized in Section 3.1.2.
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• JONES: four-step mechanism by Jones and Lindstedt [82];
• PETERS: analytical scheme based on Peters work [116];
• SESHADRI: analytical scheme by Seshadri and Peters [39];
• LU: the most complex mechanism based on the work of Lu and Law [98].
The reduced mechanisms are tested on laminar unstrained and strained premixed
flames for the two operating points corresponding to the DNS and LES calculations
presented in the third Part of this work (Table 3.1):
1. BUNSEN operating point: the DNS of a turbulent premixed flame is performed
at initial temperature (Tf = 800 K), equivalence ratio φ = 0.7 and atmospheric
pressure (Chapter 4).
2. PRECCINSTA operating point: the LES of a non perfectly premixed swirled
turbulent flame at ambient temperature (Tf = 320 K), global equivalence ratio
φ = 0.83 and atmospheric pressure is studied in Chapters 5 and 6.
Results are compared to the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism [65] in order to evaluate their
performances on unstrained and strained flames.
Table 3.1 - Operation points for DNS and LES of Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
Initial temperature Tf Pressure Equivalence ratio φ
BUNSEN 800 K 1 atm 0.7
PRECCINSTA 320 K 1 atm 0.83
3.1.1 Simplified transport properties
All calculations presented in this section have been performed using CANTERA [71].
Since simplified transport properties are used in most combustion models, such prop-
erties have been implemented in CANTERA to test the impact of these simplifications
on the performances of reduced mechanisms. When simplified transport properties
are used, Prandtl and Schmidt numbers are assumed constant but the Lewis numbers
are not necessarily equal to unity. Several formulations for the molecular viscosity µ
have been implemented in CANTERA:
• µ is independent from temperature and constantly equal to µ0,
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• µ follows a Sutherland law:
µ = µ0
T3/2
T + c2
T0 + c2
T3/20
, (3.1)
where T0 is the temperature of reference, µ0 is the reference viscosity at tempera-
ture T0 and c2 is the second Sutherland constant.
• µ follows a power law in temperature:
µ = µ0
( T
T0
)α
, (3.2)
where α is the power law constant.
In the following, the dynamic viscosity is described by a power law for all reduced
mechanisms, whereas complex transport properties are used for the reference detailed
GRI3.0 mechanism. Parameters for the power law have been fitted on results for
a stoichiometric methane/air mixture using the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism as well
as detailed transport properties at initial temperature T0 = 300 K and atmospheric
pressure [124]. The dynamic viscosity of reference is µ0 = 1.8405 × 10−5 kg/m/s and
α = 0.6759 enables to fit the dependence on temperature over the whole range of
considered temperature (Fig 3.1). The Prandtl number Pr0 = 0.7 is also assumed
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Figure 3.1 - Dependance of the dynamic viscosity on temperature. Results obtained with detailed
transport properties (symbols) are fitted using a power law (continous line).
constant and equal to the Prandtl number in the burnt gases of a stoichiometric mixture
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at initial temperature T0 = 300 K. Finally, the Schmidt numbers are assumed constant
but not necessarily equal for each species. Their values correspond to the species
Schmidt numbers in burnt gases. It has been already shown that these simplifications
do not greatly affect results for laminar premixed flames (Section 2.2).
3.1.2 The two-step mechanisms: 2S_CH4_BFER and 2S_CH4_BFER*
Several approaches have been proposed to build two-step schemes. Li et al. [94] and
Sanchez et al. [135] use the so-called slow CO oxidation limit of premixed combus-
tion [30] which is valid for lean and stoichiometric mixtures to derive a CO oxidation
reaction from detailed chemistry. Fuel oxidation in H2O and CO2 is described by two
global reactions which take place in two different layers of the flame. First, fuel is
attacked by radicals and totally oxidized in a thin layer, producing both CO and H2O.
Second, downstream from this thin layer, no fuel is left and radicals maintain a steady
state, allowing a slow oxidation of CO into CO2 to take place in this second layer which
is thicker than the first one (Fig. 3.2). This approach provides an accurate description
of the chemical flame structure for lean mixtures. However in aeronautical or piston
engines, large values of equivalence ratio can be found locally and the slow CO oxida-
tion limit is too restrictive to be used in the context of LES in such configurations.
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Figure 3.2 - Sketch of the reaction and recombination zones for a premixed flame at φ = 0.83,
T f = 320 K and P = 1 atm.
Westbrook et al. [171] build a classical two-stepmechanismby choosing the appropriate
reaction parameters to fit flame speed measurements. This method has two disadvan-
tages. First, it has more difficulties to reproduce the flame structure for lean mixtures
than methods based on the CO oxidation limit [94, 135]. Second, it requires negative
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and/or small reaction exponents to correctly reproduce laminar flame speeds for rich
mixtures. These exponents may lead to a very unstable numerical behavior and should
be avoided.
The methodology proposed by Franzelli et al. [63] to build a reduced mechanism on
a wide range of equivalence ratio φ, pressure P and initial temperature Tf is based on
parameter best fitting and may be viewed as an optimisation technique. It has been
applied to methane/air flames and is briefly detailed hereafter. The 2S_CH4_BFER
(or BFER) mechanism correctly predicts the flame speed and the equilibrium state
of a premixed laminar methane/air flame for a wide range of equivalence ratio (φ ∈
[0.6; 1.6]), pressure (P ∈ [1; 10] atm) and fresh gas temperature (Tf ∈ [300; 800] K). To be
consistent with the TFLES model for turbulent combustion [124] unity Lewis numbers
are assumed for all species.
Equilibrium state
As discussed in Section 2.2 , the burnt gas state is controlled by thermochemistry, i.e.
the species formation enthalpies and the heat capacities. The quality of a mechanism
to correctly reproduce the equilibrium temperature Tb is strictly linked to the species
composing themixture. As shown in Fig. 3.3when describingmethane/air combustion,
the adiabatic temperature is greatly overestimated for near-stoichiometric and rich
mixtures if only five species (CH4, O2, CO2, H2O et N2) are taken into account. When
including CO, i.e. taking into account six species, the burnt gas temperature is correctly
reproduced up to φ = 1.4. Consequently, the 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism accounts for
six species (CH4, O2, CO2, CO, H2O et N2) and two reactions:
CH4 + 1.5 O2 => CO + 2 H2O (3.3)
CO + 0.5 O2 <=> CO2. (3.4)
The first irreversible reaction describes the oxidation of CH4 into CO and H2O, while
the second reversible reaction rules the recombination between CO and CO2.
Pressure and initial temperature dependence
The analysis of detailed methane and methanol schemes has clarified the flame speed
dependence on temperature and pressure variations [172]. When increasing the fresh
gas temperature, the fuel consumption and the heat release are accelerated by an
increase in the elementary reaction rates which generally depends on temperature.
Moreover, the maximum radical concentrations which are responsible for the fuel con-
sumption and flame propagation become larger. The pressure dependence is linked to
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Figure 3.3 - Adiabatic temperature as a function of the equivalence ratio for a mixture initially at
temperature T f = 320 K: comparison between 5 (solid line), 6 (dashed line) and 53 (symbols) species.
the pressure-dependent radical recombination reactions that, by removing free radicals,
inhibit the flame.
For a one-step scheme and lean combustion, a relation exists between the pressure
exponent αP (defined in Eq. (2.38)) and the reaction orders [124]:
αP =
nF + nO − 2
2
, (3.5)
where nF and nO are respectively the reaction order for fuel and oxygen. This rela-
tion has been derived for one-step scheme and the flame speed dependency does not
necessarily follow a power law in pressure when using a detailed mechanism. The
numerical estimations of the pressure exponent for different initial values of tempera-
ture and pressure obtained with the GRI3.0 mechanism are presented in Table 3.2. The
flame speed does not obey a simple power-law expression over the whole pressure
range [172]. Discrepancies are expected when fixing a constant value for αP. However,
in the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme the reaction orders nCH4 = 0.5 and nO2,1 = 0.65 have been
chosen to obtain αP ≈ −0.425 which minimizes the errors for the flame speed on a wide
range of initial temperatures and pressures.
It is more difficult to anticipate a relation between the temperature exponent αT and
the reaction parameters, and theoretical evaluations of αT for single-step schemes are
usually inaccurate [124]. Generally, the flame speed dependence on temperature is gov-
erned by the totality of the reaction parameters and can not be estimated a priori. Fixing
the temperature coefficient β2 = 0.7 of the recombination reaction (Eq. (3.4)), a correct
description of the temperature dependence of the flame speed has been guaranteed.
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Table 3.2 - Numerical estimation of the pressure exponent αP for different temperatures and pressures
with P0 = 1 atm and T0 = 300 K. Extreme values are indicated in bold.
Temperature 300 K 500 K 700 K
Pressure 3 atm 10 atm 3 atm 10 atm 3 atm 12 atm
φ = 0.8 −0.445 −0.488 −0.411 −0.453 −0.355 −0.410
φ = 1.0 −0.421 −0.457 −0.358 −0.402 −0.295 −0.362
φ = 1.2 −0.495 −0.527 −0.393 −0.451 −0.294 −0.373
φ = 1.5 −0.320 −0.256 −0.362 −0.308 −0.390 −0.323
Flame speed
Once the reaction orders and the temperature exponents have been chosen to correctly
reproduce the pressure and the temperature dependences, the pre-exponential factor
and the activation energy could be fitted to predict the flame speed for the reference
temperature T0 and pressure P0. The flame speed for a given temperature T and
pressure P is automatically described since αP and αT are correctly reproduced.
Reduced one- or two-step schemes guarantee proper flame predictions only for lean
combustion and greatly overestimate the laminar flame speed in the rich regime [130].
To overcome this problem, the Pre-Exponential Adjustement (PEA) method, where the
rate constants are allowed to varywith equivalence ratio, has been proposed [24, 92, 56].
The reaction rates of Eqs. (3.3) and (3.4) are written in the classical Arrhenius form:
k f ,1 = A1 f1(φ) exp(−Ea,1/RT) [CH4]nCH4 [O2]nO2 ,1 , (3.6)
k f ,2 = A2 f2(φ) T0.7 exp(−Ea,2/RT) [CO]nCO [O2]nO2 ,2 , (3.7)
where Aj is the pre-exponential factor of reaction j, Ea, j is the activation energy and
nk, j is the reaction exponent for species k in reaction j. Reaction parameters fitted to
match the flame speed in the lean regime at the reference temperature T0 = 300 K and
pressure P0 = 1 atm. They are summarized in Table 3.3.
Both reaction rates are thenmultiplied by a correction function fj(φ) of the equivalence
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Table 3.3 - Activation energy Ea, pre-exponential factor A, and reaction exponents nk for the
2S_CH4_BFER mechanism. Units are: mol, s, cm3 and cal/mol.
CH4 oxidation CO-CO2 equilibrium
Activation energy 3.55 × 104 1.2 × 104
Pre-exponential factor 4.9 × 109 2 × 108
Reaction nCH4 0.50 nCO 1.00
exponents (-) nO2,1 0.65 nO2,2 0.50
ratio:
f1(φ) =
2[
1 + tanh
(
φ0,1−φ
σ0,1
)]
+ B1
[
1 + tanh
(
φ−φ1,1
σ1,1
)]
+ C1
[
1 + tanh
(
φ−φ2,1
σ2,1
)] , (3.8)
f2(φ) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ0,2 − φ
σ0,2
)]
+
B2
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ − φ1,2
σ1,2
)]
+
C2
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ − φ2,2
σ2,2
)]
×
[
1 + tanh
(
φ3,2 − φ
σ3,2
)]
. (3.9)
The correction functions are built to recover the correct flame speed for rich mixtures
and to quickly reach the equilibrium state for a laminar premixed flame at the reference
fresh gas temperature T0 = 300 K and atmospheric pressure. Their parameters are
summarized in Table 3.4 and the shape of such correction functions is illustrated in
Fig. 3.4: while f1 first increases just above stoichiometry and later decreases to slow
down the combustion, f2 goes very fast to zero to accelerate the evolution towards
equilibrium.
For lean combustion, no correction is required on the flame speed and f1(φ) remains
Table 3.4 - Coefficients for the two correction functions f1(φ) and f2(φ) in the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme.
φ0, j σ0, j Bj φ1, j σ1, j Cj φ2, j σ2, j φ3, j σ3, j
j = 1 1.1 0.09 0.37 1.13 0.03 6.7 1.6 0.22 - -
j = 2 0.95 0.08 2.5 10−5 1.3 0.04 0.0087 1.2 0.04 1.2 0.05
constant and equal to one. The methodology first determines f2(φ) then adjusts f1(φ)
to match the flame speed for rich combustion. The two correction functions f1(φ)
and f2(φ) do not depend on pressure or temperature. Flame speed results obtained
with the 2S_CH4_BFER are displayed in Fig. 3.5 for three different initial temperatures
(Tf = 300, 500, 700 K) and pressures (P = 1, 3, 10 atm) over the flammability range
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Figure 3.4 - Evolution of the correction functions f1 (continous line) and f2 (dashed line) versus
equivalence ratio.
(φ = 0.6 − 1.6). For the whole range of pressures and fresh gas temperatures, the
2S_CH4_BFER scheme predicts a laminar flame speed in agreement with the GRI 3.0
mechanism. The largest discrepancies occur for Tf = 300 K, P = 10 atm (up to 32%) due
to the variation of the pressure dependency coefficient αP observed at these conditions
(Table 3.2). The temperature dependency is well preserved everywhere.
a. b.
Figure 3.5 - a) Pressure dependence of the flame speed for T f = 300 K and P = 1, 3, 10 atm. b)
Temperature dependence of flame speed for P = 1 atm and Tf = 300, 500, 700 K. Comparison between
GRI3.0 (black symbols) and 2S_CH4_BFER (grey lines) mechanisms.
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Strained flames: the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme
Response to strain is a key point in turbulent combustion. The flame response to
strain is known to be strongly affected by the Lewis numbers [124]. In the original
2S_CH4_BFER scheme, unity Lewis numbers assumption is used for all species, but
they can be adjusted to improve the response to strain of the mechanism in terms of
consumption speed. This is done in the 2S_CH4_BFER* (or BFER*) mechanism having
the same parameters than the previous two-step scheme but using Lewis numbers
fixed to LeK = 1.65. The pre-exponential factor A1 for Eq. (3.3) is accordingly reduced
to A1 = 3.96 × 109 in order to reproduce the correct flame speed. Parameters for the
pressure and temperature dependence are kept unchanged.
This modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme is first tested on laminar unstrained and
strained flames at the two operating points of interest (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2), before
being applied to turbulent flames (Chapters 4 and 5) to study the impact of flame
response to strain on the global flame behavior.
3.1.3 The four-step mechanisms: JONES and JONES*
The JONES mechanism presented in [82] is composed of seven species (CH4, O2, CO2,
CO, H2O, H2 et N2) and takes into account four reactions:
CH4 + 0.5 O2 => CO + 2 H2 (3.10)
CH4 + H2O => CO + 3 H2 (3.11)
CO + H2O <=> CO2 +H2 (3.12)
H2 + 0.5 O2 <=> H2O. (3.13)
It is based on a flame structure comprising two reaction zones: a first reaction zone
where methane oxidation into CO and H2 occurs (reactions (3.10) and (3.11)) and a
second reaction zone where CO2 and H2O are produced (reactions (3.12) and (3.13)).
Each reaction follows an Arrhenius law whose parameters have been chosen in order
to correctly describe the flame structure of both premixed and diffusion flames for
ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure (Table 3.5).
Two formulations for the forward reaction rate of reaction (3.13) were proposed by
Jones and Lindstedt [82]
k f = 0.25 × 1017 exp(−40000/RT) T−1 [H2]0.5 [O2]2.25 [H2O]−1 , (3.14)
k&f = 0.68 × 1017 exp(−40000/RT) T−1 [H2]0.25 [O2]1.50 . (3.15)
Equation (3.15) is usually preferred to avoid the singularity caused by the negative
order for H2O species although it reduces the scheme accuracy in the fuel lean region.
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Table 3.5 - Activation energy Ea, pre-exponential factor A, temperature exponent β ,and reaction
exponents nk for the JONES mechanism. Units are: kmol, s, m3 and cal/mol.
Reaction (3.10) Reaction (3.11) Reaction (3.12) Reaction (3.13)
Activation energy 3.00 × 104 3.0 × 104 2.0 × 104 4.0 × 104
Pre-exponential factor 4.4 × 1011 3.0 × 109 2.75 × 109 2.5 × 1016
Temperature exponent 0 0 0 -1
Reaction nCH4,1 0.50 nCH4,2 1.00 nCO,3 1.00 nH2,4 0.50
exponents (-) nO2,1 1.25 nH2O,2 1.00 nH2O,3 1.00 nO2,4 2.25
nH2O,4 -1
In the present work the use of Eq. (3.14) is preferred to preserve the quality of the
mechanism, and particular attention is given to its implementation in CFD tools such
as CANTERA or AVBP (Section 3.1.7), since negative species order are found not only
for the forward reaction rate but also for the reverse reaction rate of reaction (3.13):
kr = 0.178 × 1014 exp(−93000/RT) T−1 [H2]−0.5 [O2]1.75 . (3.16)
Species Lewis numbers are assumed constant but different for each species (cfr. Ta-
ble 3.6).
Figures 3.6a and 3.6b show respectively the flame speed dependence on pressure and
temperature for the JONES mechanisms. The pressure exponent of Jones et Lindst-
edt [82] is greatly underestimated αP ≈ −0.125, and, as a consequence, the flame speed
is too high when increasing the pressure (Fig. 3.6a.). However, it was shown in [156]
that the four-step mechanism could be adapted to different operation points adjusting
the pre-exponential factor of Eqs. (3.10) and (3.13), at least for lean mixtures.
The temperature dependence is better described (Fig. 3.6b), at least for T < 500 K, but
it is greatly overestimated for Tf = 800 K, i.e. the BUNSEN operating point.
Table 3.6 - Species Lewis numbers for the JONES scheme
CH4 O2 CO2 CO H2O H2 N2
0.967 1.0557 1.35 1.07 0.777 0.29 1.036
A correction is then proposed, introducing a new mechanism named JONES* by
adjusting the parameters of the reactions (3.10) and (3.13) governing the flame speed.
Their pre-exponential factors are now A∗1 = 0.5A1 and A
∗
4 = 0.3A4 improving the flame
speed prediction especially for the equivalence ratio of interest φ = 0.7 (Fig. 3.7, dashed
line). For the PRECCINSTA operating point (Tf = 320 K), the original JONES mecha-
nism will be used.
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a. b.
Figure 3.6 - a) Pressure dependence of the flame speed for T f = 300 K and P = 1, 3, 10 atm. b)
Temperature dependence of flame speed for P = 1 atm and Tf = 300, 500, 700 K. Comparison between
GRI3.0 (black symbols) and JONES (grey lines) mechanisms.
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Figure 3.7 - Flame speed of a premixed unstrained methane/air flame at T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm.
Comparison between reduced the JONES and JONES* mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
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3.1.4 The analytical mechanisms: PETERS and PETERS*
The PETERS mechanism presented in [116] accounts for eight species (CH4, O2, CO2,
CO, H2O, N2, H2 and H) and four reactions:
RI : CH4 + 2 H + H2O => CO + 4 H2 (3.17)
RII : CO + H2O <=> CO2 +H2 (3.18)
RIII : 2 H +M <=> H2 +M (3.19)
RIV : 3 H2 +O2 <=> 2 H + 2 H2O. (3.20)
It is based on a skeletal mechanism for lean methane/air flames composed by 18 reac-
tions and 13 species:
R1 : CH4 +H => CH3 +H2 (3.21)
R2 : CH4 +OH => CH3 +H2O (3.22)
R3 : CH3 +O => CH2O +H (3.23)
R4 : CH2O +H => CHO +H2 (3.24)
R5 : CH2O +OH => CHO +H2O (3.25)
R6 : CHO +H => CO +H2 (3.26)
R7 : CHO +M => CO +H +M (3.27)
R8 : CHO +O2 => CO +HO2 (3.28)
R9 : CO +OH <=> CO2 +H (3.29)
R10 : H +O2 <=> OH +O (3.30)
R11 : O +H2 <=> OH +H (3.31)
R12 : OH +H2 <=> H2O +H (3.32)
R13 : OH +OH <=> H2O +O (3.33)
R14 : H +O2 +M <=> HO2 +M (3.34)
R15 : H +OH +M <=> H2O +M (3.35)
R16 : H +HO2 => OH +OH (3.36)
R17 : H +HO2 => H2 +O2 (3.37)
R18 : OH +HO2 => H2O +O2. (3.38)
where M is a third body whose concentration is given by: [XM] = [XH] +
[
XH2
]
+
0.4
[
XO2
]
+ 6.5
[
XH2O
]
+ 0.75 [XCO] + 1.5
[
XCO2
]
+ 6.54
[
XCH4
]
.
The fundamental reactions which cannot be eliminated are listed: reactions R1
and R2 (Eqs. (3.21) and (3.22)) determine fuel consumption, reaction R9 (Eq. (3.29))
describes the oxidation of CO, reaction R10 (Eq. (3.30)) determines the consumption of
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O2 and reaction R14 (Eq. (3.34)) is the only reaction taking into account a third body
recombination. In order to reduce the computational time, six intermediate species
(OH, O, HO2, CH3, CH2O and CHO) are assumed to be in "quasi steady state" (QSS),
i.e their production/consumption rates are supposed equal to zero ω˙k ≈ 0 and at least
six reaction rates are eliminated from the system. Eliminating the fast reactions and
recombining the different reaction rates, the global rate of reactions RI - RIV (Eqs. (3.17)-
(3.20)) are given in terms of eight elementary reactions:
QI = Q1 +Q2 (3.39)
QII = Q9 (3.40)
QIII = Q6 +Q8 +Q14, f +Q15, f (3.41)
QIV = Q10 (3.42)
(3.43)
where Q j, f and Q j are respectively the forward and the net reaction rates of reaction R j.
Imposing a steady state for species CH3 (ω˙CH3 ≈ 0) an algebraic relation is deduced for
the concentration of species CHO necessary for the calculation of reaction rates Q6 and
Q8:
[XCOH] =
K1
[
XCH4
]
[XH] + K2
[
XCH4
]
[XOH]
K6 [XH] + K7 [XM] + K8
[
XO2
] . (3.44)
To further simplify the chemical mechanism, a partial equilibrium is assumed for
reactions R11-R13 (Eqs. (3.31)-(3.33)) whose reaction rates are large compared to the
other reaction rates in the high temperature region of the flame. Two algebraic relations
result for species OH and O:
[XOH] = [XH]
[
XH2O
]
Keq12
[
XH2
] , [XO] = [XH] [XOH]Keq11 [XH2] . (3.45)
Note that the use of these relations could be numerically difficult when a small H2
concentration is detected (Section 3.1.7).
Progress reaction rates (3.39)-(3.42) are then calculated using the rate coefficients
recommended in [167]. Constant Lewis numbers are assumed as described in Table 3.7.
Table 3.7 - Species Lewis numbers for the PETERS and SESHADRI schemes.
CH4 O2 CO2 CO H2O H2 N2 H
0.967 1.0557 1.35 1.07 0.777 0.29 1.036 0.243
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Figure 3.8 - Flame speed (a.) and burnt gas temperature (b.) for a premixed unstrained methane/air
flame at T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm. Comparison between reduced PETERS and PETERS*
mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme for the flame speed and the equilibrium state (8 species) for
the burnt gas temperature.
This scheme describes the basic features of the skeletal mechanism, i.e. the flame
structure of premixed and diffusion flames, but the assumedQSS and equilibrium state
hypothesis are valid only for fresh gas temperatures lower than Tf = 500 K.
Indeed the reverse path of reaction R15 of the skeletal mechanism (Eq. (3.35)) greatly
affects results for Tf > 500 K so that the PETERS mechanism, where it is missing is not
able to describe the equilibrium state at Tf = 800 K (Fig. 3.8b, solid line).
To improve the scheme performance, the reverse path of reaction R15 is reintroduced
in the calculation of the rate of progress of reaction RIII (Eq. (3.19)) leading to:
Q∗III = Q6 +Q8 +Q14, f +Q15, f −Q15,r (3.46)
Moreover, the reaction parameters are extracted from amore recent detailed scheme for
methane/air flames named SanDiego [174]. This new mechanism is named PETERS*.
Figure 3.8 (dashed line) shows how PETERS* scheme recovers the flame speed and
the equilibrium temperature at Tf = 800 K for the whole range of equivalence ratio.
In the following, the PETERS and PETERS* schemes will be validated and used for
calculations at Tf = 320 K (Chapter 5) and Tf = 800 K (Chapter 4) respectively.
3.1.5 The SESHADRI and SESHADRI* mechanisms
The four-step reduced mechanism SESHADRI by Seshadri and Peters [39] has been
derived by using a computer program for optimization and reduction of detailed
mechanisms [38]. It takes into account the same species (CH4, O2, CO2, CO, H2O, N2,
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H2 and H) and reactions used by the PETERS mechanism:
CH4 + 2 H + H2O => CO + 4 H2 (3.47)
CO + H2O <=> CO2 +H2 (3.48)
2 H +M <=> H2 +M (3.49)
3 H2 +O2 <=> 2 H + 2 H2O. (3.50)
As for the PETERS scheme, the global reaction rates are based on a reduction of a
skeletal mechanism of 25 reactions using the QSS assumption and the equilibrium
hypothesis. Algebraic relations are given forOH,O, CH3, CH3O, CH2O,HCO,HO2 and
H2O2 species. The same constant Lewis numbers as for the PETERS scheme are used
(Table 3.7).
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Figure 3.9 - Flame speed (a.) and burnt gas temperature (b.) for a premixed unstrained methane/air
flame at T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm. Comparison between reduced SESHADRI and SESHADRI*
mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme for the flame speed and the equilibrium state (8 species) for
the burnt gas temperature.
The SESHADRI scheme correctly reproduces the structure of premixed and diffusion
flames for ambient temperature and atmospheric pressure [39]. At Tf = 800 K, this
mechanism shows the same problem in describing the equilibrium state as the PETERS
scheme (Fig.3.9b, solid line). Again, its behavior is incorrect because the reverse path
of reaction H + OH + M <=> H2O + M is neglected when calculating the reaction
rate of Eq. (3.49). The SESHADRI* scheme is therefore proposed also accounting for
the reverse reaction rate of H + OH + M <=> H2O + M. Moreover, the SESHADRI
scheme largely overestimates the flame speed. The pre-exponential factor of reaction
H+O2 <=> OH+O is reduced by a facto 0.7 since governing the production of radical
species, it mainly controls the flame speed. This adjustment is not systematic and the
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SESHADRI* mechanism is no more an analytical scheme.
Figure 3.9 shows that the SESHADRI* scheme behaves better than the SESHADRI
scheme at Tf = 800 although some discrepancies are still detected near stoichiometry.
The SESHADRI* mechanism is then used to compute the Bunsen configuration.
3.1.6 The LU mechanism
The LU mechanism corresponds to the reduced chemical scheme used by Sankaran
et al. [137, 136] in the DNS of the Bunsen flame and is based on the work of Lu and
Law [98]. It takes into account 13 resolved species (CH4, O2, CO2, CO, H2O, N2, H2,
H, OH, O, HO2, CH3 and CH2O), 4 QSS species (CH2, CH2S, HCO and CH2OH) and 73
elementary species. The detailed mechanism GRI1.2 is reduced applying the directed
relation graph method, the sensitivity analysis and the computational singular pertur-
bation approach [98]. QSS is assumed for various species in order to obtain algebraic
expressions. The quality of this scheme is evaluated on lean premixed methane/air
flames, perfectly stirred reactor for Tf = 300 K and auto-ignition configurations from
1000 K to 1800 K [136]. Simplified transport properties are assumed and the constant
Lewis numbers are summarized in Table 3.8.
Table 3.8 - Species Lewis numbers for the LU scheme
CH4 O2 CO2 CO H2O H2 N2 H O OH HO2 CH3 CH2O
0.967 1.0557 1.35 1.07 0.777 0.29 1.036 0.17 0.69 0.7 1.07 0.97 1.25
The agreement between the LUmechanism and the detailed scheme are satisfactory
for both operating points (Fig. 3.10) and in the following it will be used as the reference
mechanism representing the behavior of complex chemistry.
3.1.7 Implementation of reduced mechanisms in CFD tools
Using the reduced mechanisms presented in Section 3.1 in a CFD code is not straight-
forward for two reasons:
• Thermo-chemical codes such as CANTERA [71] support different types of reac-
tions including Arrhenius law, third-body and fall-off reactions whereas in CFD
tools such as AVBP only Arrenhius and third-body reactions are generally used.
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Figure 3.10 - Flame speed (a.) and burnt gas temperature (b.) for both BUNSEN and PRECCINSTA
operating points. Comparison between reduced LU mechanism (solid lines) and the GRI3.0 detailed
scheme (symbols) for the flame speed and the equilibrium state (13 species) for the burnt gas
temperature.
Negative species orders are not admitted and there is no automatic way to imple-
ment a custommechanismor to express reaction rates in an algebraic formulation.
As a consequence, the JONES mechanism and all analytical schemes can not be
directly used and they require hard-coding in the kernel of the code.
• Numerical difficulties could be encountered when implementing and using the
analytical mechanisms due to the algebraic expressions in the denominator of the
reaction rates and of the species in the QSS. Clipping on species mass fraction
has therefore been implemented to overcome this problem. Moreover, negative
reaction orders have to be carefully treated and specific algorithms could be
necessary to avoid unreasonable small time steps due to the stiffness of some
reaction rates.
The method to implement and use the reduced mechanisms avoiding numerical sin-
gularity is presented in the following for all reduced mechanisms.
The two-step mechanisms 2S_CH4_BFER
The reaction rates of the two-step mechanisms 2S_CH4_BFER and 2S_CH4_BFER*
have a classical Arrhenius law formulation with pre-exponenential constants that are
functions of the equivalence ratio. In practice, no modification is required for a per-
fectly premixed combustion calculation at fixed equivalence ratio. In that case, the
pre-exponential constants are adjusted in advance when defining the reactions in the
input file. Whenever the equivalence ratio varies in the calculation domain, the pre-
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exponential constants need to be locally modified and the implementation of the PEA
method is thus necessary. In CANTERA, AVBP and S3D at each grid point a local
equivalence ratio is evaluated from the mixture fraction based on the conservation of
carbon atoms. The correction PEA functions are then applied to the pre-exponential
constants when computing the reaction rates.
Generally, this kind of mechanism is quite robust and does not present any pathologic
singularity, i.e. the reaction orders are positive and larger than 0.5. No numerical
problem is detected neither in laminar nor in turbulent premixed flame calculations.
The JONES scheme
In JONES/JONES* schemes, the negative species order for species H2 and H2O in the
reversible reaction (3.13) is an important difficulty:
H2 + 0.5 O2 <=> H2O (3.51)
whose progress rate is given by 3.14 and 3.16:
Q = Kf
[
[H2]0.5 [H2]2.25 [H2O]−1 − 1Keq [O2]
1.75 [H2]−0.5
]
. (3.52)
The reaction rate may tend to infinity whenever the H2O or the H2 concentrations
approach to zero and must be limited. When calculating the reaction rate, the mass
fractions of the H2 and H2O species are not allowed to decrease below their clipping
values ,H2 and ,H2O (in this work, equal to 1% of the maximum mass fraction values
for H2 and H2O species respectively). The stability is thus guaranteed but the scheme
behavior may be altered and clipping must be used with caution.
Particular attention has to be paid to preserve the equilibrium state for which the
progress rate is supposed equal to zeroQ = 0. From Eq. (3.52) the equilibrium constant
is given by:
Keq =
[O2]1.75 [H2]−0.5
Kf [H2]0.5 [H2]2.25 [H2O]−1
. (3.53)
In order to preserve the equilibrium state and to avoid numerical instabilities, the
progress rate is modified as follows:
• if YH2O > ,H2O and YH2 > ,H2 : the progress rate (3.52) may be used without any
problem;
• if YH2O < ,H2O and YH2 > ,H2 : the H2O concentration is not taken into account
in the forward path and it is added to the reverse path in order to preserve the
equilibrum state:
Q∗ = Q × [H2O]; (3.54)
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• similarly ifYH2O > ,H2O andYH2 < ,H2 : when theH2 concentration is too small it is
not taken into account in the reverse path but appears in to the forward progress
rate to guarantee a correct description of the equilibrium state:
Q∗ = Q × [H2]0.5; (3.55)
• if YH2O < ,H2O and YH2 < ,H2 : both H2 and H2O concentrations are deleted to
the denominators and added to the numerator of the forward and reverse path
respectively:
Q∗ = Q × [H2O] × [H2]0.5; (3.56)
This modification is not active in the reaction zone, characterized by H2 and H2O
concentrations bigger than the clipping values, and it does not affect the description of
the flame.
Analytical schemes (PETERS, SESHADRI and LU)
Some numerical difficulties may be expected when implementing and using the ana-
lytical mechanisms due to the algebraic expressions in the denominators of the reaction
rates and of the species in the QSS [115]. When the denominators go to zero, the reac-
tion rates go to infinity and a control on these terms is necessary to avoid singularities,
then a clipping on the species mass fraction is used:
if 0 < Yk < , : Yk = ,, (3.57)
where the clipping parameter , is small enough to avoid unphysically high values of
the reaction rates (in this work , = 1.0e−10). It should be noticed that the species mass
fractions are modified only in the calculation of the reaction rates but are otherwise
unchanged. One consequence is that the reaction rates are always non-zero. Since H2
is the species that activates the reactions, its mass fraction is used to inhibit them:
if YH2 < ,H2 : Q = 0, (3.58)
where ,H2 has been chosen in this work equal to 0.1% of the maximum mass fraction
value for species H2. However it is not possible to generalize the clipping procedure
and some trials are necessary when implementing new analytical mechanisms.
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3.2 Comparison between reduced mechanisms
In this Section, the performances of the reduced mechanisms are evaluated on laminar
premixed unstrained and strained flames for the operating points of the DNS and
LES of Chapters 4 and 5. The preliminary results on unstrained flames discussed in
Section 3.1 are completed with results on the flame structure and on the response of the
flame to strain rate.
3.2.1 Comparison between reduced mechanisms on unstrained
flames
The quality of different reduced mechanisms is compared on unstrained flames at the
two different points of interest (PRECCINSTA and BUNSEN) in terms of flame speed,
burnt gas temperature and flame structure.
Flame characteristics
In Fig. 3.11, the flame speed obtained with the reduced schemes are compared to
the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism. The behavior of the simplified mechanisms is the
same for both operating points. For lean and stoichiometric mixtures, all mechanisms
correctly reproduce the flame speed. The agreement with the detailed GRI3.0 scheme
is satisfactory for the equivalence ratio of interest (φ = 0.83 and φ = 0.7 for Tf = 320 K
and Tf = 800 K respectively). For rich mixtures, the decrease in flame speed is well
predicted by all mechanisms except the JONES and JONES* schemes which greatly
overpredict it.
The introduction of additional species in the JONES, PETERS, SESHADRI, LUmech-
anisms and their modified versions improves the description of the burnt gas temper-
ature (Fig. 3.12), only overestimated for very rich flames (φ > 1.4) by the two-step
schemes. High discrepancies are also detected for near-stoichiometric flames for the
highest initial temperature Tf = 800 K. The most complex reduced LU scheme is the
only one which correctly predicts the burnt gas temperature on the whole range of
equivalence ratio which means that 13 species are required to correctly reproduce the
burnt gas temperature at both operating points. For the composition of interest (φ = 0.7
andφ = 0.83), the two-step schemes predict the flame speed and burnt gas temperature
with an error smaller than 8% and 1% respectively. The largest error for the flame speed
is produced by the SESHADRI scheme (about 15%) whereas the error on the burnt gas
temperature is less than 1% for all the schemes. All mechanisms are valid in terms of
SL and burnt gas temperature for the two operating points (see Tables 3.9 and 3.10).
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Figure 3.11 - Flame speed for a premixed unstrained methane/air flame at initial temperature a)
T f = 320 K and b) T f = 800 K and atmospheric pressure. Comparison between the reduced
mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
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Figure 3.12 - Burnt gas temperature for a premixed unstrained methane/air flame at initial temperature
a) T f = 320 K and b) T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm. Comparison between the reduced mechanisms and
the GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
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Table 3.9 - Flame speed, burnt gas temperature and flame thickness for the different mechanisms at
φ = 0.83, T f = 320 K and P = 1 atm.
GRI3.0 BFER BFER* JONES PETERS SESHADRI LU
Sl [m/s] 0.329 0.339 0.355 0.378 0.371 0.388 0.351
Tb [K] 2056.68 2072.03 2072.47 2068.78 2072.99 2071.11 2057.75
δL [m] 5.056e-4 3.906e-4 3.732e-4 3.769e-4 4.475e-4 4.644e-4 4.610e-4
τc [s] 1.536e-3 1.152e-3 1.052e-3 0.997e-3 1.207e-3 1.198e-3 1.313e-3
Table 3.10 - Flame speed, burnt gas temperature and flame thickness for the different mechanisms at
φ = 0.7, T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm.
GRI3.0 BFER BFER* JONES* PETERS* SESHADRI* LU
Sl [m/s] 1.817 1.782 1.806 1.793 2.023 1.845 1.893
Tb [K] 2202.8 2229.38 2229.7 2224.56 2228.9 2236.34 2200.8
δL [m] 3.375e-4 2.2846e-4 2.231e-4 3.072e-4 3.092e-4 3.859e-4 3.451e-4
τc [m] 1.857e-4 1.282e-4 1.235e-4 1.713e-4 1.528e-4 2.092e-4 1.823e-4
Flame thickness
An important variable in turbulent combustion modeling is the progress variable. Its
definition is however not straightforward for complex reduced chemistry. The progress
variable c is defined on the O2 species as proposed by Sankaran et al. [137]:
c =
YO2 − YfO2
YbO2 − Y
f
O2
. (3.59)
It indicates the progression of the reaction from fresh to burnt gases.
The ability of a reduced mechanism to reproduce the correct flame thickness is very
important as it affects the interaction with turbulence. Moreover, if a simplified scheme
strongly underpredicts the flame thickness, the computational grid has to be refined
(at least five grid points are necessary in the reaction zone to correctly describe the
flame) and the computational cost increases. Its gradient |∇c| is displayed in Fig. 3.13
for both operating points and all reduced mechanisms. It could be used to represent
the flame thickness: the highest is |∇c| the thinner is the flame. This quantity is very
helpful when analyzing turbulent flames for which the definition of thermal thickness
cannot be easily applied.
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Figure 3.13 - Gradient of the progress variable |∇c| for a premixed unstrained methane/air flame at
initial temperature a) T f = 320 K and b) T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm. Comparison between the reduced
mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
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Figure 3.14 -Magnitude of the progress variable gradient normalized by the laminar flame thickness
δGRI3.0L for a premixed unstrained methane/air flame at initial temperature a) T f = 320 K and b)
T f = 800 K and atmospheric pressure. Comparison between the reduced mechanisms and the GRI3.0
detailed scheme.
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The behavior of the reducedmechanisms is similar for both operating points. The two-
step schemes generally overestimate |∇c|, i.e. the flame is thinner, as also predicted by
the thermal thickness in Tables 3.9 and 3.10. The agreement between all other reduced
mechanisms and the detailed scheme is satisfactory, with the JONES less performant
in the PRECCINSTA case.
The progress variable gradient |∇c|may be normalized by the laminar thermal thick-
ness predicted by the detailed mechanism δGRI3.0L (Tables 3.9 and 3.10). Results are
displayed in Fig. 3.14 for both operating points and all reduced mechanisms. The
normalized flame gradient magnitude is not exactly equal to one for the detailedmech-
anism since its Lewis number differs to one. In this work, the normalized formulation
of the progress variable gradient is used to analyzed the flame thickness of turbulent
flames.
Species profiles
Spatial profiles of CH4, CO2 and CO species representing respectively reactants, prod-
ucts and intermediate species for the reduced schemes are compared to the GRI3.0
scheme at φ = 0.83, Tf = 320 K and P = 1 atm in Fig. 3.15 and φ = 0.7, Tf = 800 K and
P = 1 atm in Fig. 3.16. The visualization in the physical space is zoomed in the reaction
zone and the equilibrium state could only be evaluated looking at the flame state at
c = 1 in the progress variable space.
A first difference is that the concentration of CH4 predicted by the two-step mech-
anisms is non-zero for all values of c except c = 1, while for all other mechanisms
(including the GRI3.0 scheme) the CH4 is totally burnt close to c ≈ 0.80 while tempera-
ture still increases due to recombination in the post-flame zone.
The CO2 spatial profile predicted by the GRI3.0 scheme shows two different zones:
a first reaction zone, characterized by a high gradient, and a second post-flame zone
where recombination takes place and CO2 increases slowly. Again, the two-step mech-
anisms are not able to reproduce the slower recombination zone and equilibrium is
reached too quickly. The JONES/JONES* results are in good agreement with the de-
tailed mechanism but better results are obtained with all other reduced mechanisms.
A correct description of the CO concentration is necessary when predicting pollu-
tants but reproducing the maximum value of CO species is a hard task since it is
first produced then oxidized into CO2. The two-step schemes predict an unphysical
monotonous profile and greatly underestimate its maximum value, but its value at
equilibrium is correctly described. The JONES/JONES* provide profiles in good agree-
mentwith the detailedmechanism,with correctmaximum levels for COandH2 species
even if the equilibrium in the post flame region is reached slightly too rapidly.
The PETERS/PETERS*, SESHADRI/SESHADRI* and LU mechanisms predict almost
perfectly the flame structure: the maximum levels of CO and H2 species are well cap-
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Figure 3.15 - Species profiles for φ = 0.83, T f = 320 K and P = 1 atm.
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Figure 3.16 - Species profiles for φ = 0.70, T f = 800 K and P = 1 atm.
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tured and the equilibrium is slowly reached since the analytical mechanisms explicitly
include reactions :
H +O2 => O +OH (3.60)
CO +OH => CO2 +H. (3.61)
As already discussed in Section 2.2, a correct description of radical species such as
OH, H and O is necessary to predict oxides of nitrogen via the Zel’dovich mechanism.
Although the prediction ofNOx emissions is not the purpose of this thesis, the computa-
tion of premixed flames using the different reduced schemes provides interesting infor-
mation in this topic. Figure 3.17 compares the profile ofH2,H,OH andOmass fractions
versus progress variable obtainedwith analytical schemes and theGRI3.0 scheme at the
two operating points. As expected, the LUmechanism correctly reproduces the profiles
forH,OH andO radicals. Although the analytical schemes use a quasi-steady assump-
tion,OH andO results for PETERS/PETERS* and SESHADRI/SESHADRI* schemes are
qualitatively in agreement with the detailed mechanism.
3.2.2 Comparison between reduced mechanisms on strained flames
The response to strain rate is evaluated for all reduced mechanisms on strained one-
dimensional premixed flames (see configuration sketch in Fig. 2.10). A global approxi-
mation of the strain rate ag is based on the injection velocity magnitude of fresh uf and
burnt gases ub and the distance d between the two jets:
ag =
∣∣∣uf ∣∣∣ + ∣∣∣ub∣∣∣
d
. (3.62)
This approximation has no meaning in three-dimensional turbulent flames and the
local strain rate calculated from Eq. (2.42) is preferred:
a =
∂v
∂y
. (3.63)
It is evaluated in the reaction zone estimated at progress variable c = 0.65. As the
mass flow rate increases the flame is more strained by the velocity field: it is generally
thinner and its structure is modified.
Flame thickness
The flame thickness is linked to the gradient magnitude of the progress variable |∇c|,
usually normalized by the laminar flame thickness δGRI3.0L . Its value in the reaction zone
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Figure 3.17 - Radicals profiles for the PRECCINSTA and BUNSEN operating points.
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Figure 3.18 - Gradient magnitude of the progress variable normalized by the laminar flame thickness
δGRI3.0L versus local strain ratio in the reaction zone (c = 0.65) for strained methane/air flames at initial
temperature (a) T f = 320 K and (b) T f = 800 K. Comparison between the reduced mechanisms and the
GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
(at c = 0.65) is shown in Fig. 3.18 as a function of the local strain rate for all reduced
mechanisms at both operating points. First of all, it should be noticed that the flame
predicted by the PETERS/PETERS* scheme is quenched for high strain rates and results
for these schemes are then presented only for a < 10.0e+31/s. All the reduced schemes,
except 2S_CH4_BFER* and PETERS* mechanisms, are able to qualitatively describe
that the flame gradient magnitude increases with strain, i.e. the flame is thinner. The
behavior of the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme must be related to the Lewis numbers: since
Le = 1.65, the diffusion is sowed down and the flame is thickened for low strain
rates. Concerning the 2S_CH4_BFER/2S_CH4_BFER* and JONES/JONES* schemes,
the error already noted for an unstrained flame is amplified on strained flames: the
flame thickness is greatly underestimated for high strain rate values. The analytical
SESHADRI and LU schemes are in good agreement with the detailed mechanism.
Local consumption speed
The response of the reduced mechanisms is displayed in Fig. 3.19 for different local
strain rate values in terms of consumption speed. The two analyzed operating points
show a similar behavior.
On the one hand, the simplest mechanism, 2S_CH4_BFER, is not sufficiently affected
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Figure 3.19 - Consumption speed for a premixed strained methane/air flame as a function of local strain
rate at (a) T f = 320 K and (b) T f = 800 K. Comparison between the reduced mechanisms and the
GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
by the strain rate and too high values of the consumption speed are found even for
really high strain rates. On the other hand, both the JONES/JONES* and the PE-
TERS/PETERS* mechanisms are too much affected by the strain rate. Even worse, the
JONES/JONES* mechanism increases the consumption speed with the strain rate while
all other schemes decrease it. The response to strain rate in terms of consumption
speed is correctly predicted by the SESHADRI/SESHADRI* mechanisms, at least for
relatively small strain rate values, and the LU scheme.
The modified two-step 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism shows a great improvement com-
pared to the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme and is now satisfactory.
This impact of transport properties is expected for all reduced mechanisms: if the
response to the strain rate is not affected by the hypothesis of simplified transport
properties, it depends on the values chosen for the species Lewis numbers (not shown).
However, the complex formulation of the reaction rates in JONES and PETERS made
impossible to fit both the strain rate response and the flame speed of the unstrained
flame for these schemes by modifying only the Lewis numbers.
Flame structure
The maximum value of the CO mass fraction is studied in Fig. 3.20. It is a good
indication of the impact of the strain rate on the flame structure since intermediates
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Figure 3.20 -Maximum value for CO mass fraction for a premixed strained methane/air flame as a
function of local strain rate in the reaction zone at (a) T f = 320 K and (b) T f = 800 K. Comparison
between the reduced mechanisms and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme.
species and radicals aremore affected by strain. The two-stepmechanisms beingunable
to predict the CO concentration in the reaction zone for unstrained flames, the response
to strain rate in termsofCOmass fraction is completely lost. All othermechanisms show
the same tendency, i.e. as the strain rate increases, the COmass fraction in the reaction
zone decreases. More specifically, the JONES/JONES* schemes greatly overestimated
the CO mass fraction in the reaction zone and this error increases with strain rate.
The maximum value of CO is however correctly predicted by the PETERS/PETERS*
mechanism, at least for low strain rates, and by the SESHADRI/SESHADRI* and the
LU schemes for the whole range of strain rates tested.
Figures 3.21 and 3.22 show species profiles versus progress variable for small and high
strain rates (a = 2000s−1 and a = 20000s−1) are displayed in for the two operating points.
Confirming results on unstrained flames, the analytical mechanisms by Seshadri and
Lu correctly reproduce the flame structure even for high strain values. Note that
results for PETERS/PETERS* scheme are shown only for low strain values since the
flame is quenched for high strain rate values. The flame structure predicted by the
JONES/JONES* scheme is not greatly affected by the strain rate, i.e. the species profiles
are slightly modified, as well as the 2S_CH4_BFER/2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism. The
LU scheme is able to correctly reproduce the radicals OH and O, required for the NOx
prediction. Results obtained with the analytical schemes are qualitatively correct at
least for low strain rate values.
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Figure 3.21 - Species profiles for a premixed strained methane/air flame at φ = 0.83, T f = 320 K and
P = 1 atm for (a-c) a = 2000s−1 and (d-f) a = 20000s−1 . Comparison between the reduced mechanisms
and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme. Profiles of radical species are provided for the analytical mechanisms
only.
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Figure 3.22 - Species profiles for a premixed strained methane/air flame at φ = 0.7, T f = 800 K and
P = 1 atm for (a-c) a = 2000s−1 and (d-f) a = 20000s−1 . Comparison between the reduced mechanisms
and the GRI3.0 detailed scheme. Profiles of radical species are provided for PETERS*, SESHADRI* and
LU mechanisms only.
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3.3 The FPI_TTC tabulation method
Tabulationmethods are a recent and promising alternative to reducedmechanisms [11,
120, 152, 86, 19, 129]. A deep validation of this approach is out of the objectives of this
work, but it is introduced for completeness of the analysis performed in Chapter 5.
The basic idea of suchmethod consists in assuming that the chemical evolutions can be
described by a reduced manifold. More specifically in the FPI_TTC [164] method used
in this work, the chemical phenomena are parameterized by:
• the mixture fraction z fpi: a conserved passive scalar transported by convection
and diffusion. The N2 concentration is a good candidate to build such a variable
flame whenever unity Lewis number is assumed for all species. The mixture
fraction then yields:
z fpi =
YN2 − YFN2
YON2 − YFN2
, (3.64)
where YFN2 and Y
O
N2
are the N2 mass fractions in fuel and air streams feeding the
burners respectively.
• the normalized progress variable c fpi: it is based on the progress variable Yfpic
classically defined for methane-air combustion as [59]:
Yfpic = YCO + YCO2 (3.65)
and is normalized by the value at equilibrium Yeqc (z):
c fpi =
Yfpic
Yeqc (z)
. (3.66)
In this work, since the CO species in not correctly predicted by all reduced
mechanisms, the progress variable on theO2 mass fraction (Eq. (3.59) is preferred
in the post-processing analysis for all chemical descriptions, whereas the progress
variable c fpi defined in Eq. (3.66) is used for building the look-up table.
These two variables z fpi and Yfpic are solved in the system instead of the species mass
fractions reducing the computational cost. The flame structure is recovered froma look-
up table, built from results of unstrained laminar flames. For each value of the mixture
fraction z fpi, the equilibrium value Yeqc (z fpi) is recorded together with the following
information tabulated as function of the progress variable c fpi:
• Source term: ω˙Yc(c fpi, z fpi) of the progress variable.
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• Thermodynamic properties: the mixture molar mass Wtab(c fpi, z fpi), the heat ca-
pacity at constant pressure Ctabp (c fpi, z fpi) and the heat capacity at constant volume
Ctabv (c fpi, z fpi).
• Transport properties: the detailed dynamic viscosity µtab(c fpi, zt f pi) and the ther-
mal conductivity λtab(c fpi, z fpi). As done in [163], unity Lewis numbers are as-
sumed for all species.
• Temperature: the temperature Ttab(c fpi, z fpi) and the total energy etab(c fpi, z fpi) are
tabulated to approximate the temperature as:
T = Ttab(c fpi, z fpi) +
e − etab(c fpi, z fpi)
Ctabv (c fpi, z fpi)
, (3.67)
where e is the computational total energy.
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Figure 3.23 - a) Flame speed and b) burnt gas temperature as a function of the equivalence ratio for an
unstrained laminar premixed flame at atmospheric pressure and ambient temperature (T f = 320 K).
Comparison between the GRI3.0 mechanism using detailed transport properties (solid line), the GRI3.0
mechanism with unity Lewis number (dashed line), the FPI_TTC method (circle) and the FPI_TTC*
method (star).
The tabulationmethodmay be generalized parametrizing the problem on additional
parameters [163, 10].
The quality of the results depends on the table resolution for the mixture fraction
and the progress variable. In this thesis, the FPI_TTC method has been evaluated on
laminar unstrained premixed flames for the PRECCINSTA operating point (Tf = 320 K
and P = 1 atm) using a 2000 × 1000 points table for the mixture fraction and the
progress variable respectively. The table has been built from solutions obtained with
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the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism using CANTERA and imposing Lek = 1 for all species
(Sck = Pr = 0.7).
Since the look-up table is based on unstrained flames, the FPI_TTCmethod correctly re-
produces the flame speed and burnt gas temperature predicted by the detailed GRI3.0
mechanism with unity Lewis numbers (Fig. 3.23). Results are also compared to the
GRI3.0 scheme with complex transport properties. As shown in Section 2.2, the sim-
plification of the transport properties impacts the flame speed but does not change
the burnt gas temperature, which only depends on the thermodynamic properties of
the mixture. The tabulation method is affected by the assumption of the unity Lewis
number underestimating the flame speed of about 25% for a near-stoichiometric flame.
In order to correct this natural overestimation of the flame speed, both the tabulated
term source of the progress variable ω˙ f piYc and the tabulated thermal diffusivity λ
f pi have
been multiplied by an artificial correction function (Fig. 3.23a. The correction function
is given by the ratio between the flame speed values for the detailed mechanism using
detailed transport properties andvalues obtainedusing simplified transport properties.
Thus, it varies with the equivalence ratio (Fig. 3.24). Correcting the thermal diffusivity,
the Prandt number is modified whereas the Schmidt numbers are equal to 0.7 for all
species. In the following, the tabulation method using the corrected table is called
FPI_TTC*.
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Figure 3.24 - Correction function for the FPI_TTC* method.
Figure 3.25 compares the profiles of CH4, CO and CO2 species obtained with the
FPI_TTC* method and the detailed GRI3.0 scheme as a function of the spatial variable
(Fig. 3.25a.) and the progress variable c (Fig. 3.25b.). The tabulation method perfectly
recovers the flame structure of the detailed mechanism with equal Schmidt number,
which is slightly different from results when using complex transport properties. Even
if a method to take into account detailed transport properties has been proposed [9], in
the following the equal Schmidt numbers are assumed for all species when using the
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FPI_TTC* method. The FPI_TTC* method has been implemented in AVBP in 2011 by
P. Auzillon [9].
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Figure 3.25 - Species mass fractions as a function of a) spatial abscissa and b) progress variable for an
unstrained laminar flame at the PRECCINSTA operating point (P = 1 atm, φ = 0.83 and
Tf = 320 K). Comparison between the GRI3.0 mechanism using detailed transport properties (grey
lines), GRI3.0 scheme with Sck = 0.7 number (black lines) and the FPI_TTC* method (symbols).
3.4 Towards turbulent combustion: generalization of the
thickened flame method
In the context of Large Eddy Simulation, the thickness δL of a premixed flame is
generally smaller than the mesh size ∆x used for LES and a model is required. Among
a variety of models, the Thickened Flame (TFLES) model has been developed so as to
resolve the flame fronts on a LES mesh. The laminar flame thickness δL is thickened
by a factor F , modifying the interaction of the flame with turbulence, as small vortices
can not anymore wrinkle the flame front. As the flame surface is reduced, the flame
consumption is underestimated. In order to correct this effect, an efficiency function
E has been developed from DNS results and implemented in AVBP [46] allowing to
recover a correct turbulent flame burning.
Applying a uniform thickening in the whole domain accelerates diffusion in non
reactive zones, where the thickening is not necessary. A dynamically thickening pro-
cedure depending on the flame position and the local resolution is therefore preferred
(DTFLES method). A local thickening is controlled by a sensor S based on reaction
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rates, and its maximum value depends on the local resolution:
F = FmaxS = −n δL∆xS, (3.68)
where n is the number of grid points in the flame front. Typically, n = 5 guarantees a
good behavior.
The sensor S for the thickening model is defined as:
S = tanh
(
β′
Ω
Ω0
)
, (3.69)
where β′ is a constant equal to 50, Ω is a sensor function detecting the presence of a
reaction front and Ω0 corresponds to its maximum value. For an irreversible one-step
reaction chemistry, the sensor function depends on both the local temperature and the
reactant mass fractions:
Ω = YnFF Y
nO
O exp
(
−Γ Ea
RT
)
. (3.70)
The coefficient Γ is used to extend Ω beyond the reaction zone (Γ < 1).
A generalization for partially premixed combustion is necessary when working with
reduced multi-step chemistries.
Sensor for reversible reactions
The sensor must be generalized to reversible reactions. At the equilibrium state, the
progress rate is equal to zero, leading to:
1 − 1
Keq
ΠNk=1 [Xk]
n′′k
ΠNk=1 [Xk]
n′k
= 0. (3.71)
A second term is then added to the sensor for a reversible reaction which accounts for
the backward reaction and guarantees a sensor equal to zero in the equilibrium state,
considered as a non reactive zone:
Ω =Π Nk=1Y
n′k
k exp
(
−Γ Ea
RT
) 1 − 1KeqΠ
N
k=1 [Xk]
n′′k
ΠNk=1 [Xk]
n′k
 . (3.72)
Working with this sensor is not straightforward when using a multi-step chemical
scheme since the reaction used to evaluate the sensor function Ω must be selected.
Generally, both the reaction and the post-flame zones have to be thickened but each
region is characterized by different reactions and scales, and using a specifically single
reaction is not sufficient. The only exception is the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme, designed
so that both fuel oxidation and CO−CO2 recombination take place in the same region,
and a sensor based on the recombination reaction is sufficient. However, for all other
reduced mechanisms a new sensor function is required.
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Sensor for multi-step chemistries
The sensor for multi-step chemistry is based on the consumption/production rate ω˙k
for species k:
Smulti = min
( |ω˙k|
|ω˙0k |
, 1
)
, (3.73)
where ω˙0k corresponds to the maximum value of the species consumption/production
rate in a premixed laminar flame. To capture the preheat zone the sensor is widen
combining clipping:
if Smulti > 0.1 : Smulti = 1 (3.74)
with five consecutive filtering operations (Fig. 3.26). This procedure is repeated two
times to obtain a smooth filter correctly located in the high gradient zones generated
by reactions.
Figure 3.26 - Sketch of the construction of the sensor Smulti for multi-step chemistries. The heat release
and the thickening sensor are displayed in black and grey respectively.
As example, the classical sensor S has been applied to reaction R1 (Eq. (3.17)) of
the PETERS mechanism, whereas the new sensor Smulti has been built on ω˙CO for a
premixed flame at the PRECCINSTA operating point. Both sensors are displayed
in Fig. 3.27 together with the heat release. Considering the species reaction rate for
CO both the reaction zone, where CO is created, and the post-flame zone, where CO
recombines into CO2, are taken into account and thickened when using the Smulti sensor
whereas the sensor S does not thicken the recombination zone leading to numerical
difficulties.
This sensor function can also be used with the FPI tabulation working with the
term source for the progress variable ω˙Yc and, in Chapter 5, is applied to all reduced
mechanisms.
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Sensor for partially premixed combustion
Finally the sensor was adapted to partially premixed combustion. In the Dynamically
Thickened Flame method, parameters such as δL(φ), Ω0(φ) or ω˙0k(φ) have been prelim-
inary calculated for a laminar premixed flame on a wide range of equivalence ratio φ
for the operating point of interest and are recorded in a database. At each point of
the computational domain, a local equivalence ratio (based on the number of carbon
atoms) is evaluated and the local values of δL(φ), Ω0(φ) and ω˙0k(φ) are extracted from
the database. The same method is used to evaluate the laminar flame speed S0L(φ) for
the efficiency function. In this way, the thickening is optimized on the whole range of
the equivalence ratio and the correction of the efficiency function is correctly estimated.
3.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, six reduced mechanisms for methane/air premixed combustion have
been presented and their performances have been compared to results of the detailed
GRI3.0 scheme on laminar unstrained flames in terms of flame speed, burnt gas tem-
perature, flame thickness, flame structure and predictions of CO and radical species.
A modified version of these mechanisms has been proposed when necessary to cor-
rectly predict the flame speed and burnt gas temperature for the two operating points
corresponding to the DNS and LES calculations proposed in Chapters 4 and 5. The
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response of the reduced mechanisms to strain rate has also been evaluated looking at
consumption speed, flame structure, flame thickness and COmass fraction in the reac-
tion zone for unstrained premixed flames. Moreover, the implementation of simplified
transport properties in CFD tools and their impact on results have been discussed.
The different features of the reduced mechanisms from a numerical point of view, i.e.
computational cost, implementation and robustness, have also been treated. To com-
plete the comparison between different chemical descriptions, the FPI_TTC tabulation
method has been presented and evaluated on premixed unstrained flames. Finally, the
coupling with turbulent combustion modeling has been addressed as a generalization
of the artificially thickened flame method to multi-reaction chemistries and partially
premixed combustion.
Conclusions are expected to be valid for most hydrocarbons mechanisms:
• Two-stepfittedmechanisms suchas the 2S_CH4_BFERcorrectlypredict theflame
speed and the burnt gas state for unstrained laminar flames on a wide range of
pressure, initial temperature and equivalence ratio. The flame structure is not
captured since equilibrium is reached too quickly and, for the same reason, the
CO mass fraction is strongly underestimated in the reaction zone as well as the
flame thickness. These mechanisms could be easily implemented and used in a
CFD tool and they are the least expensive reduced schemes. Moreover they could
be easily modified to better predict the consumption speed of strained flames
(2S_CH4_BFER*) but results for the flame structure of strained flames are not
accurate.
• Four-step fittedmechanisms (JONES/JONES*) better work on unstrained flames,
but their response to strain rate is in contrast with GRI3.0 results. The consump-
tion speed wrongly increases with strain rate and the CO mass fraction may be
largely overestimated for high strain rate values. The use of this kind of mech-
anisms requires a particular attention due to the presence of negative reaction
orders in their reaction rates.
• Eight-species mechanisms (PETERS/PETERS* and SESHADRI/SESHA- DRI*)
correctly describe unstrained and strained flames, at least for small values of
strain rate. Result accuracy depends on the number of species and reactions
taken into account in the reference skeletal scheme. The implementation of this
mechanism in a CFD code is not straightforward but it is quite robust.
• Analytical thirteen-species scheme (LU) quasi-perfectly reproduces the quan-
tities of interest for unstrained and strained flames. The agreement with the
detailed GRI3.0 mechanism is really satisfactory. In the following, the LUmecha-
nism is chosen as the reference mechanism correctly reproducing the main com-
bustion phenomena.
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• Tabulation method (FPI_TTC/FPI_TTC*) has been validated on laminar un-
strained flames. As expected, the agreement with the GRI3.0 results is excellent,
but no validation of this method on strained flames has been performed.
The quality of the different chemical descriptions has been analyzed in detail for
laminar mono-dimensional test cases, but their performances in describing three-
dimensional turbulent flames need to be evaluated. This is the objective of the third
part of this manuscript.
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Part III
Validation and impact of chemistry
modeling in unsteady turbulent
combustion simulations

Chapter 4
Impact of reduced chemistry on
turbulent combustion: Direct
Numerical Simulation of a perfectly
premixed methane/air flame
DNS is a powerful tool to study the interaction of combustion with turbulence but
due to its high computational cost it is classically confined to small academic config-
urations. Only recently DNS of a real premixed methane/air Bunsen flame has been
performed [137], allowing to detailed study of the turbulence impact on chemistry.
Using reduced chemical mechanisms in DNSmay be considered in order to drastically
decrease the computational cost and to apply DNS to more complex flows, provided
that the accuracy of results is preserved.
The objective of this chapter is to analyze DNS of perfectly premixed methane/air
flames using the reduced mechanisms of Chapter 3 in order to identify their impact
and to propose a satisfactory compromise between computational cost and result accu-
racy. Three different configurations are presented in this chapter, two simple academic
configurations and a complex real Bunsen flame. In a first step, the flame/vortex con-
figuration (Section 4.1) allows to study the complex interaction between a flow field
and the flame. Viewing turbulence as a collection of vortices of different time and
length scales, the results from the flame/vortex simulation (characterized by a single
flow scale) may be directly related to the 3D turbulent flame simulation. A three-
dimensional flame interacting with a homogeneous isotropic turbulent (HIT) field is
then studied in Section 4.2. Finally from the conclusions on laminar and academic
configurations, the best performing mechanisms are identified and used in Section
4.3 for the DNS of the Sankaran Bunsen flame [137] allowing a comparison between
mechanism performances when simulating a complex perfectly premixed flame.
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In all configurations, the performances of the reduced mechanisms are evaluated
in terms of flame length, consumption speed, flame thickness and flame structure.
Results are compared to the LU mechanism which has been chosen as reference: since
it correctly reproduces the behavior of laminar unstrained and strained flames obtained
with the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism while remaining computationally affordable.
The behavior of the FPI_TTC* method is not studied in this chapter.
4.1 Flame/vortex interaction
Studying the flame response to isolated deterministic vortices is a classical preliminary
approach to understand the interaction between the turbulence and the flame front
[124, 104, 35]. The objective of this section is to analyze the flame front response
to an aerodynamic perturbation and to study the impact of the different chemical
mechanisms presented in Chapter 3.
4.1.1 Numerical configuration
A two-dimensional simulation of the interaction between a methane/air flame and a
pair of vortices has been performed using the different schemes of Chapter 3. The
operating point corresponds to the BUNSEN conditions specified in Chapter 3: initial
temperature Tf = 800 K, equivalence ratio φ = 0.7 and atmospheric pressure.
Each chemical scheme predicts a different flame structure. In order to guarantee the
same initial position of the flame for all calculations, the field has been initialized with
a laminar unstrained flame solution in such a way that the iso-contour of temperature
T = 1000 K is located at x = 1.2e−3 m for all mechanisms (Fig. 4.1).
A pair of Oseen vortices [104] is then superimposed to the field. Their characteristics,
summarized in Table 4.1, have been chosen as follows:
• diameterD = 2× δGRI3.0L ≈ 6.86e−4 m, where δGRI3.0L is the flame thickness at φ = 0.7
obtained for a laminar unstrained flame with the detailed GRI3.0 scheme;
• vortex strength Ψ = 6.71e−2 which corresponds to a maximum velocity induced
by the vortex pair u′ = 11 × SGRI3.0L ≈ 19.69 m/s, where SGRI3.0L is the laminar flame
speed at φ = 0.7 obtained with the detailed GRI3.0 scheme;
• total length r, which characterizes the size of the perturbation, equal to r ≈
6 × δGRI3.0L ≈ 2.058e−3 m;
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Figure 4.1 - Classical configuration for DNS of a flame/vortex interaction.
• initial position for the vortex center sufficiently far from the flame front: x0 =
−1.66e−3 m and y0 = 6.85−4 m.
Such characteristics place the flow/flame interaction in the corrugated flamelet regime
(Fig. 1.4): the vortices are bigger than the flame thickness and, as a consequence, they
could not penetrate into the flame (Ka < 1). Since u′ > SL, the flame surface is curved
and stretched by the vortex passage forming pockets of size r.
Table 4.1 - Oseen vortex characteristics.
Diameter D StrengthΨ Maximum velocity u′ Length scale r Initial position (x0, y0)
2 × δGRI3.0L - 11×SGRI3.0L 6 × δGRI3.0L -
6.86e−4 m 6.71e−2 19.69 m/s 2.058e−3 m (−1.66e−3 m, 6.85−4 m)
Since the configuration is totally symmetric on axis y = 0 mm, only the upper
half-side of the configuration is simulated and a symmetric boundary condition is
imposed at the symmetry axis. Navier-Stokes Characteristic Boundary Conditions
(NSCBC) [123] are used to impose the inflow/outflow conditions. On the left side,
a fresh gas mixture of methane/air at φ = 0.7 and initial temperature Tf = 800 K is
injected with a velocity equal to the laminar flame speed. The burnt gases are located
on the right side, where an imposed pressure outlet boundary condition is applied [72].
The computational domain is large enough to suppose that results are not affected
by boundaries (Table 4.2). It is meshed with about 500,000 triangular cells with a
refined zone where vortex and flame are located and where the characteristic cell size
∆x ≈ δGRI3.0L /11 ≈ 3.0e−5 m guarantees at least eight points in the thinnest initial flame
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front (δb f er∗L ) and five points in the thinnest laminar strained flame front.
The Finite-Element type low-dissipation Taylor-Galerkin discretization [113, 45, 47]
is used in AVBP for the numerical integration. The simulated physical time is 0.9 ms
and an instantaneous solution is recorded each 10µs. In the following, the flame front is
identified by the iso-contour of the progress variable c = 0.65 based on the O2 species1.
Table 4.2 - Computational domain characteristics.
xmin xmax ymin ymax cell numbers
-0.02 m 0.015 m 0.0 m 0.015 m 500,000
4.1.2 Stretch rate
An example of results is plotted in Fig. 4.2 where temperature isocontours obtained
with the 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism are shown at six increasing different times (t =
0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 ms). The flame is stretched and curved by the vortex pair which
induces the formation of a fresh gas pocket downstream of the flame at t > 0.6 ms.
As already discussed in Section2.3, the total flame stretch kmay be decomposed into a
Figure 4.2 - Time series of temperature isoclines for the flame/vortex interaction obtained with the
2S_CH4_BFER mechanism. Contour lines are plotted every 200 K from 1000 K to 2000 K.
1Results slightly vary when modifying the value of c used to detect the flame front. However,
qualitative conclusions on the behavior of the different mechanisms are expected not to depend on the
chosen value of c once it belongs to the inner reaction zone (0.4 < c < 0.85).
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strain rate term (related to the non-uniformity of the flow) and a term which takes into
account the flame front curvature:
k =
(
δi j − ninj
) ∂ui
∂xj︸!!!!!!!!!!!!︷︷!!!!!!!!!!!!︸
strain rate
+ Sd
∂ni
∂xi︸︷︷︸
curvature
= a + Sd∇ · n, (4.1)
where Sd is the front displacement speed and n is the unity vector normal to the flame
surface pointing towards the fresh gases:
n = − ∇c|∇c| . (4.2)
As usual, the flame surface is identified by an iso-line of the normalized progress
variable c = 0.65 based on the mass fraction of O2 species. The displacement speed Sd
of the flame surface is calculated from the density-weighted displacement speed S&d [81]:
S&d =
ρSd
ρ f
= −
 ω˙cρ f |∇Yc| +
∂
∂xj
(
ρDc ∂Yc∂xj
)
ρ f |∇Yc|
 , (4.3)
where Dc = DO2 represents the local mass diffusivity of the progress variable c and ρ f
is the fresh gas density.
Figure 4.3 - Contribution of the tangential strain ( ) and the curvature ( ) to the total stretch
( ) along the c = 0.65 isoline at six different times.
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The tangential strain rate, the curvature and the total stretch along the isoline c = 0.65
are represented in Fig. 4.3 as a function of the curvilinear abscissa along the flame
(starting at the symmetric axis) for six increasing times. At t = 0.3 ms and small
abscissa, i.e. near the symmetry axis, the curvature effect is small and negative (since
the flame has a concave curvature). In this region the stretch is mainly due to the
positive strain rate term. For higher abscissa, the flame has a convex curvature, making
the curvature contribution positive. Advancing in time, the flame is more and more
strained and curved. As a consequence, curvature and strain rate increase drastically.
However, curvature on the symmetry axis is close to zero, except after the pocket
detachment. At this point the effect of strain only may be studied. Note that the flame
inner structure and flamelet regime are always preserved. At t = 0.6 ms, the stretch
reaches its highest value at x ≈ 3.5 mm and y = 0.27 mm leading to local extinction. The
flame front is broken and a fresh gas pocket is formed. The flame front is subsequently
highly deformed at the symmetry axis and the curvature contribution is very high (not
visible on the graphs), whereas the tangential strain stays low. The pocket of fresh
gases is rapidly convected downstream and extinguished by lack of fresh gases.
4.1.3 Comparison of the different reduced mechanisms
Temporal evolution
As already said, the flame curvature is close to zero near the symmetric axis and, as
a consequence, the only effect of strain rate could be studied. The temporal evolution
of the strain rate a, consumption speed SC (from Eq. (2.29)) and normalized gradient
of the progress variable |∇c|δGRI3.0L along the symmetry axis is displayed in Fig. 4.4.
On the one side, the strain rate detected at the flame front (c = 0.65) is the same for
all mechanisms indicating that the same flow perturbation is imposed to all reduced
mechanisms (Fig. 4.4a.). On the other side, the flame response to this perturbation, i.e.
the consumption speed, depends on the used chemical scheme (Fig. 4.4b.). Results are
in agreement with the laminar behavior (Section 3.2.2): the 2S_CH4_BFER is almost
insensitive to strain rate, whereas the response of the JONES* scheme is qualitatively
incorrect as the consumption speed increases with strain rate. The PETERS* and
SESHANDRI* mechanisms and the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme are generally too affected
by strain rate compared to the reference LU mechanism.
The flame front is slightly thinned by the strain rate (Fig. 4.4c.) at the flame front (c =
0.65) except when using the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme. Discrepancies on the normalized
gradient of the progress variable aremainly due to the different laminar flame thickness
for unstrained flames predicted by the chemical schemes (Section 3.2.1). Moreover, the
time evolution of the reduced flame length Λ& = Λ/Λ0 is reproduced in Fig. 4.5 for
the different reduced mechanisms. The reduced flame length Λ& is the length of the
flame front Λ , i.e. of the c = 0.65 contour, normalized by its value at the initial time
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Figure 4.4 - Temporal evolution of (a.) strain rate for the flame front (c = 0.65), (b.) consumption speed
and (c.) normalized gradient of the progress variable for the flame front (c = 0.65) at the symmetry axis
(x = 0 mm) for the different mechanisms.
Λ0. It increases with time since the flame is curved and deformed by the vortices. No
relevant discrepancies are detected between the different mechanisms for this quantity
indicating that the vortices modify the flame front in the same way for all chemical
schemes. This is expected as the flame wrinkling is the result of the ratio u′/SL and
r/δL, which are similar for all schemes.
Flame thickness
Discrepancies are detected in terms of thermal thickness as shown by iso-lines of
temperature for all mechanisms at t = 0.5 ms in Fig. 4.6. As already observed on
laminar flames, the two-step schemes highly reduce the post-flame region characterized
by the highest temperatures compared to the LU mechanism. The inner reaction zone
identified by the highest gradient of temperature is similar for all reduced schemes,
although some discrepancies appear at the highest flame curvature.
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Figure 4.5 - Time evolution of reduced flame length Λ&.
Figure 4.6 - Temperature iso-contours for all reduced mechanisms at t = 0.55 ms. Contour lines are
plotted every 200 K from 1000 K to 2000 K.
The impact of the vortex passage on flame thickness is displayed in Fig. 4.7 where
the instantaneousmagnitude of the progress variable gradient normalized by the flame
thickness δGRI3.0L of the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism is analyzed as function of c at t =
0.55 ms. The laminar results of Section 2.2 are also added. Globally, the flame thickness
is smaller, i.e. |∇c| increases, compared to laminar results for all values of the progress
variable except for the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme. The effect is emphasised in the reaction
zone (0.5 < c < 0.8) and the flame is less affected in the preheated (c < 0.3) andpostflame
zones (c > 0.85). This behavior is typical of the corrugated flamelet regime: the flame
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Figure 4.7 - Instantaneous magnitude of progress variable gradient normalized by the laminar flame
speed δGRI3.0L of the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism for the flame/vortex configuration at t = 0.55 ms.
Comparison between the reduced mechanisms. Lines correspond to results for an unstrained laminar
flame. (Section 3.2.2)
a. b.
Figure 4.8 -Mean magnitude of the progress variable gradient normalized by δGRI3.0L as function of (a)
curvature and (b) strain for the different mechanisms obtained averaging along the flame surface
(c = 0.65) for ten different instantaneous solutions
(t = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50 ms).
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front is thinned due to strain rate.
Only the 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism shows the flame thickness which is increased
by the vortices. This behavior should be related to the Lewis numbers increased to
Le = 1.65 to correctly predict the consumption speed which slows down diffusion and
consequently decreases the flame thickness.
The mean response of the flame thickness to curvature and strain rate is shown in
Fig. 4.8 for different mechanisms at c = 0.65. It has been obtained averaging the nor-
malized |∇c| along the flame surface (c = 0.65) for ten different instantaneous solutions
(t = 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.20, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, 0.40, 0.45, 0.50 ms).
Although the different schemes lead to different thickness, the tendency is qualitatively
the same for all mechanisms: the flame is thickened when curvature increases, i.e. |∇c|
decreaseswhen themagnitude of∇ ·n increases. Moreover, as predicted by the strained
one-dimensional flames, the flame thickness reduces when increasing the strain except
for the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme.
Local consumption speed
Section 2.3 has shown that the correlation between consumption flame speed SC and
tangential strain a strongly depends on the chemical mechanism in strained laminar
premixed flames. The instantaneous correlation between the local consumption speed
and the flame stretch is shown in Fig. 4.9 for the different mechanisms along the
c = 0.65 isoline at four different times t = 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.55 ms. As in the laminar case,
the consumption speed values of the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme do not depend on the
flame stretch, i.e. the points are homogeneously distributed around the laminar flame
speed line. On the contrary, results of the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme, also in accordance
with the laminar flame results, show the decrease of SC with stretch. The maximum
consumption speed, much higher than the laminar speed SL for high stretch, is obtained
for the JONES* mechanism. Surprisingly, results for the PETERS* mechanism are
not in agreement with the laminar results of Section 2.3. Although a strong negative
correlation between consumption speed and stretchwas expected, a quite homogenous
distribution around the laminar flame speed is observed and high values of SC are
detected at the largest stretches. The SESHADRI* and LU results are quite in agreement
with the one-dimensional calculations: most values are smaller than the laminar speed
SL for high stretch values.
Discrepancies with the one-dimensional results may be caused by curvature effects
since results at the symmetry axis, where curvature is quasi zero, are in agreement
with laminar analysis (Fig. 4.4b.). The two contributions are better displayed in
Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 where the impacts of strain rate and curvature on the consumption
speed are respectively shown. Observations made on the one-dimensional results are
confirmed when looking at Fig. 4.10: a negative correlation between SC and the strain
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Figure 4.9 - Instantaneous correlation between consumption speed and flame stretch along the isoline
c = 0.65 obtained at four different times (t = 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.55 ms). Horizontal line indicates the
flame speed for a laminar unstrained flame (Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 4.10 - Instantaneous correlation between consumption speed and strain rate along the isoline
c = 0.65 obtained at four different times (t = 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.55 ms). Results for one-dimensional
strained premixed flame of Section 2.3 are added. Horizontal line indicates the flame speed for a laminar
unstrained flame (Section 3.2.1).
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Figure 4.11 - Instantaneous correlation between consumption speed and curvature along the isoline
c = 0.65 obtained at four different times (t = 0.30, 0.40, 0.50, 0.55 ms). Horizontal line indicates the
flame speed for a laminar unstrained flame (Section 3.2.1).
rate a is found for the PETERS*, SESHANDRI*, LU and 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanisms.
Moreover, a positive correlation is obtained when using the JONES* scheme whereas
the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme is quite insensitive to strain rate. The curvature effect on
consumption speed is represented in Fig. 4.11: the JONES* and the PETERS* schemes
present a response to curvature that is qualitatively opposed to the response to strain
rate. Globally, a strong correlation has been identified between the consumption speed
and the strain rate whereas no relevant dependence on curvature is detected. It seems
that in this configuration the strain rate is the most impacting contribution affecting the
flame front.
Local flame stucture
The CO2 and CO mass fractions are displayed in Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 as a function of
the progress variable at the initial time, i.e. laminar flame, and at t = 0.55 ms (black
and grey symbols respectively) for the different mechanisms.
For PETERS*, SESHADRI* and LU schemes, higher values of CO2 are detected for
0.5 < c < 0.8 at t = 0.55 ms. This tendency is in agreement with results for strained
laminar flames: the flame is highly stretched and, as a the consequence, not only the
flame is thinner but its structure is modified according to results for strained laminar
flames. This behavior is not found with the two-step schemes that are not sensitive to
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Figure 4.12 - CO mass fraction as function of the progress variable. Instantaneous results at the initial
time t = 0 s (black) and the time t = 0.55 µs (grey).
Figure 4.13 - CO mass fraction as function of the progress variable. Instantaneous results at the initial
time t = 0 s (black) and the time t = 55 µs (grey).
strain in terms of species profiles (Section 2.3).
More important differences between laminar and stretched flames are found for theCO
mass fraction since intermediate species and radicals are greatly affected by strain rate
as shown in Section 2.3.
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Figure 4.14 - Instantaneous correlation between CO mass fraction and strain rate along the c = 0.65
isoline obtained for t = 0.55 ms. Results for one-dimensional strained premixed flame are added
(Section 3.2.2). Horizontal line indicates the flame speed for a laminar unstrained flame (Section 3.2.1).
To better underline the impact of strain rate and curvature on the COmass fraction,
its value at c = 0.65 is represented as a function of strain rate and curvature in Figs.4.14
and 4.15 respectively. On the one side, the two-step schemes greatly underestimate the
COmass fraction compared to the LUmechanism and no relevant conclusion could be
drawn. On the other side, results for the most complex schemes are in agreement with
the LU mechanism and with the prediction of strained laminar flames. The CO mass
fraction in the reaction zone decreases when the strain rate increases. On the contrary,
the COmass fraction increases with curvature.
4.2 DNS of homogeneous isotropic turbulent field with
flame
The flame response to turbulence may be studied in the generic configuration of ho-
mogenous isotropic turbulence [25, 18, 134, 13, 14]. In this section the impact of different
reduced mechanisms on a flame strained and curved by such a turbulent field is evalu-
ated in terms of flame surface, consumption speed, flame thickness and flame structure,
as already done for the flame/vortex configuration in Section 4.1.
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Figure 4.15 - Instantaneous correlation between CO mass fraction and curvature along the c = 0.65
isoline obtained for t = 0.55 ms. Horizontal line indicates the flame speed for a laminar unstrained
flame (Section 3.2.1).
4.2.1 Numerical configuration and initialization of the HIT field
A three-dimensional DNS of a premixed flame interacting with an HIT field has been
performed using the six different kinetic mechanisms introduced in Section 3.1. A
laminar premixed flame is superimposed to the HIT field, preliminary initialized in a
cube of N3 = 3843 points. Note that the turbulent structures appear only in the fresh
gas zone, since the burnt gas higher viscosity dissipates them (see Fig. 4.16).
The HIT field is generated by an energetic Passot-Pouquet spectrum E(k) [25] char-
acterized by an initial turbulent speed up, an integral length lt and an initial turbulent
Reynolds number:
Ret =
uplt
ν
. (4.4)
Non reflecting inlet and outlet NSCBC conditions [121] are applied in the x-direction
normal to the initial laminar flame imposing the operating conditions for the Bunsen
flame (Tf = 800 K, φ = 0.7 and P = 1 atm). All other boundaries are periodic. Using the
Finite-Element type low-dissipation Taylor-Galerkin discretization [113, 45, 47], 0.42 ms
are simulated with AVBP and an instantaneous solution is recorded every 10 µs.
Mesh and turbulence parameters have been chosen in order to guarantee the follow-
ing criteria [25]:
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Figure 4.16 - Two-dimensional cut of the velocity field for the initial solution. The flame position is
identified by black iso-lines of temperature.
• Chemistry description: the flame front must be accurately solved, i.e. at least
seven points in the flame front are required for the smaller flame thickness δb f er∗L
(cfr. Table 3.10):
∆x = 3.0e−5m ≤ δb f er∗L /7 ≈ 3.2e−5m. (4.5)
The cell size has been chosen equal to ∆x ≈ δGRI3.0L /11 = 3.0e−5m and the domain
length is consequently equal to L = N × ∆x = 1.152e−2m.
• Turbulence description: The biggest structures must be completely solved in the
half computational domain of size Lwhere the HIT field is located:
lt = 7.52e−4m ≤ L2C1 ≈ 7.67e
−4m with C1 ≈ 7.5. (4.6)
Moreover, the dissipation structures characterized by a length ld must be solved
at least on five cells:
ld ≈ 10 lK = 2.56e−4m ≥ C2∆x ≈ 1.5e−4m with C2 ≈ 5, (4.7)
where lK is the Kolmogorov length scale. The values of constants C1 and C2 have
been indicated in [25]. The maximum turbulent Reynolds number is then:
Ret =
[
lt
lK
]4/3
≤
[ 10N
2C1C2
]
≈ 175, (4.8)
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which limits the initial turbulent speed up to 10.11 m/s ≈ 5 × SGRI3.0L . These
turbulent characteristics guarantee that the flame/flow interaction belongs to the
reaction-sheet regime sinceDa ≈ 100 (Fig. 1.4 in Section 1.2): the smallest vortices
may interactwith thepreheat zoneof theflame, but its inner structure is preserved.
The energetic density spectrum E(k) used to initialize the HIT field is displayed in
Fig. 4.17 and its parameters are summarized in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3 - Characteristics of the energetic density spectrum and of the computational mesh.
lt lK up Ret N ∆x L
7.52e−4 m 2.56e−5 m 10.11 91 384 3.0e−5 m 1.152e−2m
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Figure 4.17 - Passot-Pouquet energy density spectrum E(k) used to initialize the HIT field.
4.2.2 Temporal evolution
Interacting with a three-dimensional HIT field, the initial laminar flame is highly
stretched and deformed. The temporal evolution of the flame surface identified by the
isosurface of progress variable c = 0.65 is displayed in Fig. 4.18 for the 2S_CH4_BFER
scheme. The flame surface is colored by the stretch k and the velocity field is displayed
in the bottom plane.
The two contributions to stretch, i.e. strain rate a and curvature Sd ∇ · n , spatially
averaged over the flame surface are shown in Figs. 4.19a and 4.19b together with their
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a. b.
c. d.
Figure 4.18 - DNS of a premixed flame interacting with a three-dimensional HIT using the
2S_CH4_BFER mechanism at four increasing times: a)t = 0.020 ms, a) t = 0.070 ms, a) t = 0.220 ms
and a) t = 0.420 ms. The isosurface of progress variable c = 0.65 identifying the flame surface is colored
by stretch. The velocity field is displayed in the bottom plane.
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Figure 4.19 - Temporal evolution of mean strain rate (a.), mean curvature Sd ∇ · n (b.) and reduced
area of the flame surface (c.) for different chemical mechanisms. Error-bars indicate the RMS values.
root-mean-square (RMS) as function of time. Moreover, the temporal evolution of the
reduced flame area A˜, i.e. the ratio between the instantaneous flame front area and the
initial flame front area, is plotted in Fig. 4.19c for the six chemical mechanisms.
At t = 0.02 ms the velocity field is characterized by highly-energetic vortices that
interact with the flame, inducing the maximum stretch which is mostly due to strain
rate a and slightly curving the flame front. The reduced flame area slightly increases
at the beginning (t = 0.02 ms), then drastically increases at t = 0.07 ms when the flame
is highly wrinkled by stretch. The mean curvature reaches its maximum as well as its
RMS denoting the presence of highly convex and concave zones, i.e. greatly wrinkled
front.
After 0.07 ms, vortices are slowly dissipated by viscosity and induce smaller stretch
values on the flame front. The strain rate a decreases with time as well as its RMS and
the mean curvature, but high RMS values for the curvature remain for a long time. As
a consequence, the flame front is less and less wrinkled and finally its reduced area
decreases with time.
The evolution of the strain rate a and the curvature averaged on the flame front is
the same for all reduced mechanisms (see Figs. 4.19a and 4.19b). On the contrary,
the evolution of the reduced flame area varies with the chemical schemes (Fig. 4.19c).
Results for the PETERS* and SESHADRI* schemes are in good agreement with the LU
mechanism whereas the flame is more wrinkled when using the 2S_CH4_BFER and
JONES* schemes. The 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism predicts a flame wrinkling in better
agreement with the LU scheme compared to the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme. Since each
mechanism has a different response to strain rate and curvature, the flame wrinkling
could be differently predicted by the six mechanisms.
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4.2.3 Comparison of the different reduced mechanisms
The following analysis on strain rate, curvature, local consumption speed, flame thick-
ness and flame structure has been performed in the central plane (x, y) at z = 5.76mm.
Strain rate and curvature
The probability density function of the strain rate and the curvature contribution are
plotted in Fig. 4.20 at the final time (t = 0.420 ms) for the different chemicalmechanisms.
Results confirm the findings of earlier studies [14, 134]: the maximum probability is
found for a small positive strain rate, negative strain rates are less likely to be seen
compared to positive ones whereas convex and concave curvatures are detected with
the same probability. This behavior does not depend on the chemical description used.
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Figure 4.20 - Probability density function of a) strain rate a and b) curvature term Sd ∇ · n at the final
time t = 420 µs for the six chemical mechanisms.
Local consumption speed
The local fuel consumption rate ω˙F is displayed in Fig. 4.21 in the (x, y) plane at four
increasing times (t = 0.02 ms, t = 0.070 ms, t = 0.220 ms and t = 0.420 ms) for the
different reduced mechanisms. For t = 0.020 ms the flame is only slightly deformed by
vortices and no relevant discrepancies are detected between the chemical schemes. For
higher time values (t ≥ 70 µs), the flame front is wrinkled and the fuel consumption
rate assumes different values depending on the reduced mechanisms. As usual,
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Figure 4.21 - Instantaneous fuel consumption rate ω˙F in the (x, y) plane at four increasing times
(t = 0.02 ms, t = 0.070 ms, t = 0.220 ms and t = 0.420 ms) for different reduced mechanisms.
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results of the LU scheme are expected to better describe the behavior of complex
chemistry and are taken as reference. With the PETERS* and SESHANDRI* schemes,
the consumption rate profile varies in agreement with the LU results. Profiles of ω˙F are
only slightly affected by the flame wrinkling when using the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme,
while results of the modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme are qualitatively in agreement
with the LU mechanism. The fuel consumption rate ω˙F predicted by the JONES*
scheme highly varies with stretch.
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Figure 4.22 - Correlation between consumption speed and strain rate from four instantaneous solutions
(t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms) along the flame front (c = 0.65). Lines represent the mean correlation
obtained with the linear least square method.
In Fig. 4.22, the local consumption speed SC has been evaluated integrating the
fuel consumption rate in the direction normal to the flame surface from instantaneous
solutions at four times (t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms) along the flame surface (c = 0.65):
ST =
1
ρYO2
∫
ω˙O2dn. (4.9)
To ensure not to neglect an important contribution in the z direction when working in
the (x, y) plane only points of the iso-contour such as
√
n2x + n2y > 0.95 are considered,
where n = ∇c/|∇c|. In such points, the variation of the progress variable in z direction is
negligible compared to the two other directions and the local consumption speed could
be accurately approximated considering only the (x, y) plane. Themean correlations are
calculated via the linear least square method from four instantaneous solutions. Only
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Figure 4.23 - Correlation between consumption speed and curvature from four instantaneous solutions
(t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms) along the flame front (c = 0.65). Lines represent the mean correlation
obtained with the linear least square method.
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Figure 4.24 - Correlation between consumption speed and stretch from four instantaneous solutions
(t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms) along the flame front (c = 0.65). Lines represent the mean correlation
obtained with the linear least square method.
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the 2S_CH4_BFER, the 2S_CH4_BFER* and the JONES* schemes predict a negative
correlationof consumption speedwith strain ratewhereas SESHADRI* andLUschemes
show a positive correlation. The local consumption speed is also affected by curvature
as shown in Fig. 4.23. A negative correlation is identified with all chemical schemes
expect for the 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism whose consumption speed increases with
the flame curvature. The response of the different reduced mechanisms to stretch,
adding the strain rate and the curvature contributions, is displayed in Fig. 4.24. The
local consumption speed decreases when stretch increases for the LU scheme. The
same behavior is predicted by the JONES*, PETERS* and SESHADRI* mechanisms,
whereas the 2S_CH4_BFER has a positive correlation. The modified 2S_CH4_BFER*
scheme allows to recover a good behavior. From the laminar and the flame/vortex
results, the consumption speed is expected to decrease when the strain rate increases
for the most complex schemes. Since the consumption speed is affected by strain rate
and curvature at the same time, it is not straightforward to identify the impact of
each contribution to the local consumption speed since no strong correlation has been
identified for the consumption speed neither with the strain rate nor with the curvature
in this configuration.
Flame thickness
The interaction of vortices with the flame modifies the flame thickness as shown in
Fig. 4.25. It has been obtained spatially averaging the normalized instantaneous gradi-
ent of the progress variable in the (x, y) plane.
The normalized gradient of the progress variable is analyzed as function of the progress
variable c for two different times (t = 0.070 ms and t = 0.420 ms), comparing it with
results for the laminarflame. At t = 0.070 ms theLUflame is characterizedbyhighwrin-
kling and stretch values. On the one side, the reaction zone (0.5 < c < 0.8) is thinned
by the interaction with the large scale structures as observed in the flame/vortex con-
figuration. On the other side, the preheat zone (c < 0.3) is thickened since small eddies
enhance mixing in this region. This behavior is characteristic of the reaction-sheet
regime. At t = 0.420 ms the stretch has reduced and, as a consequence, the reaction
zone is less thinned by strain rate, going back to laminar results. On the contrary, the
preheat zone is still thickened by turbulence. The PETERS* and SESHADRI* schemes
behave in agreement with the LU mechanism: the preheat zone is usually thickened
by turbulence and the reaction zone is thinned by large scale structures according to
the strain rate values. Since the PETERS scheme is the most sensitive mechanism to
strain rate, the reaction zone is highly thinned even at t = 420 µs. The two-step scheme
2S_CH4_BFER is quite insensitive to stretch and consequently the flame is not thick-
ened in the reaction zone. Except for the preheat zone which is slightly thickened
by the interaction with small eddies, profiles for the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme mostly
coincide with laminar results. The behavior of the flame predicted by the modified
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Figure 4.25 - Spatially averaged gradient of progress variable normalized by the laminar flame speed
δGRI3.0L . Comparison between laminar results (solid line), DNS results at t = 0.07 ms (dashed line) and
at t = 0.42 ms (dotted line) for the six reduced mechanisms. Note that visualization scales are different
between results.
2S_CH4_BFER* scheme is in opposition with the LU results: the flame is thickened not
only in the preheat zone but also in the reaction zone in agreement with the laminar
and flame/vortex results. The JONES* scheme is in agreement with the LUmechanism:
the flame is thickened in the preheat zone whereas it is thinned in the reaction zone.
The response of the flame thickness in the reaction zone to curvature and strain rate is
shown in Fig. 4.26. The normalized gradient of the progress variable has been averaged
along the flame front (c = 0.65) for four increasing times (t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms).
Results are coherentwith the observations for the flame/vortex configuration: the flame
is thickened when the curvature increases and the flame thickness reduces when strain
rate increases for all reduced mechanisms.
Flame structure
Finally, the instantaneous CO mass fraction as function of the progress variable is
displayed in Fig. 4.27 at t = 0.07 ms. The two-step schemes greatly underestimate
the CO concentration in the reaction zone (0.2 < c < 0.8) as already seen in laminar
calculations. The PETERS* and SESHADRI* schemes correctly reproduce the COmass
fraction whereas the JONES* mechanism globally overestimates its maximum value as
observed in laminar flames. For all mechanisms, the response to stretch is qualitatively
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Figure 4.26 -Mean gradient of the progress variable in the reaction zone (c = 0.65) as function of a)
strain and b) curvature for four increasing times (t = 0.02, 0.07, 0.22, 0.42 ms). Comparison between
the six reduced mechanisms.
Figure 4.27 - Instantaneous CO mass fraction as a function of progress variable at t = 0.07 ms.
Comparison between the six reduced mechanisms. Solid lines correspond to results for an unstrained
laminar flame.
the sameas in theflame/vortex configuration: at t = 0.07 ms theflame is highlywrinkled
and smaller concentrations ofCOmass fraction are found in the reaction zone compared
to laminar unstrained flames. Smaller values of CO mass fraction are characteristic of
strained flames and their impact of strain rate and curvature is identified in Figs.4.28
and 4.29. Results of the two-step schemes are not really significant since they highly
underestimate the CO concentration. All other chemical schemes show a negative
correlation between the CO mass fraction and the strain rate in agreement with the
laminar results which are also plotted. Results of the impact of curvature on the CO
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mass fraction are in agreementwith the flame/vortex conclusions: theCO concentration
tends to increase with the curvature flame.
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Figure 4.28 - Instantaneous CO mass fraction along the flame front (c = 0.65) at t = 0.07 ms.
Comparison between the six reduced mechanisms. Solid lines correspond to results for strained laminar
flames.
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Figure 4.29 - Instantaneous CO mass fraction along the flame front (c = 0.65) at t = 0.07 ms.
Comparison between the six reduced mechanisms.
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4.2.4 Preliminary conclusions on academic configurations
The reduced mechanisms have been compared to the LU scheme in terms of flame
thickness, flame wrinkling A′, consumption speed SC and CO mass fraction for the
flame/vortex and the flame/HIT configurations (Table 4.4).
The flame thickness depends more on the characteristics of the flame and of the flow,
i.e. on the combustion regime, than on the reduced mechanisms themselves. It gener-
ally increases with the absolute value of the curvature and it decreases when the strain
rate increases. All schemes correctly reproduce the impact of strain rate and curvature
on the flame thickness except the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme due to the Lewis number
Le = 1.65 assumption.
The consumption speed SC of turbulent flames generally decreases when strain rate
increases and this behavior is reproduced only by the chemical mechanisms which cor-
rectly work on laminar strained flames, i.e. 2S_CH4_BFER*, PETERS* and SESHADRI*
schemes.
The flame wrinkling A′ represents the first effect of turbulence on the flame front and
it is linked to the turbulent speed. This quantity is generally overestimated by the
2S_CH4_BFER and JONES* schemes which incorrectly predict the consumption speed.
The CO mass fraction in the reaction zone depends on the strain rate values and it is
correctly predicted only by the PETERS* and SESHADRI* schemes since the two-step
schemes and the JONES* mechanism are not able to describe CO mass fraction on
laminar strained flames.
Table 4.4 - Performances of the reduced mechanisms compared to the LU scheme.
BFER BFER* JONES* PETERS* SESHADRI*
Flame
√ × √ √ √
thickness Le = 1.65
× ×
Consumption wrong lam.
√
wrong lam.
√ √
speed strained strained
flames flames
Flame × √ × √ √
wrinkling wrong SC wrong SC
× × ×
CO mass wrong lam. wrong lam.r wrong lam.
√ √
fraction unstrained unstrained strained
flames flames flames
The differentmechanisms are characterized by a different computational costmostly
depending on the number of resolved species (Table 4.5). The two-step schemes are the
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less expensive since only six species are taken into account. For the HIT calculation,
adding one or two species (JONES and PETERS*/SESHADRI* schemes) increases the
computational cost by about 15−25%. The LUmechanism is the most accurate scheme
but is 60% more expensive than the two-step mechanisms. However, it should be
noticed that instantaneous solutions are written very frequently, which impacts the
computational cost since for example LU solutions are twice as big as 2S_CH4_BFER
solutions. Reducing the output operations, i.e. the number of written solutions, will
decrease the normalized computational cost for the most expensive mechanism.
Table 4.5 - Normalized computational time per physical second for the HIT calculation.
2S_CH4_BFER 2S_CH4_BFER* JONES* PETERS* SESHADRI* LU
1.0 1.0 1.16 1.26 1.26 1.68
Three different reduced mechanisms will be further tested in the DNS of the Bunsen
flame in Section 4.3. The two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme is very attractive since its
computational is reducedbyup to 60%compared to LUcalculation. Unfortunately, pre-
liminary tests have revealed an incorrect response to stretch which has to be evaluated
in complex flame configurations: if result accuracy is satisfactory, this kind of mech-
anism represents a good compromise between cost and quality. The 2S_CH4_BFER*
scheme is also retained for DNS in order to verify that the modifications based on
laminar tests really improve the quality of results for complex turbulent flames. On the
contrary, bad performances of the JONES* mechanism make it no relevant for further
tests. Globally, the PETERS* and SESHADRI* schemes have a similar behavior and a
good agreement with the LU results on preliminary tests have been highlighted. The
SESHADRI* scheme is chosen for further testing in DNS of real flames for the following
reasons:
• the SESHADRI*mechanism is numericallymore robust compared to the PETERS*
scheme;
• results for laminar strained flames are in agreement with GRI3.0 and LU mecha-
nisms also at high strain rates;
• the response of flame thickness to turbulence in a flame/HIT configuration is
better described compared to PETERS* scheme.
• using the SESHADRI* scheme computational cost is reduced by about 20% com-
pared to the LU mechanism, while preserving the same level of accuracy.
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4.3 DNS of stationary lean premixed Bunsen flame
A Direct Numerical Simulation of the stationary lean premixed Bunsen flame by
Sankaran et al. [137, 136] is performed using the three reduced mechanisms selected in
the flame/vortex and flame/HIT configurations: the 2S_CH4_BFER, the 2S_CH4_BFER*
and the SESHADRI* schemes. Results are compared to the solutions obtained with the
reference LU mechanism from [137].
This configuration represents a pilot flame classically used in experiments [58].
It consists of a central turbulent jet of premixed methane/air mixture injected at
equivalence ratio φ = 0.7, initial temperature Tf = 800 K and atmospheric pressure,
surrounded by a heated coflow having both the temperature and the composition of
the combustion products of the reactant jet. The instantaneous flame surface identified
by the iso-surface of the progress variable c = 0.65 based on the O2 mass fraction is
displayed in Fig. 4.30a.
a. b.
Figure 4.30 - (a.) Instantaneous flame surface identified by the isosurface of progress variable c = 0.65.
(b.) Mean progress variable c shown as a pseudocolor plot (blue=0, red=1), the solid line represents the
iso-contour of c = 0.65. Results obtained with the LU mechanism [137].
The impact of the reducedmechanisms on the description of complex flames is eval-
uated performing DNS of the Bunsen flamewith the S3D code [37], which was the code
used by Sankaran, in collaboration with E. Richardson (University of Southampton)
and J. Chen (Sandia National Laboratories).
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4.3.1 Numerical configuration
The same numerical configuration calculated by Sankaran et al. [137] is used for the
present simulations with the 2S_CH4_BFER, the 2S_CH4_BFER* and the SESHADRI*
schemes.
The mesh presents a uniform spacing of 20 µm in the streamwise x− and spanwise
z−directions. In the crosswise y−direction, a uniform grid spacing of 20 µm extends
over a region of 6mm in width in the center of the domain. In the outer part of the
domain, the mesh is stretched using an algebraical function [137], which guarantees a
grid spacing ratio smaller than 2%. The resultantmesh size is Lx×Ly×Lz = 12h×12h×3h,
where h = 1.2 mm is the slot width, discretized on Nx × Ny × Nz = 720 × 400 × 180
points. The parameters are summarized in Table 4.6 and the mesh stretching zone is
sketched in Fig. 4.30a.
Table 4.6 -Mesh parameters for the Bunsen configuration.
Slot width (h) Domain size Grid points
1.2 mm 12h × 12h × 3h 52 Million
A central jet of methane/air premixed mixture is injected imposing the mean and
fluctuating velocity profiles represented in Fig. 4.31 via a NSCBC [123] non-reflecting
boundary inlet condition [136]. At the jet inlet centerline, the mean velocity is equal
to U = 60 m/s and the fluctuating velocity is equal to u′ = 18 m/s. The jet Reynolds
number, based on the centerline mean velocity and the slot width, is equal to Re = 840.
Table 4.7 - Inlet parameters for the Bunsen configuration.
Jet centerline Jet centerline Coflow Jet Reynolds
mean velocity fluctuating velocity velocity number
60m/s 18m/s 15m/s 840
A heated coflow is also injected with a laminar velocity of 15 m/s. Non-reflecting
outlet conditions are imposed on the transverse y−direction whereas a periodicity
hypothesis is assumed for walls in the spanwise z−direction (Fig. 4.30). The turbulent
field is characterized by the length scale and the magnitude of the velocity fluctuations
defined in Table 4.8. The turbulent Reynolds number is equal to Ret = 14 and the
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Figure 4.31 -Mean and fluctuating velocity profiles at the inlet [136].
flame/flow interaction is governed by a Karlovitz number Ka ≈ 100 corresponding to
the reaction-sheet flame regime (see Fig. 1.4 in Section 1.2).
Table 4.8 - Parameters for turbulence.
u′ lt Ret Ka
5.4 2.1e−3 14 100
All statistical quantities are computed using data from solutions at 60 different
time instants which are equally spaced (by 4 µs) over 1 flow through time (0.24 ms).
Moreover, when quantities are conditionally average at c = 0.65, the range 0.63 < c <
0.67 is actually considered.
4.3.2 Results
The mean progress variable c˜ based on O2 species is shown in Fig. 4.32a., where the
flame surface is identified by the isoline c = 0.65 as done in [137]. The SESHADRI* and
the 2S_CH4_BFER* schemes are in a satisfactory agreement with the LU mechanism
whereas the flame shape predicted by the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme seems slightly too
wide in the half-domain region.The fields of heat release shown in Fig. 4.32b localize
the reaction zone. The 2S_CH4_BFER scheme leads to a more intense flame compared
to the 2S_CH4_BFER* and SESHADRI*mechanisms, which are both in good agreement
with the LU results. Moreover, the flame obtained with the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme has
a shorter core compared to the LU results while the flame length estimated by the
isoline c = 0.65 is larger.
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Figure 4.32 - a) Mean progress variable c˜ shown as a pseudocolor plot (blue=0, red=1); the solid line
represents the isoline of c = 0.65. b) Mean heat release. Comparison for different reduced mechanisms
from left to right: 2S_CH4_BFER (left), 2S_CH4_BFER*, SESHADRI* and LU (right).
Flame thickness
From the flame/vortex and the flame/HIT analysis in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, the inter-
action of turbulence with the flame is expected to modify the flame thickness. The
mean normalized gradient of the progress variable is displayed in Fig. 4.33 for the
four chemical mechanisms at the half of the domain height. High discrepancies on
the maximum value are found for both two-step schemes which are mainly due to the
underestimation of the laminar unstrained flame thickness (cfr. Section 3.2.1).
These results are comparedwith the laminar behavior in Fig. 4.34 (DNS results - dashed
line and laminar results - solid line). The preheat zone (c < 0.3) is generally thickened
due to the presence of small eddies interacting with this region as in the HIT configura-
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Figure 4.33 -Mean gradient of normalized progress variable as function of the progress variable at half
of the domain length in the streamwise direction. Comparison between the different reduced
mechanisms.
tion. But, as also seen for the flame/HIT configuration, some discrepancies are detected
in the reaction zone (0.6 < c < 0.8): the SESHADRI* and LU flames are slightly thinned
by the large length scale structures whereas the reaction zone is thickened when using
a two-step scheme. The postflame zone is relatively unchanged for all mechanisms.
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Figure 4.34 -Mean normalized gradient of progress variable |∇c|δGRI3.0L (dashed line) as function of the
progress variable at half of the domain length in the streamwise direction. Comparison with laminar
results (solid line) for the four reduced mechanisms.
The impact of stretch on the thickness of the reaction zone, i.e. at c = 0.65, is in-
vestigated in Fig. 4.35 in terms of flame curvature and tangential strain rate. Results
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are similar for all mechanisms and coherent with the observations on laminar and aca-
demic configurations. The thickness of the reaction zone decreases when the tangential
strain rate increases (Fig. 4.35a.) whereas it increases with the curvature absolute value
(Fig. 4.35b.).
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Figure 4.35 -Mean normalized progress variable magnitude as a function of a) tangential strain rate
and b) flame curvature at isoline c = 0.65 at half of the domain length in the streamwise direction.
Comparison between the four reduced mechanisms.
Strain rate and curvature
The probability density function of the tangential strain rate conditioned by the flame
surface (c = 0.65) at half of the domain length is displayed in Fig. 4.36a. The distribu-
tion for tangential strain rate obtained with the 2S_CH4_BFER* and the SESHADRI*
mechanisms are in very good agreement with the reference LU scheme, whereas small
discrepancies are outlined for the 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism (cfr Fig. 4.36a). The
maximum probability for the tangential strain rate is positive for all mechanisms and
extremely high strain rates have a quasi-zero probability to occur. The maximum
probability occurs for an higher tangential strain rate when using the 2S_CH4_BFER
scheme. More than half of the probability belongs to positive strain rate denoting that
negative strain rate is less likely to be seen.
The probability density function of flame curvature conditioned on the flame surface
at half of the domain length is reproduced in Fig. 4.36b. Its distribution is correctly de-
scribed with all three tested mechanisms. Very high negative curvatures are less likely
to be seen compared to very high positive values but convex and concave curvatures
roughly have the same probability to occur. However, the maximum probability is
found for a small negative curvature.
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domain length. Comparison between the four reduced mechanisms.
Global burning parameters
To further analyze the behavior of the reducedmechanisms, global burning parameters
are studied in the following. As already discussed in Section 1.2, the wrinkled flame
area AT, here defined as the instantaneous area of the iso-surface c = 0.65 (plotted in
Fig. 4.32), is supposed to be linked to the turbulent combustion speed ST (Eq.( 1.47)):
ST =
AT
AL
I0SL =
AT
AL
SC = A′SC, (4.10)
whereA′ is the flamewrinkling, I0 is the burning intensity, SC is the mean local flamelet
consumption speed (Fig. 1.5 in Section 1.2.2) and SL is the reference laminar flame
speed SL = SGRI3.0L = 1.817 for the unstrained premixed flame obtainedwith the detailed
GRI3.0 mechanism at the BUNSEN operating point. The turbulent burning velocity is
then:
ST
SGRI3.0L
= A′I0 (4.11)
which is related to the mean surface density Σ [27]:
ST
SGRI3.0L
= I0
∫ +∞
−∞
Σdn and AT =
∫ +∞
−∞
ΣdV =
∫ +∞
−∞
ΣALdn. (4.12)
For a Bunsen flame, the turbulent speed ST is estimated from the flow rate supposing
complete burning (so that the consumption speed is directly related to the inlet mass
flow rate) [52]:
ρ f STAL = ρ f SGRI3.0L ATI0 = m˙in, (4.13)
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where ρ f is the density of fresh gas and m˙in is the mass inflow of reactants integrated
over the inflow plane A:
m˙in =
∫
A
ρ f u f dA, (4.14)
where uf is the inlet velocity. Therefore, assuming that the turbulent Bunsen flame
consists of two turbulent flame fronts aligned with the (x,z) plane, the turbulent burn-
ing velocity is evaluated at each axial location from Nt = 60 instantaneous solutions
according to:
ρ f ST =
1
Nt
Nt∑
1
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ Lz
0
ω˙c.dz.dy/(2Lz). (4.15)
The turbulent-laminar ratio of the flame area at each streamwise location is obtained by
integrating the flame surface density (given by |∇c|) across the (y,z) plane from Nt = 60
instantaneous solutions:
AT
AL
=
1
Nt
Nt∑
1
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ Lz
0
|∇c|.dz.dy/(2Lz). (4.16)
It represents the first effect of turbulence on the flame front.
The flame wrinklingA′, the burning velocity and the burning intensity I0 are plotted
in Fig. 4.37 along the streamwise direction and their averaged values are summarized
in Table 4.9. The flame wrinkling A′ predicted by the reduced 2S_CH4_BFER* and
Table 4.9 - Global burning parameters averaged on the flame length.
2S_CH4_BFER 2S_CH4_BFER* SESHADRI* LU
Burning velocity 1.356 1.611 1.143 1.135
A′ 1.23 1.54 1.34 1.41
I0 1.18 0.741 0.855 0.79
SESHADRI* mechanisms is in a very good agreement with the LU scheme, whereas
significant discrepancies are detected downstream for the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme. It
should be noticed that Eq. (4.16) gives a good estimation of the flame wrinkling until
the Bunsen flame presents two distinct flame fronts. The flame wrinkling is less to one
where the two flame fronts meet, i.e. near the tip of the flame.
Looking at Eq. (4.10), it is clear that the burning intensity I0 (Fig. 4.37b.) represents
the deviation of the local consumption speed SC to the laminar flame speed SGRI3.0L due
to the response of the chemical mechanism to stretch. Generally, high strain rates and
curvatures are detected in the flame near the inlet which reduces the burning inten-
sity I0 of the flame. If it were not for the supply of hot products from the coflow, it
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Figure 4.37 -Mean a) flame wrinkling, b) flame burning intensity factor and c) turbulent flame speed
evaluations along the axial direction of the flame. Comparison between the four reduced mechanisms:
2S_CH4_BFER (– –), 2S_CH4_BFER* (. . . ), SESHADRI* (– · –); and LU (—).
would probably extinguish. As the strain rate and the curvature decrease downstream
the value of I0 increases again. The burning intensity I0 is greatly overestimated by
the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme, since it is only slightly affected by strain rate and curva-
ture, whereas the modified 2S_CH4_BFER* and the SESHADRI* mechanisms correctly
predict it .
Since no relevant differences between reduced mechanisms have been detected in
terms of the flame wrinkling, discrepancies on the turbulent burning velocity for the
2S_CH4_BFER are mainly due to the overestimated burning intensity I0 (Fig. 4.37c.).
The turbulent burning velocity ST/SL predicted by the LU scheme is less than one near
the flame inlet since the high strain rate affects the flame front. The turbulent speed
ST has been divided by the flame speed SGRI3.0L of an unstrained laminar flame that
largely overestimates the consumption speed SC of laminar strained flames. Since the
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consumption speed predicted by the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme is not affected by strain
rate, the burning velocity is generally overestimated.
As already noticed, the burning intensity is largely overestimated by the
2S_CH4_BFER scheme whereas the global burning parameters are correctly pre-
dicted by both the 2S_CH4_BFER* and SESHADRI* scheme. Results are therefore in
agreement with the conclusions on laminar strained flames and on flame/vortex and
flame/HIT configurations.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the performances of five different reduced mechanisms have been
evaluated and compared to the thirteen-species LU scheme, used as a reference, on
three different configurations with increasing complexity:
• two-dimensional flame/vortex configuration;
• three-dimensional flame interacting with a homogenous isotropic turbulent field;
• three-dimensional stationary lean premixed Bunsen flame.
In these calculations, turbulence was fully resolved (DNS approach). Different flame
characteristics have been analyzed in all cases:
• Flame thickness: in the reaction-sheet regime, the smallest eddies are expected to
thicken the preheat zonewhile large scale structures are expected to thin the flame
through high stretch. In the flame/HIT and the Bunsen flame configurations, all
mechanisms except the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme are able to reproduce the impact
of turbulence on flame thickness. The preheat zone is thickened whereas the
reaction zone thickness varies with the strain rate and curvature: for higher
values of strain rate, the reaction zone is thinned (in agreement with laminar
results) whereas the thickness increases with curvature. Similar conclusions have
been drawn for the flame/vortex interaction concerning the reaction zone, but no
thickening of the preheat zone has been observed since this configuration belongs
to the corrugated flamelet regime. The unrealistic behavior of the 2S_CH4_BFER*
scheme, predicting a thickened reaction zone for small values of strain rate, has
already been observed in laminar calculations and is probably due to the use of a
high species Lewis number, Lek = 1.65.
• Global burning parameters (consumption speed / burning intensity/ turbulent
speed): these quantities highly depend on the chemical mechanism and its re-
sponse to stretch. A good prediction of the burning intensity is essential since it
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controls the turbulent flame and consequently, the flame length.
Generally, the consumption speed is expected to decrease when strain rate in-
creases but the reduced mechanisms differently respond to stretch. Their behav-
ior on turbulent flames is strictly related to laminar results: the 2S_CH4_BFER
scheme is quite insensitive to stretch, but its modified version 2S_CH4_BFER*
corrects this behavior. As a consequence, the Bunsen flame predicted by the
2S_CH4_BFER scheme has a too high intensity whereas better results are ob-
tained with the 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism. Since the JONES* scheme wrongly
interacts with stretch, it has not been tested in the Bunsen flame configuration.
Finally, the SESHADRI* scheme has a correct response to stretch in terms of
consumption speed and as a consequence, the Bunsen flame predicted by this
mechanism is similar to the LU solution.
• Flame wrinkling: it depends on the interaction between turbulence and flame,
i.e. the combustion regime, and on the consumption speed response to strain
rate. It is generally overestimated by the 2S_CH4_BFER and JONES* schemes
since they overestimate the turbulent speed.
• Flame structure: even if the smallest eddies could interact with the preheat zone,
the inner flame structure is basically conserved. The flame structure has been
investigated looking at the concentration of the intermediate CO species highly
sensitive to stretch. The turbulent flame results are similar to laminar strained
flames with a maximum value of the CO mass fraction which decreases when
strain rate increases. Only analytical schemes seem to be able to predict the CO
mass fraction in turbulent flames.
The computational cost strongly depends on the number of species solved by the differ-
ent mechanisms. The reduced computational cost for the Bunsen flame configuration
is shown in Table 4.10. The two-step schemes and the SESHANDRI* mechanism take
into account six and eight species respectively and the computational cost is drastically
reduced of about 35% − 25% respectively compared to the LU calculation solving 13
species balance equations.
Table 4.10 - Reduced computational cost needed for the 3D Bunsen flame simulation.
2S_CH4_BFER 2S_CH4_BFER* SESHADRI* LU
0.625 0.625 0.722 1.0
The main conclusion is that the performances of the different schemes for turbu-
lent flames are generally comparable to results for laminar strained flames in terms
of flame structure and burning intensity. The modification of the two-step scheme
(2S_CH4_BFER) in order to predict the consumption speed of laminar strained flames
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has been tested. The modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme correctly reproduces the global
burning parameters of the Bunsen flame and results are greatly improved compared
to 2S_CH4_BFER solution. Using the modified mechanism, the computational cost is
reduced of about 35% and the result accuracy is preserved.
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Chapter 5
Impact of the reduced chemical
mechanisms on LES of a lean partially
premixed swirled flame
Performances of six reduced mechanisms for methane/air premixed combustion have
been evaluated on laminar tests (Chapter 3) and DNS of academic and Bunsen flame
configurations (Chapter 4). One of the main conclusions is that the description of
some quantities such as the turbulent flame speed or the flame structure in turbulent
flames strongly depend on the response to strain rate of the chemical mechanisms for
a laminar strained flame. The validity of this conclusion is hereafter analyzed for an
industrial partially premixed flame.
In this Chapter, the performances of the six reduced mechanisms (2S_CH4_BFER,
2S_CH4_BFER*, JONES, PETERS, SESHADRI and LU) introduced in Chapter 3 as well
as the FPI_TTC* tabulation method are investigated in the experimental PRECCINSTA
burner in terms of species concentrations, temperature and flame structure.
The objective here is to identify the characteristics of a reduced mechanism mostly
impacting the LES of realistic turbulent flames in order to:
• be able to build from one-dimensional tests a reliable reduced scheme which
correctly predicts the quantities of interest in three-dimensional configurations;
• select the mechanism offering the best compromise between CPU cost and result
accuracy.
The PRECCINSTA experimental burner is an adequate configuration to reach
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this objective. The behavior of this configuration, derived from an industrial de-
sign by Turbomeca, is representative of an industrial gas turbine combustor and
has been widely described and studied experimentally [168, 169, 107] and numeri-
cally [133, 66, 3, 61, 111].
Two different regimes have been detected experimentally (see Table 5.1) and quite or
pulsating swirledflameshave been observed [107] depending on the global equivalence
ratio. A comparison between the two operating points and an analysis of the thermo-
acustic instabilities will be proposed in Chapter 6, whereas in this Chapter, only the
behavior of the stable flame is analyzed (case 2a, φ = 0.83).
Table 5.1 - Flame parameters of the experimental cases
case Air flow Methane flow Thermal power Pth Global equivalence ratio
[g/min] [g/min] [kW] φ[−]
1 734.2 30.0 25.1 0.70
2a 734.2 35.9 30.0 0.83
In Section 5.1, the experimental setup of the PRECCINSTA burner is presented
together with the available experimental measurements. In Section 5.2, the different
numerical parameters are described, with particular attention to the new thickening
sensor based on the species production/consumption rate proposed in Section 3.4.
Finally in Section 5.3, results for the different reducedmechanisms and for the FPI_TTC*
method are compared to the experimental data and the numerical results obtainedwith
the reference LUmechanism. Additional analysis of the flame, such as the flame length
and the turbulent flame speed, are presented and the impact of grid resolution is also
discussed. Finally, an a priori methodology based on one-dimensional unstrained and
strained laminar flames is proposed to evaluate the capability of any mechanism to
reproduce the main chemical phenomena of a three-dimensional turbulent partially
premixed flame.
5.1 The PRECCINSTA burner
The PRECCINSTA burner is an experimental configuration for the study of a partially
premixed swirled flame. Geometry is sketched in Fig. 5.1. Air is injected into the
plenum through one large air intake while methane is injected through twelve small
tubes of diameter 1 mm directly into the swirler (Fig. 5.2) methane and air are then
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mixed by the highmomentum flow of the swirler and amethane/air mixture, supposed
homogeneous, enters the combustion chamber.
a.
Figure 5.1 - a) Sketch of the PRECCINSTA design. b) Visualization of the experimental measurement
planes [107]. Isolines of heat release identify the reaction zone. c) Velocity field and sketch of the
different zones. The white region identifies the FG/IRZ and FG/ORZ layers.
A swirled flame with the classical conical shape, is then stabilized at the nozzle exit.
Different zones may be identified in the chamber (Fig. 5.1c.):
• An inner recirculation zone (IRZ) located in the inner zone of the flame, charac-
terized by the highest temperatures. The transport of combustion products by the
reverse flow backward to the nozzle is the essential mechanism for flame ignition
and stabilization.
• A conically-shaped fresh gas (FG) injection characterized by lower temperatures
but high axial and radial velocities.
• Two outer recirculation zones (ORZ) composed of burnt gases, located close
to chamber walls. Generally, their temperature is smaller than the equilibrium
temperature, i.e. the IRZ temperature, due to wall heat losses. Flow velocities are
usually small in this region.
• An inner FG/IRZ layer, separating the IRZ and fresh gases, and an outer FG/ORZ
layer, located between the fresh gases and the ORZ. Reactions take place in these
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layerswhich are experimentally characterized by the highest velocity fluctuations
and the highest concentrations of intermediates species such as CO and H2.
The burnt gases finally exit the chamber through the exhaust tube. The chamber
dimensions are Lx × Ly × Lz = 114 mm × 85 mm × 85 mm, where Lx, Ly and Lz are the
chamber sizes in the axial, tangential and transverse directions respectively (Fig. 5.1a.).
Figure 5.2 - Details of the injector showing the twelve injections of methane and the air injection [2].
5.1.1 Experimental measurements
Laser Raman scattering measurements are available for concentration of the ma-
jor species (CH4, CO, CO2, H2O, H2, N2 and O2) and for temperature in ver-
tical planes (y, z) at eight different axial positions downstream of the injector
(h = 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60, 80 mm, where h = 0 mm corresponds to the exit plane
of the nozzle) for at least five radial positions r (Fig. 5.1b). The systematic and
statistical uncertainties are less than 4% and 2.5% respectively for temperature and
less than 5% and 7% respectively for almost all species expect for CO and H2 for which
statistical uncertainty is between 20 − 50% [107]. A summary of the measurement
uncertainties is given in Table 5.2.
Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements of the velocity field were also per-
formed. Unfortunately, the operating point corresponds to slightly different conditions
(φ = 0.75) for which an unstable flame was not completely silent and can not be used
for a direct comparison with stable flame results.
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Table 5.2 - Summary of the measurement uncertainties [107].
Measured quantity Systematic uncertainty Statistical uncertainty
Temperature ±3 − 4% ±1.5 − 2%
H2Omole fraction ±3 − 5% ±3% (density-dependent)
O2 mole fraction ±3 − 5% ±7% (density-dependent)
CO2 mole fraction ±3 − 5% ±7% (density-dependent)
COmole fraction ±5 − 10% ±20 − 50% (density-dependent)
H2 mole fraction ±5 − 10% ±10 − 30% (density-dependent)
N2 mole fraction ±5 − 9% ±1 − 3% (density-dependent)
5.2 The numerical setup
Numerous simulations of the PRECCINSTA configuration have been proposed [133, 66,
3, 61, 111]. Previous studies have always assumed a perfect mixing between methane
and air at the nozzle exit, which simplifies the computational work: there is no need to
account for the small tubes injecting methane and to resolve the mixing zone between
air and methane. Instead, a perfect methane/air mixture at the global equivalence ratio
φ = 0.83 is directly injected in the plenum and the computational cost is reduced. Re-
sults are globally in agreement with experimental data even if the mixing is incorrectly
described and difficulties in describing the near-wall zone have been detected.
Only recently, fuel/air mixing has been explicitly computed including fuel jets into
the swirler in order to estimate the impact of the perfect premixing assumption on
prediction of major species concentration [2], NOx formation [138] or thermo-acoustic
instabilities [62].
Therefore in the following, LES are performed without the perfect mixing assumption
to better reproduce the experimental setup: dry air and pure methane are injected
separately and their mixing is completely resolved in the swirler (Fig.5.3).
The same numerical setup is used for all computations to guarantee consistent com-
parisons of the results and to correctly identify the impact of the reduced chemical
mechanisms.
In the following, each calculation is identified by the name of the chemical description
used.
5.2.1 Mesh, numerical method and boundary conditions
The same numerical parameters used in [62] have been kept to perform the present
LES with the different reduced mechanisms, and are summarized below.
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Figure 5.3 - Details of the methane injection colored by methane mass fraction. Black iso-lines
represents the heat released.
An overview of the computational domain is presented in Fig. 5.4. As the chamber
exhaust has not been acoustically characterized in the experiments, the numerical
domain has been extended far downstream of the combustion chamber including a
part of the outside atmosphere and imposing a non-reflective boundary condition at
its outlet [133]. The full realistic geometry is meshed including the twelve methane
injection holes as shown in Fig. 5.5. The mesh is unstructured and contains about five
millions tetrahedral elements. The mesh is refined inside the swirler vanes in order
to obtain a good description of the mixing phenomenon. There are at least five cells
in radial direction for each methane injection hole, which means that the cell length is
about 0.2 mm in the holes. Those cells are the smallest in the computational domain.
The size of the cells where reactions presumably take place is about 1 mm.
A Taylor-Galerkin weighted residual central distributions scheme is used for nu-
merical integration [45].
The inlets for methane and air and the outlet are described by Navier-Stokes
Characteristic Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) [113, 142, 122] to ensure a physical
representation of the acoustic wave propagation and reflection. An adiabatic no-slip
condition is applied to all walls. The outlet NSCBC condition recently proposed by
Granet et al. [72] is imposed on the entire outer atmosphere boundary. Dry air and
pure methane flows are imposed at ambient temperature at the plenum inlet and at
the swirler holes respectively, according to the experimental setup (Table 5.1). Note
that there is a slight preheating in the experiments [107] and that the temperature of
the fuel/air mixture varied between 320 and 380 K prior to entering the combustion
chamber. Moreover during the measurements, the ambient pressure varied between
995 and 1030 mbar. These differences may have a slight influence on the results, and
should be kept in mind when comparing them.
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Figure 5.4 - Sketch of the computational domain.
Figure 5.5 - Computational half-domain mesh.
An initial non-reacting calculation is performed to correctly initialize the velocity
field. The species mass fractions and temperature from an equilibrium calculation are
then imposed in the combustion chamber. A hyperbolic tangent function is used to
obtain a smooth variation between the burnt and fresh conditions. The atmosphere
is initially filled with pure N2 at the burnt gas temperature of the injected mixture to
avoid any unphysical chemical recombination between burnt gases and fresh air at the
chamber exit. To maintain N2 in the atmosphere, a coflow of N2 is injected at the inlet
of the atmosphere with low velocity (5 m/s) compared to the burnt gas velocity at the
chamber exit.
The averages are collected over 35 ms of physical time. Scatterplots and statistical
information are deduced from more than 100 instantaneous solutions collected every
0.2 ms. When using the FPI_TTC* method, result accuracy strongly depends on the
discretization of the look-up table. In the LES of the PRECCINSTA burner, the same
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dimensions of the table as for the unstrained premixed flames of Section 3.3 (i.e. 1000
points for the progress variable c fpi and 2000 for the mixture fraction z fpi) are used. The
memory size reaches 0.064 Go, which could be easily handled bymost of the calculators.
5.2.2 Artificially thickened flame model
The interaction between the chemical kinetics and turbulence is modeled by the DT-
FLESmodel presented in Section 3.4. There are at least two difficultieswhen comparing
several chemistry models using the DTFLES model. First, the thermal thickness varies
with the mechanism (see Table 3.9 in Section 3.2.1) and the equivalence ratio (see
Fig. 3.13 in Section 3.2.1). Second, the number and the roles of reactions are different.
The improved DTFLES model presented in Section is therefore used in the PRECCIN-
STA configuration.
The thickening sensor, identifying the zone where the thickening and the efficiency
functions are applied, is based on the production/consumption rate ω˙Yc = ω˙YCO+ω˙YCO2 to
be consistent with the FPI_TTC* formulation. Using this sensor, the flame is thickened
very similarly whatever the mechanism used, on both the reaction zone (where CO is
produced) and the post-flame zone (where CO recombines into CO2). Instantaneous
fields of thickening function are displayed in Fig. 5.6 for the reduced mechanisms
tested and the FPI_TTC* calculation. Thickening is applied locally where the flame
is located (here identified by the iso-line of heat release). No thickening is applied
downstream of the flame where mixture is in an equilibrium state and no reaction
occurs. Moreover, the thickening function varies locally: close to the nozzle where
the grid is more refined ∆x = 1.0 mm (see Fig. 5.5), small values of the thickening
function are detected (F ≈ 3 − 4) whereas the thickening function takes higher values
downstream in the chamber where the mesh is coarser ∆x ≈ 1.8 mm (F ≈ 12). The
thickening function correctly accounts for the cell size to guarantee at least five points
in the flame front.
5.3 Analysis of results
Figure 5.7 first compares the numerical results and the experiments in terms of mean
temperaturefield. Themeasurements being restricted to the region r < 30 mmdue to the
visualization window dimension, no experimental result is available near the walls.
The overall agreement is acceptable but a detailed analysis showns non-negligible
differences between the chemical modes. A small flame, rapidly reaching the equi-
librium state, is obtained in the 2S_CH4_BFER and JONES cases whereas a longer
flame with lower temperature in the ORZ and in the near-wall region is found in the
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Figure 5.6 - Instantaneous thickening function for the different chemistries. The flame position is
identified by the white iso-line of heat release. Different scales are used to reproduce the thickening
function of the different chemical descriptions.
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2S_CH4_BFER* simulation. The analytical schemes are better in agreement with the
LU mechanism, predicting the longest flames and a recombination zone touching the
wall downstream of the flame (−40 mm < r < −30 mm and 25 mm < h < 50 mm).
The FPI_TTC* method shows an accurate flame length but slightly underestimates the
opening angle of the flame.
In Chapters 3 and 4 it has been shown that the LU mechanism could be considered
as accurate as the detailed GRI3.0 scheme. The discrepancies between the results of
LU and the experiments are likely to be due to some numerical simplifications such as
the combustion model, the adiabaticity assumption and the numerical discretization,
but not to the chemical description. Especially, the prediction of the temperature in the
ORZ as well as in the near-wall region is inaccurate when neglecting wall heat losses
and radiation effect in the simulation. However, since the objective of this work is
to study the impact of the chemical description on LES of turbulence complex three-
dimensional flames, LU results, although biased by numerous modeling assumption,
will be taken as a reference.
5.3.1 Mixing
Since methane and air are injected separately, the mixture entering the PRECCINSTA
burner is not perfectly mixed and its equivalence ratio varies with time and space.
Results are then impacted by the quality of the mixing prediction and the response of
the chemistry to varying equivalence ratios.
The Bilger definition of the mixture fraction based on the atomic mass fraction (see
Eq. (2.34) in Section 2.2) is preferred to the FPI_TTC* definition (Eq. (3.64)) for the
mixture fraction z fpi, which is a passive scalar only assuming unity Lewis numbers.
With the Bilger definition, the mixture fraction of a stoichiometric mixture is equal
to zst = 0.055 whereas the mixture fraction corresponding to the equivalence ratio of
PRECCINSTA is z = 0.0461.
Figure 5.8 displays the scatterplots of instantaneous temperature versus mixture frac-
tion for the experiments and the seven chemical descriptions in four different vertical
(y, z) planes (h = 6, 15, 30 and80 mm). The correlationbetween temperature andmixture
fraction is correctly predictedwhatever the chemical description: the highest variations
of mixture fraction are found in the closest plane to the nozzle exit (h = 6 mm). Down-
stream in the chamber, the mixture fraction variations decrease as the distance to the
nozzle exit increases, approaching the equilibrium. Both experimental and numerical
results are characterized by awide range of mixture fraction at injection (h = 6 mm), the
fresh gases represented by the points with the lowest temperature (T ≈ 320 K) being
not perfectly premixed. At this stage, the mixture fraction distribution is correctly
predicted by all mechanisms (see Fig. 5.9) although the extreme values are generally
underestimated.
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Figure 5.7 -Mean temperature field in the (x, y) plane. Comparison between LES (bottom) and
experiments (top) for the seven chemical models tested. Black iso-line of the progress variable c = 0.65
represents the mean flame surface position.
Experiments show that the fresh gases are still present at h = 15 mm, which is difficult
to describe for all mechanisms. At h = 30 mm, the lowest values of temperature are
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Figure 5.8 - Scatterplot of instantaneous temperature versus mixture fraction at four measurement
planes (h = 6, 15, 30, 80 mm). Comparison between experiments and numerical results using the seven
chemical descriptions.
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not captured by the 2S_CH4_BFER and JONES schemes, agreeing with their prediction
of a smaller flame which is already at equilibrium in this region. The 2S_CH4_BFER*
mechanismslightlyunderestimates theflame length compared to theLUschemebut the
correlation at h = 30 mm is correctly predicted. Close to the chamber exit (h = 80mm),
the equilibrium state is reached for all the chemical descriptions and the variations in
mixture fraction are drastically reduced.
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Figure 5.9 -Mixture fraction distribution at the first measurement plane (h = 6 mm): experimental
data ( ) and numerical results ( ) for the seven chemical descriptions.
Performances of the different mechanisms have been evaluated for perfectly pre-
mixed combustion inDNS calculations in Chapter 4, but themechanismbehavior could
be affected when simulating a partially premixed flame if it has an incorrect response
to equivalence ratio variation. For example, the JONES and PETERS mechanisms are
expected to fail the description of rich burning mixture since largely underestimating
the laminar flame speed for premixed flames at φ > 1.2 (Fig. 3.11 in Section 3.2.1).
Thepartial premixing is assessed integrating the probability density functions of Fig. 5.9
over the different ranges of equivalence ratio to analyze the equivalence ratio of the
mixture at the first measurement plane (h = 6 mm). Results are given in Table 5.3. The
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maximum probability is reached at the global equivalence ratio φ = 0.83 (z = 0.461).
Globally, the agreement between the reduced chemical descriptions and the experi-
mental results is satisfactory but some discrepancies are detected. More than 50% of
the probability belongs to z < 0.0461 and a mixture leaner than the global equivalence
ratio (z < 0.0461) is more likely to be seen than a richer mixture for all reduced mecha-
nisms in contrast with experimental results. Globally more than 50% of the probability
belongs to 0.79 < φ< 0.87, i.e. the mixture fraction variation is small and more than
90% of the points are between φ = 0.67 and φ = 0.98 (0.038 < z < 0.052). Rich mixture,
i.e. z > 0.55, is not likely to be seen since only 3% and 8% of the mixture is rich in
numerical and experimental results respectively.
As a consequence, even if the PETERS and the JONES mechanisms have an incorrect
response to equivalence ratio larger than stoichiometry, results are expected not to be
affected since the mixture keeps lean most of the time.
Table 5.3 - Distribution of the mixture fraction in the plane closest to the nozzle exit (h = 6 mm).
Comparison between the seven chemical descriptions.
Equiv. ratio Mixture fraction BFER BFER* JONES PETERS SESH. FPI_TTC* LU EXP.
φ > 1.0 z > 0.055 1% 3% 0% 0.1% 3% 0.7% 0.2% 8%
φ < 0.83 z < 0.0461 54% 52% 59% 50% 51% 61% 58% 40%
0.79 < φ< 0.87 0.044 < z < 0.048 61% 51% 48% 65% 58% 60% 64% 57%
0.67 < φ< 0.95 0.038 < z < 0.052 96% 93% 99% 99% 91% 96% 98% 87%
5.3.2 Mean and fluctuating quantities
The mean axial and tangential velocity fields are reproduced in Figs. 5.10 and 5.11
respectively at five sections downstream of the nozzle exit (h = 1.5, 5, 15, 25 and 35 mm)
for all chemical descriptions. Unfortunately, no LDV measurements are available for
this operatingpoint to comparewith experiments. TheLU is thereforeusedas reference.
Results for all reduced schemes are in good agreement with the predictions of LU. Only
the FPI_TTC* method predicts a smaller IRZ (Fig. 5.10). This discrepancy is coherent
with the smaller opening angle of the flame which has been detected on the mean
temperature field in Fig. 5.7 when using the FPI_TTC* method.
For temperature and major species, Laser Raman measurements at five sections
(h = 6, 10, 20, 30 and 60 mm) are used as additional information to assess the quality of
the numerical results. Due to the number of schemes tested, in the following, the left
side of a figure shows results for 2S_CH4_BFER ( ), 2S_CH4_BFER* ( ) and JONES
(·····) in comparison with experimental (©) and LU (#) results. On the right side of each
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a. b.
Figure 5.10 -Mean axial velocity profiles at five sections in the chamber. The LU scheme (#) is
compared to the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ), 2S_CH4_BFER* ( ) and JONES (·····)
b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
a. b.
Figure 5.11 -Mean tangential velocity profiles at five sections in the chamber. The LU scheme (#) is
compared to the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ), 2S_CH4_BFER* ( ) and JONES (·····)
b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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figure, results for PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····) are presented
with the experimental (©) and LU (#) results. The agreement between simulations and
experimental results is satisfactory in terms of temperature and major species profiles.
Figures. 5.12 and 5.13 show the mean and fluctuating temperature profiles respec-
tively:
• in the IRZ: the simplest mechanisms correctly predict the temperature profiles
whereas the most complex schemes (JONES, PETERS, SESHADRI) as well as
the FPI_TTC* method slightly underestimate the flame extension (see results at
h = 10 mm and h = 20 mm in Fig. 5.12). Moreover, the temperature fluctuations
in the IRZ are slightly overestimated by the most complex chemistries (PETERS
and SESHADRI) and the 2S_CH4_BFER* schemes. The same discrepancies on
the IRZ width and the temperature fluctuations are found between experiments
and the LU results. It seems therefore reasonable to suspect that do not results
from chemistry model.
• in theFG/IRZ layer and theFG zone: the transition fromburnt gases to fresh gases
is correctly described in terms of mean temperature by all chemical descriptions.
The FG/IRZ layer is characterized by the highest fluctuations of temperature
which are well reproduced by the simplest 2S_CH4_BFER and 2S_CH4_BFER*
schemes and slightly overestimated by all other schemes.
• in the FG/ORZ layer: temperature is correctly predicted at the first two measure-
ment planes by all reduced schemes. On the contrary, the mean temperature is
overpredicted (see r ≈ 20 mm and h = 6, 10 mm) by the FPI_TTC* method which
underestimates the opening angle of the flame. Downstream, the 2S_CH4_BFER,
2S_CH4_BFER* and JONES schemes largely overestimate the mean temperature,
whereas the most complex schemes capture the correct values (see x > 20 mm at
h = 20 mm). This behavior seems to be related to the flame length: the simplest
schemes predict a smaller flame which is already at equilibrium in this zone,
whereas the analytical schemes predict a longer flame which has not yet reached
its maximum temperature, agreeing with the experimental and the LU results.
This zone is characterized by high temperature fluctuations which are generally
correctly reproduced.
• in the ORZ detected only in sections h = 6 mm and h = 10 mm, the temperature
is greatly overestimated by all chemical descriptions including the LU scheme as
wall heat losses and radiation effect are neglected. This zone is characterized by
small temperature fluctuations.
The mean and fluctuations profiles of CH4 and CO2 mass fractions in Figs. 5.14-5.17
lead to the same conclusions: results are generally satisfactory, the profiles are correctly
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Figure 5.12 -Mean temperature profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU
(#) results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.13 - Fluctuating temperature profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and
LU (#) results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.14 -Mean CH4 profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU (#)
results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.15 - Fluctuating CH4 profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU
(#) results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.16 -Mean CO2 profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU (#)
results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.17 - Fluctuating CO2 profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU
(#) results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.18 -Mean CO profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU (#)
results are compared to numerical data for the other mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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Figure 5.19 - Fluctuating CO profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental (◦) and LU (#)
results are compared to numerical data for different mechanisms: a) 2S_CH4_BFER ( ),
2S_CH4_BFER*( ) and JONES (·····) b) PETERS ( ), SESHADRI ( ) and FPI_TTC* (·····).
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reproduced and the maximum values of fluctuations are also captured. The simplest
schemes (2S_CH4_BFER and JONES) are confirmed to predict a too short flame and
results are not accurate at h = 20 mm and x > 20 mm where there is a recombination
zone only detected by the analytical schemes. The modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme is
globally closer to the LUmechanism compared to the original scheme but discrepancies
are still detected. The FPI_TTC* species profiles are affected by the underestimation of
the flame opening angle.
Being one major pollutant, the prediction of the CO concentration in an industrial
configuration is a very important but still difficult task. Since it is one of the most
radiative species, its prediction requires to estimate the radiative flux [150, 125, 5].
Moreover, the correct description of intermediate species is not straightforward even
for laminar flames and adequate chemical schemes are required.
In Fig. 5.18 the mean profiles of CO species are compared to the measurements (note
that the experimental error on COwas estimated at 50%) and the LU results:
• the simplest 2S_CH4_BFER and 2S_CH4_BFER* schemes greatly underestimate
the CO mass fractions and their fluctuations in the reaction zone, agreeing with
the one-dimensional laminar analysis (Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2). However, the
correct level of CO concentration is recovered at equilibrium (at h = 60 mm).
• the JONES scheme greatly overestimates the maximum value of mean and fluc-
tuating CO mass fractions in the reaction zone, also confirming the analysis of
strained laminar flames.
• the analytical schemes (PETERS, SESHADRI) then well predict COmass fraction
(Fig. 5.18b) although it is slightly overestimated in the IRZ. Only one peak of CO
is experimentally detected in the FG/IRZ layer whereas a smaller second peak
of CO is predicted by LES in the FG/ORZ zone even with the LU scheme. This
difference could be due to the adiabacity assumption or the mesh refinement (see
Section 5.3.5). The CO fluctuations are accordingly correctly reproduced.
• results obtained with the FPI_TTC* method are very similar to the SESHADRI
results. Highest values for the second peak of CO which is not experimentally
recovered are obtained in the FG/ORZ zone. Fluctuations are generally overesti-
mated compared to the analytical schemes.
Thus, the semi-global mechanisms are unable to predict the CO concentration in
the reaction zone and sophisticate chemical schemes are required to estimate the mean
and fluctuating profiles. The impact of both the mesh resolution (investigated in
Section 5.3.5) and the adiabaticity assumption requires dedicated investigation.
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5.3.3 Mean flame surface
The mean flame surface is identified by the normalized progress variable c based on
the O2 species (Eq. (3.59)) to be consistent with the one-dimensional analysis and DNS
presented in Chapters 3 and 4.
From results on DNS of two- and three-dimensional flame/turbulence interaction
configurations in Chapter 3, it is evident that the turbulent speed and, consequently,
to the flame length of turbulent flames is strictly linked to the mechanism response
to strain rate for one-dimensional laminar flames. Discrepancies on the flame length
detected in Fig. 5.7 between the six reduced chemical mechanisms could be then
justified and are investigated in the following in terms of turbulent flame, flame
wrinkiling and the local consumption speed.
Since the flame is cylindrical, the azimuthal averages are assumed equivalent to
Reynolds statistics in the (x,y) plane during a swirl period [111, 162]. This hypothesis
is assumed hereafter to calculate three-dimensional burning quantities such as the
turbulent speed or the flame wrinkling from two-dimensional information.
Since the flame fronts are distinct only on a small zone near the nozzle exit (Fig. 5.7),
it has been preferred not to use Equation (4.16) to calculate the flame wrinkling. The
unwrinkled areaAL is calculated as the surface of the mean isoline at c = 0.65, the mean
wrinkled areaAT is obtained averaging the instantaneous surfaces of the isoline c = 0.65
and the flame wrinkling is given by A′ = AT/AL at each axial position (Fig. 5.20a.).
Discrepancies are detected between the different mechanisms. The 2S_CH4_BFER
and JONES mechanisms underestimate the flame wrinkling, which is in contrast with
results obtained in the DNS calculations (Sections 4.2 and 4.3).
Wrinkling mainly depends on the interaction of the turbulence with the flame front,
i.e. to the combustion regime, as well as to the chemical response to strain rate.
The Kolmogorov length scale for the PRECCINSTA burner has been estimated to be
lK = 29e−6m leading to a Karlovitz number Ka ≈ 300 [111] which has the same order of
magnitudeof theKarlovitz numbers characterizing theflame/HITand theBunsenflame
configurations. However, using the TFLES approach the flame is generally thickened
in order to obtain at least five points in the front the flame, i.e. δF = 5∆x and the solved
turbulent length scale is ∆x leading to a solved Karlovitz number KaLES = (5∆x/∆x)2 =
25. The wrinkling effect of turbulence on the flame front is consequently reduced and
resolved flame lies more in the corrugated flamelet regime. The chemical time scale
is also modified for each mechanisms. However, the PRECCINSTA configuration is
more complex than the Bunsen flame and the identification of the reasons for the flame
wrinkling discrepancies is not straightforward.
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Figure 5.20 - a) Mean flame wrinkling, b) mean turbulent speed and c) mean local flamelet
consumption speed SC as a function of the axial position in the PRECCINSTA configuration.
Comparison between the seven chemical descriptions.
The turbulent speed is calculated considering the mean consumption rate of O2
species ω˙O2 in the (x,y) plane which is integrated across the flame, i.e. along the normal
to the iso-c contour identifying the flame (c = 0.65):
ST =
1
ρYO2
∫
ω˙O2dn. (5.1)
To ensure not to neglect an important contribution in the z−direction when calculating
ST in the (x, y) plane as done in Section 4.2. Results are then averaged in the tangential
y−direction to obtain the mean turbulent speed ST at each axial position (Fig. 5.20c.).
The burning intensity I0 in Fig. 5.20b is computed from the burning speed ST/SGRI3.0L
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and the flame wrinkling. Results are in agreement with the one-dimensional anal-
ysis on strained flames (Section 3.2.2): the highest values of SC are obtained for the
2S_CH4_BFER and JONES schemes, whereas the most complex schemes (PETERS and
SESHADRI) and the FPI_TTC* method predict slower values of I0 similar to the LU
mechanism. Results of the 2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism are also closer to the LU ref-
erence indicating a good behavior on strained laminar flames sufficient to give good
results in LES of experimental three-dimensional flames.
Since the flame wrinkling is correctly reproduced in all cases, discrepancies on the
burning speed ST/SGRI3.0L (Fig. 5.20c.) strongly depend on the burning intensity I0.
Results obtained with the PETERS and SESHADRI schemes as well as the FPI_TTC*
method are quite similar and agree well with the reference LUmechanism. In compar-
ison, the 2S_CH4_BFER and JONES mechanisms predict too high values of I0 which is
partially corrected by the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme.
The different lines reproduced in Fig. 5.20c. end where the mean flame surface ends
indicating the flame length, which is directly linked to the burning speed ST/SL,
could be deduced for all mechanisms. The most complex schemes predict the longest
flame and the lowest turbulent speed. On the contrary, the flames predicted by the
2S_CH4_BFER and JONES schemes are shorter and their burning speed ST/SL is
larger, while the modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme reproduces a flame more similar
to the LU flame. The analytical PETERS and SESHADRI schemes, as well as the
FPI_TTC* method, reproduce the flame length and the turbulent speed better than the
2S_CH4_BFER and JONES schemes.
5.3.4 Towards pollutant emission prediction: the post-flame zone
Flames are generally composed by two different regions: a reaction zone characterized
by high temperature gradient where intermediate species such as CO and H2 are cre-
ated and a post-flame zone where slow recombination reactions convert intermediates
into products. The recombination zone plays an important role in the description
of the flame temperature, pollutant concentration and NOx production located in the
near-wall zone in the PRECCINSTA burner.
To identify these zones, the production/destruction rate ofCO species is a goodmarker:
generally, CO is produced in the reaction zone whereas it recombines into CO2 in the
post-flame region.1 In Fig. 5.21, the instantaneous reaction zone is identified by a grey
iso-line and the instantaneous recombination region is highlighted by the black regions
1Concerning the FPI_TTC* method, it is not possible to know the contribution of ω˙CO to the source
term ω˙c only. The reaction and the recombination zones have been estimated from the proper variable
and looking at the results of unstrained premixed flames: 0.01 < c fpi < 0.85 for the flame zone and
0.85 < c fpi < 0.99 for the post-flame zone.
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for all mechanisms. Results confirm the observations made for laminar premixed
flame structures. The simplest 2S_CH4_BFER and 2S_CH4_BFER* schemes lead to
unphysical results since the recombination zone could not be distinguished from the
reaction zone. As a consequence, even if the response to stretch has been corrected
for the 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme and a longer flame is predicted, the description of the
near-wall zone is still incorrect since the equilibrium state is reached too quickly. A
distinction between the two regions is shown for all other mechanisms. The JONES
scheme correctly predicts a recombination zone surrounding the reaction zone but
its location is wrong since the predicted flame length is too small. The results for
PETERS, SESHADRI and FPI_TTC* mechanisms are very close to results of LU repro-
ducing the same flame length and a recombination zone located in the near-wall region.
As already mentioned, intermediate species such as CO are very sensitive to stretch
(Section 3.2.2).
The numerical correlation betweenmeanCOmass fraction andmeanprogress variable
c is represented in Fig. 5.22. Correlations of an unstrained (solid line) and two strained
(dashed lines) laminar premixed flames at a = 2000s−1 and a = 20000s−1 are displayed
to facilitate the analysis. Note that the information on strained laminar flames can not
be directly used since the impact of stretch on thickened flames has not been quantified.
As experimental data on CO have high uncertainties, LU results are preferred as ref-
erence. The two-step chemical schemes greatly underestimate the maximum value of
COmass fraction as expected from results of laminar flames. This is mainly due to the
superposition of the reaction zone with the recombination region: the CO produced by
the CH4 oxidation reaction is instantaneously converted into CO2 predicting no peak
of CO concentration in the reaction zone. On the contrary, the JONES scheme overesti-
mates the COmass fraction, confirming Fig. 5.18. Results for analytical schemes are in
good agreement with the LU mechanism since they take into account the fundamental
reactions of CO production and destruction, and so does the FPI_TTC* method. Glob-
ally, the maximum value of CO mass fraction is lower than the value of an unstrained
laminar premixed flame and the flame structure is close to the results obtained for
laminar strained flames (even if the flame has been thickened). As expected, the flame
structure is more similar to a strained flame than to an unstrained one. A correct de-
scription of the flame response to stretch is thus a required characteristic of a chemical
mechanism if intermediate species, radicals and pollutants are of main interest since
they are greatly affected by stretch.
Instantaneous fields of H, O and OH radicals are shown in Fig. 5.23. A correct
description of these species is necessary whenever thermal-NO has to be predicted and
could be used to qualitatively localize the region ofNO production in the configuration.
No experimental data are available for these species and the LU mechanism is again
used as reference to validate the behavior of the analytical schemes and the FPI_TTC*
method which are the only chemical descriptions containing information on these
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Figure 5.21 - Instantaneous reaction zone (grey iso-line) and recombination region (black surface) for
the seven chemical descriptions.
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Figure 5.22 - Correlation between mean CO mass fraction and mean progress variable c. The solid line
corresponds to the correlation of an unstrained premixed laminar flame and the two dashed lines refer to
strained premixed laminar flames (a = 2000s−1 and a = 20000s−1).
intermediates. In the analytical schemes, only H species is solved whereas O and OH
species are assumed in QSS, algebraic relations (Eq. (3.45)) being used to calculate them
by a posteriori processing. Profiles for H, O and OH species are obtained looking at
the information in the look-up table with a post-processing procedure in the FPI_TTC*
method. The analytical schemes correctly localize O, OH and H species although
the SESHADRI mechanism slightly overestimates O and OH concentrations whereas
the PETERS scheme slightly underestimates them. This behavior is consistent with the
analysis of laminar flames since the algebraic relations obtained forO andOH aswell as
theQSS assumption are not necessarily valid for turbulent flames. The solvedH species
are in agreement with the LU results. The FPI_TTC* method providesO andH species
in a smaller region downstream of the flame front compared to the LUmechanism even
in the near-wall zone. This information about radical species is however insufficient
to assess the capacity of the different chemical descriptions to correctly reproduce the
thermal NO. Additional measurements are required to conclude.
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Figure 5.23 - Instantaneous fields of H, O and OH mass fractions for the analytical schemes (PETERS,
SESHADRI and LU) and the FPI_TTC* method. The LU mechanism is considered as reference.
5.3.5 Impact of mesh refinement
The quality of numerical results strongly depends on the mesh refinement [111]. The
behavior of the flame not only depends on the chemical description but also on the flow
dynamics, the combustion model [76] and the mixing phenomenon in the swirler, all
phenomena being very sensitive tomesh quality. Refining themesh reduces the impact
of the combustion model by reducing the thickening factor. In the following, results on
a finermesh containing 20millions cells (referred as ’fine’mesh hereafter) are compared
to the results on the 5 millions cells mesh (referred as ’coarse’ mesh hereafter) for the
simplest chemical scheme (2S_CH4_BFER) and the analytical PETERSmechanism. The
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swirler and the chamber have been mainly refined, with a characteristic cell size which
is reduced from 1 mm to 0.6 mm in the reaction zone and from 0.6 mm to 0.4 mm in the
swirler. The resolution in the tube of methane injection is preserved to 0.2 mm. As a
consequence, the thickening function takes lower values preserving five points in the
flame front.
The mean temperature profiles for the 2S_CH4_BFER and PETERS schemes on both
the coarse and the fine meshes are compared to experiments in Fig. 5.24. The extension
of the IRZ (h = 6 mm and h = 10 mm) is better predicted on the fine mesh for both
chemistries. Confirming the results on the coarse mesh (Section 5.3.2), the temperature
in the FG/ORZ layer at h = 20 mm is still greatly overestimated by the 2S_CH4_BFER
mechanism but accurately predicted by the PETERS scheme. The temperature in this
region depends much more on the chemistry used than on the grid resolution, its
description being incorrect if the chemical scheme predicts a too short flame. The
temperature fluctuations are presented in Fig. 5.25 for both meshes and schemes. For
the first measurement planes, fluctuations are generally higher in the reaction zone on
the fine mesh whereas their values are not modified neither in the IRZ nor in the ORZ.
For h > 20 mm, results for the PETERS mechanism are slightly improved reproducing
the correct level of fluctuations. The mean and fluctuating profiles for CO species are
displayed for the PETERS scheme in Fig. 5.26. As the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme predicts
unphysical profiles (Section 5.3.2) and there is no improvement with increasing grid
resolution, the results are not shown. Figure 5.26 shows that the PETERS scheme
predicts better CO profiles on the fine grid and lower levels of mean CO are predicted
in the IRZ agreeing with the experimental results. Most important, the second peak
of CO in the FG/ORZ layer which was not reproduced by experiments is drastically
reduced. Thus, the prediction of intermediate species seems to be highly dependent
not only on the chemical description but also on the grid resolution: since the flame is
less thickened by the TFLES method on the fine mesh, higher values of stretch could
impact the flame structure.
Themesh impact on the FPI_TTC* results has not been evaluated in this work. How-
ever, a similar analysis on the PRECCINSTA burner2 has been proposed by Moureau
et al. [111] where results for CO on a grid composed of 2634 million cells are presented
(Fig. 5.27). In this calculation, the reaction zone is characterized by a cell size of 0.1 mm
and the flame front is completely resolved. The tabulation method predicts a second
peak ofCO in the FG/ORZ zone even higher than the peak in the FG/IRZ zone for a very
well resolved LES calculation3. The authors explained that this discrepancy is basically
2A perfectly premixing has been assumed in [111]. However looking at the small variations of
mixture fraction encountered for this operating point, this hypothesis does not contribute significantly
to errors on COmass fraction.
3It should be noticed that the FPI_PCM method, i.e. a different combustion model, has been used in
[111]. However, the quality of the FPI tabulation method in the description of COmass fraction may be
considered as independent on the combustion model used in a very well resolved LES.
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Figure 5.24 -Mean temperature profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental results (◦)
are compared to the numerical results for two mechanisms and two grids: a) 2S_CH4_BFER - 5 mil.
( ) and 2S_CH4_BFER - 20 mil. ( ) b) PETERS - 5 mil. ( ) and PETERS - 20 mil. ( ).
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Figure 5.25 - Fluctuating temperature profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental results
(◦) are compared to the numerical results for two mechanisms and two grids: a) 2S_CH4_BFER - 5 mil.
( ) and 2S_CH4_BFER - 20 mil. ( ) b) PETERS - 5 mil. ( ) and PETERS - 20 mil. ( ).
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Figure 5.26 - a) Mean and b) fluctuating CO profiles at five sections in the chamber. The experimental
results (◦) are compared to the numerical results for the PETERS mechanism and to grid resolutions: 5
mil. ( ) and 20 mil. ( ).
b.
Figure 5.27 -Mean CO profiles at seven sections in the chamber. Comparison between experiments and
a very well resolved LES using the FPI_PCM method. Figure extracted from Moureau et al. [111].
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due to the adiabaticity assumption. However looking at the results of the PETERS
scheme on the fine mesh, this theory seems not valid. The tabulation method is sus-
pected to be unable to reproduce the chemical phenomena in the FG/ORZ layer which,
probably, could not be described only from the information of laminar unstrained pre-
mixed flames. To verify this hypothesis, a LES using the FPI_TTC* method on the fine
mesh should be performed.
5.4 General remarks and conclusions
The impact of the chemical description in a LES of a three-dimensional partially pre-
mixed flame has been analyzed in this chapter. Results for six reduced schemes and
the FPI_TTC* method have been compared to experimental data and numerical results
using the reference LU mechanism.
The PRECCINSTA burner is characterized by a partially premixing and the quality
of the results may depend on the mechanism capability to describe the laminar flame
speed on a wide range of equivalence ratio. Globally, all mechanisms correctly predict
the laminar flame speed of lean laminar premixed flames but the JONES and PETERS*
mechanisms overestimate the flame speed for richmixtures. However, since more than
90% of the reacting points in PRECCINSTA has a lean composition, the errors of JONES
and PETERS* schemes in describing the laminar flame speed response to equivalence
ratio variations are negligible.
The simplest chemical scheme 2S_CH4_BFER satisfactorily predicts the mean pro-
files of temperature and major species with a low computational cost but the modified
2S_CH4_BFER* mechanism should be preferred since it improves the flame length
prediction without any additional cost. Moreover, this mechanism does not require
any modification for other operating points whereas all other reduced mechanisms
have to be tested and corrected if the operating point changes. Nomajor improvements
are obtained when using the JONES mechanism. The analytical schemes (PETERS
and SESHADRI) accurately predict the flame length, the concentration of intermediate
species and the flame structure for an additional computational cost of only 15%
compared to the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme (Table 5.4), but a reduced computational cost
of about 20% when compared to LU. The FPI_TTC* method is fastest as it solves
Table 5.4 - Computational time normalized by the computation time of the LES using the LU scheme.
FPI_TTC 2S_CH4_BFER 2S_CH4_BFER* JONES PETERS SESHADRI LU
0.80 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.12 1.12 1.39
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two variables instead of N species. Its results are satisfactory in terms of flame
length and major species profiles although the flame opening angle is underestimated.
Unfortunately, this method seems unable to predict intermediate species which are
greatly affected by stretch but a more detailed analysis should be done.
With these LES results, an a priorimethodology to evaluate themechanism capability
to predict some three-dimensional chemical phenomena has been proposed based on
one-dimensional unstrained and strained laminar flames:
• a correct description of the consumption speed for laminar strained flames is
necessary if the turbulent flame speed ST and, as a consequence, the mean flame
surface and its length have to be described on turbulent flames. Correcting
the simplest scheme (2S_CH4_BFER) to predict the response of the laminar con-
sumption speed to strain (2S_CH4_BFER*) results on the flame length have been
improved.
• The COmass fraction in the reaction zone for unstrained and strained flames has
to be correctly described to predict the CO concentration of turbulent flames.
• The presence of a recombination zone for an unstrained flame guarantees the
presence of a small temperature gradient region characterized by product forma-
tion.
All these conclusions are supposed to be valid for most hydrocarbons. On the one side,
when building a new chemical scheme its requirements could be fixed compromising
the computational cost, the robustness of the chemical description and the desired
quality of results . On the other side, the quality of theLES results of a three-dimensional
configuration could be anticipated testing the reduced mechanisms on laminar one-
dimensional premixed unstrained and strained flames (Table 5.5). This procedure
has been however evaluated only on premixed flames and still needs a validation for
diffusion flames.
Concerning pollutant emissions, different studies are recommended. A LES of the
PRECCINSTAburner should be performedon afinermeshwith the SESHADRI and the
LUmechanisms in order to conclude on the possibility of accurately predicting the CO
mass fraction. Wall heat losses and radiation effects should also be taken into account
but they would required detailed measurements since they may have a strong impact
on the flame stability. Finally, the possibility of reduced schemes to predict thermal-NO
could be investigated using specific analytical schemes [103], fitted mechanism [139]
and tabulation method [138].
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Table 5.5 - Performances of the difference reduced chemical descriptions .
BFER BFER* JONES* PETERS* SESHADRI* FPI_TTC*
- - - - ?
Consumption wrong lam. + wrong lam. + + + + to be
speed strained strained evaluated
flames flames
Flame - - + - - + + + + + +
wrinkling wrong Sc wrong Sc
Pollutants - - - - - -
and wrong lam. wrong lam.r wrong lam. + + + + to be
postflame unstrained unstrained strained evaluated
region flames flames flames
CPU ++ ++ + - - ++
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Chapter 6
Large-Eddy Simulation of instabilities
in a lean partially premixed swirled
flame
The impact of the reduced mechanisms in a LES of a lean partially premixed swirled
flame has been analyzed in Chapter 4. The limits of the simplest chemical description
(the two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme) in terms of response to stretch and pollutant
emissions prediction are clear but this kind of mechanism correctly describes the main
features of the flow field such as velocity and temperature with a low computational
cost. For these reasons, the two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme is expected to be able to
predict the thermo-acoustic instabilities occuring in a lean-premixed (LPM) swirled
combustor [80] such as PRECCINSTA. In view of the previous results, it would have
been preferable to use the modified 2S_CH4_BFER* scheme, but it did not yet exist at
the time when the present simulations were done.
In LPM combustion, fuel and air are premixed before entering the combustor chamber
to avoid the formation of stoichiometric zones where the high flame temperature
produces thermal NOx. Since the system usually operates near the lean extinction
limit, a small perturbation in equivalence ratio may produce a significant variation
of the heat release which, if resonating with the chamber acoustic waves, generate
unsteady flow oscillations.
The ability of LES to reproduce the combustion instabilities of the lean partially
premixed swirled flame using the two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme has been presented
in the article "Large-Eddy Simulation of combustion instabilities in a lean partially premixed
swirled flame"byB.Franzelli, E. Riber , L.Gicquel andT. Poinsotwhichhas been accepted
with minor revision in Combustion and Flame in 2011 and is reported in the following.
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6.1 Article
The article "Large-Eddy Simulation of combustion instabilities in a lean partially premixed
swirled flame" by B.Franzelli, E. Riber , L. Gicquel and T. Poinsot, accepted with minor
revision in Combustion and Flame in 2011, is reported in the following.
Introduction
The instabilities of swirled turbulent flows have been the subject of intense research in
the last ten years. One important issue has been to identify the possibilities offered by
simulation and especially Large Eddy Simulation (LES) to predict self-excited combus-
tion oscillations. The specific example of swirled combustors where flames couple with
acoustic modes has received significant attention [50, 146, 64, 139] because such oscil-
lations are often found in real gas turbines [96, 124]. An important question in swirled
unstable flames is the effect of mixing on stability. In most real systems, combustion
is not fully premixed and even in laboratories, very few swirled flames are truly fully
premixed. The effects of equivalence ratio fluctuations on flame stability in combustors
have been known for a long time [95, 147]: changes in air inlet velocity induce varia-
tions of the flow rate through the flame but may also induce mixing fluctuations and
the introduction into the combustion zone of non-constant equivalence ratio pockets.
These pockets create unsteady combustion and can generate instabilities.
In many experiments, LES is performed assuming perfect mixing mainly because
the computational work is simpler: there is no need to mesh the fuel injection holes
or to resolve the zone where these jets mix with air. However, this assumption to-
tally eliminates fluctuations of equivalence ratio as a mechanism of instability, thereby
limiting the validity of the LES. One specific example of such limitations is reported
in the experiment of [168, 169, 107] which has been computed by multiple groups
[133, 66, 61, 111, 3]. This methane/air swirled combustor was especially built to study
combustion instabilities in such systems and for all computations up to now, perfect
mixing has been assumed by LES experts because methane was injected in the swirler,
far upstream of the combustor, suggesting that perfect mixing is achieved before the
combustion zone. Interestingly, all computations performed with perfect mixing as-
sumptions have failed to predict the unstable modes observed in the experiments.
Moreover, recent Laser Raman scattering measurements [107] show that mixing is not
perfect in the chamber and suggest that incomplete mixing could be the source of the
instability observed for a mean operating equivalence ratio smaller than φ = 0.75.
The objective of the present work is to use LES to investigate the effects of mixing
for this laboratory-scale combustor. The unstructured grid is sufficiently fine to resolve
the methane jets and perform both perfectly premixed and real methane injection
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simulations. Comparing these simulations to experimental results provides a clear
description of the effects of the perfectly premixed assumption. Results show that
resolving the mixing of methane and air allows to obtain better mean flow statistics,
more realistic Probability Density Functions (pdf) of mixing within the combustor
and most importantly, to predict when the combustor becomes unstable. Section 6.1.1
presents the experimental setup anddiscusses themost important experimental results.
Section 6.1.2 describes the numerical setup used for the LES (chemical scheme, mesh,
boundary conditions). Section 6.1.3 presents the results for a ’quiet’ flameat equivalence
ratio φ = 0.83 and a ’pulsating’ flame at φ = 0.7. LES results for the two regimes
are compared to experimental data in terms of mean and root mean square (RMS)
temperature, species and velocity fields, unsteady activity, and pdf of mixture fraction.
Even though a further improved LES of the experiment would involve many other
ingredients (a finer mesh, more precise chemical schemes, radiation model, wall heat
loss description), present results demonstrate that a proper LES of this configuration
must include the methane jets and can not be performed with a fully perfect mixing
assumption.
6.1.1 The swirled premixed burner configuration
The target experimental burner has been widely described and studied experimen-
tally [168, 169, 107] but also numerically [133, 66, 61, 111, 3]. It is derived from an
industrial design by Turbomeca and its behaviour is representative of an industrial gas
turbine combustor. Two different regimes have been detected experimentally in this
swirled combustor: a ’quiet’ and a ’pulsating’ flame.
The combustor can be divided into four distinct parts (Fig. 6.1). The first part is
the plenum, where dry air at ambient temperature is injected through one large hole.
The second part is the injector, where the air flow is swirled by twelve radial veins.
Methane is injected into the air flow through twelve small holes (one for each vane) of
1 mm diameter within the radial swirler. The high momentum flow of the swirler is
supposed to ensure a good mixing of air and fuel before the nozzle exit. The exit plane
of the nozzle is defined as h = 0 for all measurements. The third part of the configu-
ration is the combustion chamber which has a square cross subsection (85 × 85 mm2)
and is equipped with 1.5 mm thick quartz walls to enable optical measurements. The
fourth part is a converging duct which connects the combustor to the atmosphere.
Two different regimes have been experimentally observed [107]:
• Case 1: For a global equivalence ratio of φ = 0.7, an unsteady pulsating flame is
detected at a frequency f = 290 Hz.
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Figure 6.1 - Schematic of the experimental burner design [168, 169, 107]. Probe P is located in the
plenum at h = −70 mm. Probe I is located in the injector before the swirler exit (h = −5 mm) and probe
C is in the chamber at h = 10 mm.
• Case 2a: For a global equivalence ratio of φ = 0.83, a quiet and stable flame is
observed in the combustion chamber.
For both cases, Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV) measurements of the velocity
field were performed in vertical planes located at five different axial subsections
(h = 1.5, 5, 15, 25 and 35 mm) and along the radial direction. Note that the LDV
measurements for the ’quiet’ flame correspond to slightly different conditions (case 2b
in Table 6.1), i.e. a global equivalence ratio of φ = 0.75, and they are not useful for a
direct comparison with the numerical results. Systematic and statistical uncertainties
are less than 0.5% and 2% respectively [107]. The burner operating conditions of all
cases are summarized in Table 6.1.
Laser Raman scattering is used in both cases 1 and 2a to obtain quantitative
measurements of major species (CH4,O2,N2,CO,CO2,H2O and H2) and tempera-
ture in vertical planes at eight different subsections downstream of the injector
(h = 6, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, 60 and 80 mm). The systematic and statistical uncertainties
are less than 4% and 2.5% respectively for temperature and less than 5% and 7%
respectively for almost all species [107]. For CO and H2, the statistical uncertainty is
between 20 − 50%.
Raman measurements were analyzed [107] in front of the swirler exit to characterize
methane/air mixing in the Inner Recirculation Zone (IRZ) and evaluate equivalence
ratio fluctuations that can be a source of combustion instabilities. Although the fuel
injection was designed to provide an efficient mixing between air and fuel at the
chamber inlet, a comparison between the ’quiet’ and the ’pulsating’ flame suggests
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that mixing in the chamber is not perfect and that the fluctuations of equivalence
ratio can be the source of the instabilities. Figure 6.2 displays the experimental
correlation between temperature and mixture fraction (noted z and based on Bilger’s
definition [16]) for the ’quiet’ (φ = 0.83) and the ’pulsating’ (φ = 0.7) cases. Themixture
fraction distribution suggests that mixing is not perfect and that its variation is bigger
for the ’pulsating’ flame at φ = 0.7. Experiments also suggest that this fluctuation is
linked to an oscillation of the methane supply [107]. One conclusion is thus that this
oscillation generates a variation of combustion intensity, which in turn triggers the
pressure oscillation. This effect is higher at φ = 0.7 than at φ = 0.83.
As a consequence, describing mixing before the nozzle exit is necessary to predict the
instabilities when performing LES. The hypothesis of perfect premixing used in all
previous simulations of this burner seems to be too restrictive and the evaluation of its
impact is analyzed with LES in the following subsections.
Table 6.1 - Flame parameters of the experimental cases. The mixture fraction is based on the Bilger [16]
definition.
Experimental case 1 2a 2b
Air flow rate [g/min] 734.2 734.2 734.2
Methane flow rate [g/min] 30.0 35.9 32.3
Thermal power [kW] 25.1 30.0 27.0
Equivalence ratio [−] 0.70 0.83 0.75
Mixture fraction [−] 0.0391 0.0463 0.0418
6.1.2 Large Eddy simulation for gas turbines
Four different simulations (Table 6.2) have been performed to study the impact of
mixing on the instabilities.
Cases A and C correspond to the ’quiet’ and ’pulsating’ flames, for which perfect
premixing is assumed in LES: a perfectly premixed mixture of methane and dry air
at the studied equivalence ratio is injected directly in the plenum (no fuel is injected
through the twelve holes in the swirler). In cases B and D, respectively corresponding
to the ’quiet’ and ’pulsating’ flames, LES are computed without the perfect mixing
assumption andmatch exactly the experimental setup: dry air is injected in the plenum
and mixes in the swirler with the methane injected through the twelve injection holes.
To allow a direct comparison of all simulations, all cases are calculated on the same
mesh and with the same numerical parameters.
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a. b.
Figure 6.2 - Correlation between temperature and mixture fraction at subsection h = 6 mm for a., the
’quiet’ flame (case 2a in Table 6.1) and b., the ’pulsating’ flame (case1). Symbols represent single-shot
Raman measurements at different radial positions. The solid line shows the equilibrium temperature
whereas the vertical dashed line indicates the global mixture fraction (experimental data from [107]).
The 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism for premixed methane/air flames
The LES are performed using a two-step reduced scheme for laminar premixed
methane/air flames called 2S_CH4_BFER. It contains six species (CH4, O2, N2, CO, CO2
and H2O) and has been built using the methodology described in [63] for premixed
kerosene-air flames.
Simple models for transport and thermodynamic properties are used. A constant
Prandtl number Pro = µcP/λ is assumed, where cP is the gas mixture specific heat
capacity at constant pressure, λ is the gas mixture thermal conductivity, and µ is the
gas mixture dynamic viscosity following a power law:
µ(T) = µo
( T
To
)α
. (6.1)
ThePrandtl numberPro = 0.7and the referencedynamicviscosityµo = 1.8405 10−5 kg/m/s
result from the GRI 3.0 detailed mechanism [65] involving 53 species and 341 reactions.
They correspond to the Prandtl number and dynamic viscosity in the burnt gases at
the reference temperature To = 300Kwhereas the exponent α = 0.6759 enables to fit the
temperature dependency of the dynamic viscosity over thewhole range of temperature
at atmospheric pressure [124]. Moreover, the unity Lewis number assumption for
all species is used, which does not affect much the laminar flame structure for light
fuels [63] and is consistent with the other simplifications used for molecular transport
and thermodynamic data.
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Table 6.2 -Main characteristics of the numerical cases.
Numerical case A B C D
Corresponding experimental case 2a 2a 1 1
Experimental behaviour Stable Stable Unstable Unstable
Mixing Perfect Non-perfect Perfect Non-perfect
Equivalence ratio [−] 0.83 0.83 0.7 0.7
Plenum composition Air+CH4 Air Air+CH4 Air
Plenum flow rate [g/min] 734.2 734.2 734.2 734.2
Holes composition - CH4 - CH4
Holes flow rate [g/min] - 35.9 - 30.0
Numerical behaviour Stable Stable Stable Unstable
The 2S_CH4_BFER scheme is based on the two following reactions:
CH4 + 1.5 O2 => CO + 2 H2O (6.2)
CO + 0.5 O2 <=> CO2 , (6.3)
where the forward reaction rates for reactions (6.2) and (6.3) are written as:
k f ,1 = A1 f1(φ) Tβ1e(−Ea,1/RT) [CH4]nCH4 [O2]nO2 ,1 , (6.4)
k f ,2 = A2 f2(φ) Tβ2e(−Ea,2/RT) [CO]nCO [O2]nO2 ,2 , (6.5)
where Ak is the pre-exponential factor, Ea,k the activation energy, βk the temperature
exponent of reaction k and nj,k the reaction exponent for species j in reaction k. The
subscripts 1 and 2 respectively denote the methane oxidation and the CO − CO2
equilibrium reactions. The reaction parameters are summarised in Table 6.3.
Table 6.3 - Activation energy Ea, temperature exponent β, pre-exponential factor A and reaction
exponents nk used for the 2S_CH4_BFER mechanism. Units are: mol, s, cm3 and cal/mol.
CH4 oxidation CO-CO2 equilibrium
Activation energy 3.55 × 104 1.2 × 104
Temperature exponent 0.0 0.8
Pre-exponential factor 4.9 × 109 2 × 108
Reaction nCH4 0.50 nCO 1.00
exponents (-) nO2,1 0.65 nO2,2 0.50
The reaction exponents nj,k have been chosen following [124] so that the obtained
pressure exponent αP =
(
nCH4 + nO2 − 2) /2 is almost equal to the mean value over the
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whole range of pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio considered: αP = −0.425.
Note that this pressure dependent coefficient is not constant [172], varying from αP =
−0.53 for Tf = 300 K and P = 10 atm, to αP = −0.29 at Tf = 700 K and P = 3 atm using
the GRI 3.0 mechanism.
The first reaction controls the flame speed and the autoignition time. The second
reaction represents the CO − CO2 equilibrium and is necessary to predict the flame
temperature in the burnt gases for rich mixtures.
The two pre-exponential factors are adjusted by two correction functions depending on
local equivalence ratio: f1 allows to decrease the laminar flame speed for rich flames,
bringing the flame speed to the GRI 3.0 mechanism values whereas f2 is calibrated to
adjust the thickness of the post-flame zone and to quickly reach the equilibrium state.
The two correction functions are given by:
f1(φ) =
2[
1 + tanh
(
φ0,1−φ
σ0,1
)]
+ B1
[
1 + tanh
(
φ−φ1,1
σ1,1
)]
+ C1
[
1 + tanh
(
φ−φ2,1
σ2,1
)] , (6.6)
f2(φ) =
1
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ0,2 − φ
σ0,2
)]
+
B2
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ − φ1,2
σ1,2
)]
+
C2
2
[
1 + tanh
(
φ − φ2,2
σ2,2
)]
×
[
1 + tanh
(
φ3,2 − φ
σ3,2
)]
, (6.7)
where the coefficients are summarized in Table 6.4.
To validate the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme, calculations of premixed laminar methane/air
Table 6.4 - Coefficients for the two correction functions f1 and f2 in the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme.
φ0, j σ0, j Bj φ1, j σ1, j Cj φ2, j σ2, j φ3, j σ3, j
j = 1 1.1 0.09 0.37 1.13 0.03 6.7 1.6 0.22 - -
j = 2 0.95 0.08 2.5 10−5 1.3 0.04 0.0087 1.2 0.04 1.2 0.05
flames were performed using CANTERA [71] for three different values of fresh gas
temperature (Tf = 300, 500, 700K) and pressure (P = 1, 3, 10 atm). Ten equivalence
ratios have been tested, from φ = 0.6 to φ = 1.5.
For the whole range of pressure and fresh gas temperature, the 2S_CH4_BFER
scheme reproduces well the laminar flame speed in comparison with the GRI 3.0
mechanism (Fig. 6.3). The largest discrepancies occur for Tf = 300 K, P = 10 atm (up
to 32%) and Tf = 700 K, P = 3 atm (up to 19%) due to the variations of the pressure
dependency coefficient observed at these conditions. The temperature dependency is
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a. b.
c.
Figure 6.3 - Laminar flame speed versus equivalence ratio at fresh gas temperature T f = 300K (a.),
500K (b.) and 700K (c.). Comparison between 2S_CH4_BFER scheme (P = 1 atm: , P = 3 atm:
, P = 10 atm: ) and GRI 3.0 detailed mechanism (P = 1 atm: $, P = 3 atm: •,
P = 10 atm: %).
well preserved. Focusing on the experimental burner studied in this work, the results
at ambient pressure and temperature are very close to the GRI 3.0 mechanism.
In Fig. 6.4, the adiabatic temperature obtained at Tf = 300 K and P = 1 atm with the
2S_CH4_BFER scheme is plotted versus equivalence ratio and compared to equilibrium
values using the 6 species involved in the reduced scheme and the 53 species involved
in the GRI 3.0 mechanism. The agreement is very good up to φ = 1.4, as expected when
using two-step chemical schemes [63]. This shows also that the scheme should perform
well in the targeted burner where experiments indicate that the local equivalence ratio
in the chamber never exceeds φ = 1.4 (z 3 0.08 in Fig. 6.2).
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Figure 6.4 - Burnt gas temperature versus equivalence ratio. Comparison between GRI3.0 mechanism
( ), equilibrium results (×) and 2S_CH4_BFER scheme (◦) at pressure P = 1 atm and fresh gas
temperature T f = 300 K.
The numerical setup
A compressible LES code [139, 133, 46, 83, 144, 149, 131, 68, 113, 157, 143, 23, 145] is used
to solve the Navier-Stokes equations on hybrid (structured and unstructured) grids
with real thermo-chemistry. A Taylor-Galerkin weighted residual central distribution
scheme is used for the numerical integration [113, 45, 47]. It is a finite element based
scheme, providing third-order accuracy in time and space on unstructuredmeshes. The
interaction between chemical kinetics and turbulence is modeled by the Dynamically
Thickened Flame (DTFLES) model [46]. Following the theory of laminar premixed
flames [173], the flame speed soL and the flame thickness δ
o
L may be expressed as:
soL ∝
√
λA and δoL ∝ λsoL
=
λ
A
, (6.8)
where λ is the thermal diffusivity and A is the pre-exponential constant. Increasing
the thermal diffusivity by a factor F, the flame speed is kept unchanged if the pre-
exponential factor is decreased by the same factor [33]. This operation leads to a flame
thickness which is multiplied by F and easy to resolve on a coarse mesh. Additional
information needs however to be supplied so as to properly reproduce the effect of the
subgrid-scale interaction between turbulence and chemistry [7, 93], which is the intent
of the so-called efficiency function [46]. If F is applied everywhere in the computa-
tional domain, the model is limited to perfectly premixed combustion. In this work, a
modified version calledDTFLES is used to apply the factor F in the flame front only [93].
The computational domain (Fig. 6.5) extends downstream of the combustion
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Figure 6.5 - Schematic of the computational domain.
chamber to take into account a part of the outside atmosphere. Indeed since the
acoustic impedance at the chamber exit is unknown, a solution proposed in [133] is
to extend the grid far enough downstream of the chamber exit to be able to impose a
non-reflecting outlet boundary condition at atmospheric pressure. The full geometry
is meshed including the twelve holes located upstream of the swirler.The mesh shown
in Fig. 6.6a is unstructured and contains five million tetrahedral elements. It is refined
inside the swirler veins to capture mixing. There are at least five cells in the radial
direction of each methane injection hole, which means that the characteristic cell
length is about 0.2 mm in this region. Those cells are the smallest of the computational
a. b.
Figure 6.6 - a) Computational half-domain mesh. b)Detail of the twelve computational holes upstream
of the swirler for the methane injection (LES’s numerical cases B and D in Table 6.2). Instantaneous
iso-surface of methane mass fraction equal to 0.5.
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domain. The characteristic size of the cells where reactions take place is about 1 mm:
a local thickening factor of ten is sufficient to obtain at least five points in the flame front.
The inlets (air and fuel) and the outlet are described by Navier-Stokes Characteristic
Boundary Conditions (NSCBC) [123, 113, 72]. An adiabatic no-slip condition is applied
for all walls. All simulations are performed on the same mesh and with the same
numerical parameters: only the boundary condition specifications vary. If the perfect
mixing assumption is applied (cases A and C), the fuel injection holes are considered
as walls and a perfectly premixed methane/air mixture is injected at the plenum inlet
(the composition of the mixture varies accordingly to the equivalence ratio analyzed).
Otherwise (cases B and D), dry air is imposed at the plenum inlet and pure methane
at the swirler holes, as evidenced by an instantaneous iso-surface of CH4 species mass
fraction equal to 0.5 in Fig. 6.6b.
At the inlet of the plenum and the methane injections, mass flow is imposed (Ta-
ble 6.2). Fresh gases are injected at 320 K for all simulations1.
6.1.3 Results and discussions
The ’quiet’ flame - φ = 0.83
At φ = 0.83 (case 2a), the burner is experimentally characterized by a quiet flame
stabilized at the nozzle exit. Two different numerical simulations have been performed
for this operating point:
• Case A: Previous LES for this operating point [133, 66, 61, 111] have correctly
reproduced a quiet flame when injecting a perfectly premixed mixture at the
inlet. Similar conclusions are reached here.
• Case B: In this case, methane and air are injected separately. Figure 6.7a. shows
the numerical correlation between temperature and mixture fraction which cor-
responds to the experimental results of Figure 6.2a., in the first subsection down-
stream of the nozzle exit (h = 6 mm) for different radial positions. Light-grey
samples are collected at r = 13−16 mm close to the injection of fresh gases into the
chamber where the temperature is low and the mixture fraction variance is maxi-
mum.Even if the experimental extreme values of mixture fraction (zmin ≈ 0.03 and
zmax ≈ 0.07) are not captured by LES, the mixture fraction distribution is correctly
1In the experiments, the inlet fuel/air mixture temperature varies between 320 and 380 K. Likewise,
the ambient pressure varies between 995 and 1030 mbar. These differences could have a moderate effect
on the results.
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reproduced (Figure 6.7b.). The reaction zone is roughly represented by the black
symbols (r = 8 − 12 mm) in Fig. 6.7a.: it is a region of intermittency between
fresh and burnt gases. The charcoal-grey symbols in Fig. 6.7a. correspond ap-
proximately to the IRZ. It is almost an equilibrium state: the temperature reaches
a. b.
Figure 6.7 - a. Numerical correlation between temperature and mixture fraction for the ’quiet’ flame
(φ = 0.83) at h = 6 mm (case B). b. Experimental (case 2a - solid line) and numerical (case B - dashed
line) mixture fraction distribution at h = 6 mm for the ’quiet’ flame (φ = 0.83). The global mixture
fraction is indicated by the vertical line.
the adiabatic value and the equivalence ratio is close to the mean value of the
combustor (z¯ = 0.0463). Both the reaction zone and the IRZ are correctly repro-
duced by the simulation. Discrepancies between experimental and numerical
results are mainly detected in the Outer Recirculation Zone (ORZ) corresponding
to r = 18 − 30 mm (mid-grey symbols): the temperature is overestimated most
likely because heat losses at the chamber walls and radiation effects are not taken
into account. Nevertheless, the flame structure is well characterized and the mix-
ing between fresh air and methane is correctly described. Figure 6.8a. compares
the scatterplots of computed temperature versus mixture fraction with the exper-
imental results at three subsections further in the combustion chamber (h = 15, 30
and 80 mm). As the distance from the swirler exit increases, the mixture fraction
variations are reduced and the local gas state approaches equilibrium. Note that
LES has some difficulties capturing the presence of fresh gases at h = 15 mm and
predicts a slightly shorter flame. Nevertheless, the experimental mixture fraction
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distribution is correctly reproduced by the computations (Fig. 6.8b.).
Figure 6.9a. compares the mean temperature profiles at five different subsections
in the chamber obtained numerically with (case B) and without (case A) the perfect
premixing hypothesis (solid line and dashed line respectively) with the experimental
results (symbols). The simulations correctly reproduce the IRZ and the reaction zone.
The temperature in theORZ is overestimated sincewall heat losses and radiation effects
are not taken into account. Mean profiles reveal no significant differences between the
two LES. Figure 6.9b. compares numerical and experimental temperature fluctuation
profiles. Whenair andmethane are injected separately, theflameoscillations are slightly
increased and the temperature fluctuations are better described in the reaction zone.
Nevertheless, the fluctuations within the ORZ and IRZ are still underestimated due
to the adiabatic hypothesis. Mean and RMS profiles of CO2 provide similar levels of
agreement with experiments (Fig. 6.10). The description of CO2 fluctuations is slightly
improvedwhen injectingmethane and air separately (case B) but no relevant difference
between the numerical results is detected in the mean profiles. For CO, the situation
is different: Fig. 6.11 compares LES mean profiles of CO with experimental results for
which error bars are introduced. Although both simulations greatly underestimate the
levels of CO species, it is difficult to conclude since experimental results show an error
bar of about 50%. All other species are correctly described and the quality of the results
is similar to that of CO2 (not shown).
The ’pulsating’ flame - φ = 0.7
The burner has never been computed for an equivalence ratio of φ = 0.7, which
corresponds to a ’pulsating’ flame oscillating around its mean position located in the
near field of the nozzle exit. Figure 6.12 displays the temporal evolution of heat release,
mixture fraction and pressure fluctuations before the exit nozzle (probe I in Fig. 6.1) for
the two numerical simulations performed at this operating point:
• Case C: Assuming perfect premixing, no variation of the mixture fraction is de-
tected and oscillations of pressure are small at probe I. Heat release localizes
the reaction zone and consequently, the flame position. In this case, it is con-
stantly equal to zero: a quiet flame is stabilized at the nozzle in contrast to the
experimental results.
• CaseD:Whenmethane and air are injected separately, higher pressure oscillations
are observed before the nozzle exit (Fig. 6.12c.). High heat release fluctuations are
detected at probe I (Fig. 6.12a.), which indicates a pulsating flame and supports
the experimental observation that the fluctuations in equivalence ratio at the noz-
zle are the cause of the thermo-acoustic instabilities.
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a. b.
Figure 6.8 - a. Experimental (case 2a) and numerical (case B) correlation between temperature and
mixture fraction for the ’quiet’ flame (φ = 0.83) at h = 15, 30 and 80 mm. b. Experimental (case 2a -
solid line) and numerical (case B - dashed line) distribution of the mixture fraction at h = 15, 30 and
80 mm for the ’quiet’ flame.
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Figure 6.9 - a. Mean and b. RMS temperature profiles for the ’quiet’ flame (φ = 0.83) at five
subsections in the chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical data: perfect
premixed (case C - solid line) and non perfect premixed simulation (case D - dashed line).
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Figure 6.10 - a. Mean and b. RMS CO2 profiles for the ’quiet’ flame (φ = 0.83) at five subsections in
the chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical data: perfect premixed (case
C - solid line) and non perfect premixed simulation (case D - dashed line).
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Figure 6.11 -Mean CO species profiles for the ’quiet’ flame (φ = 0.83) at five subsections in the
chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical results: perfectly premixed
simulation (case A - solid line) and non perfectly premixed simulation (case B - dashed line).
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Figure 6.12 - Temporal evolution of the heat release (a.), mixture fraction (b.) and pressure (c.) at probe
I for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7). Comparison between perfectly premixed simulation (case C - solid
line) and non perfectly premixed simulation (case D - dashed line).
LES and experiments are compared at the first subsection downstream of the
nozzle exit (h = 6mm) in terms of correlation between temperature and mixture
fraction (Fig. 6.13a.) and distribution of mixture fraction (Fig. 6.13b.). These fig-
ures can be compared to Figs. 6.7a. and 6.7b. respectively for the ’quiet’ flame
(case B): obviously, case D exhibits much higher unmixedness and temperature
variations. The experimental distribution of mixture fraction is correctly repro-
duced even if the experimental extreme values of mixture fraction, zmin ≈ 0.015
and zmax ≈ 0.08 respectively, are not captured (Fig. 6.13). Within the chamber
(h = 15, 30 and 80 mm), the scatterplots of temperature versus mixture fraction
also match experimental results (Fig. 6.14a.) and the mixture fraction distribution
is correctly estimated (Fig. 6.14b.).
The mean profiles obtained for case D correspond to a pulsating situation. Velocity
has been measured for this case and LES profiles of the mean velocity components
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(axial, radial and tangential) can be compared to LDVmeasurements at five subsections
downstream of the injector (in Fig. 6.15 only axial and radial velocities are represented).
Three different regions can be detected looking at the mean axial velocity: the injection
of fresh gases generates a conically-shaped flow characterized by high axial and radial
velocity values; a reverse flow is detected in the IRZ and the ORZ is characterized by
low velocities. Profiles are generally improved for case D: the opening of fresh gas
injection is correctly captured and the negative velocity values that characterize the
IRZ reach approximately 20 m/s at h = 1.5 mm as measured experimentally.
The mean temperature profiles for cases C and D are compared to the experimental
results in Fig. 6.16a. The agreement between numerical and experimental results is
generally good. The temperature of the IRZ and the reaction region are better de-
scribed by the non perfectly-premixed LES (case D). Again, temperature profiles are
overestimated in the ORZ. The perfect premixing hypothesis (case C) has a strong effect
on the temperature fluctuations (Fig. 6.16b. ). Since LES for case C leads to a quiet
flame and does not capture the instability, the temperature fluctuations are greatly un-
derestimated, whereas case D correctly predicts them. This difference is more evident
in the IRZ than in other regions and clearly shows the importance of computingmixing
if the objective is to capture unstable modes.
Finally, the mean and RMS profiles of CO2 (Fig. 6.17) lead to the same conclusions:
mean CO2 profiles are slightly improved when assuming non perfect premixing, but
the RMS profiles are much better captured when the methane jets are calculated (case
D). All other species profiles (not shown) confirm these results except CO for which
experimental uncertainties are high.
Time evolutions of the fluctuations of total heat release q and chamber pressure
pC (probe C in Fig. 6.1) are shown in Fig 6.18a for case D. Heat release and pres-
sure oscillate at the same frequency, suggesting that the instability in case D is fed
by a flame/acoustics coupling. The associated flapping frequency is found equal
to fnum ≈ 390 Hz for case D, when the experimental value fexp is close to 290 Hz. This
discrepancy could be due to the acoustic impedance at the fuel injection which was
not characterized experimentally and arbitrarily imposed in LES.
Despite this limitation, a phase-averaged description of LES dynamics is proposed
in the following. For the analysis, the pressure drop ∆P (between probes P and C
in Fig. 6.1) and the pressure in the plenum PP (probe P) are displayed in Fig. 6.18b
for case D. As these two signals are almost in phase, the plenum pressure can be
considered as a proper signal to perform phase-averaging analysis in the chamber.
To compare with the experiments, numerical results are sampled at four phases
of the pressure PP over 20 cycles of the LES results: the minimum, maximum and
mediumvalues (reference points named as ph1, ph5, ph3 and ph7 in [107], see Fig. 6.18b).
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The feedback loop of the self-sustained pulsation can only be presumed in the
experiments since no data is available for the swirler. But in LES, it can be visualized
by displaying phase-locked instantaneous velocity fields (Fig. 6.19a.) and CH4 fields
(Fig. 6.19b.) of the ’pulsating’ flame. When ∆P is small (phase ph1), the axial velocity
in the swirler is low (Fig. 6.19a.). The methane jets are injected in a low velocity air
stream. They are not deviated significantly and impact the wall of the chamber. Fuel
accumulates in the swirler (phase ph1 in Fig. 6.19b.). At phase ph3, the air velocity is
still low, the fuel mass fraction is maximum in the swirler and a lean mixture enters
the chamber. When ∆P is maximum (phase ph5), the axial velocity within the swirler
is high. The methane jets do not impact walls and the fuel accumulated in the swirler
is pushed towards the chamber. It enters the chamber at phase ph7 (Fig. 6.19b.).
The time evolution of the axial velocity and mixture fraction near the exit nozzle
(probe I in Fig. 6.1) together with the pressure drop are displayed in Fig. 6.20. LES
supports experimental conclusions: the velocity field in the swirler oscillates when the
pressure drop pulsates and rich gas pockets are periodically pushed into the chamber
[175].
6.1.4 Conclusions
This study has provided a systematic comparison of mean and RMS fields obtained
experimentally and by LES in the swirled methane/air experimental combustor [168,
169, 107]. LES have been performed with a compressible solver to capture self-excited
modes. Methane injection was either simplified by assuming perfect premixing up-
stream of the swirler or fully resolved bymeshing all methane injectors and computing
the mixing between air and methane within the swirler. Results demonstrate that as-
suming that the methane/air flow entering the chamber is perfectly premixed has a
limited influence for the stable regime at φ = 0.83: the mean and RMS fields obtained
with or without perfect mixing assumptions are very close and agree well with exper-
imental data. However, a strong effect of the perfect mixing assumption is observed
on the unstable regime at φ = 0.7: LES with perfectly premixed mixture remains stable
while LES where the methane jets are resolved leads to a self-excited mode. The veloc-
ity pulsates and the fuel periodically accumulates within the swirler before entering the
chamber and burning in a very unsteady mode. This result confirms the experimental
study of Meier et al. [107] who indicates that insufficient mixing is probably the source
of the unstable mode observed at φ = 0.7. The details of the exact mechanism con-
trolling the instability mechanism itself were not identified yet but results demonstrate
that both compressibility and methane/air mixing must be included in future codes
trying to reproduce this type of unstable modes.
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a. b.
Figure 6.13 - a. Numerical correlation between temperature and mixture fraction for the ’pulsating’
flame (φ = 0.7) at h = 6 mm (case D). b. Experimental (case 1 - solid line) and numerical (case D -
dashed line) distribution of mixture fraction at h = 6 mm for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7). The global
mixture fraction is indicated by the vertical line.
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Figure 6.14 - a. Experimental (case 1) and numerical (case D) correlation between temperature and
mixture fraction for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7) at h = 15, 30 and 80 mm. b. Experimental (case 1 -
solid line) and numerical (case D - dashed line) distribution of mixture fraction at h = 15, 30 and
80 mm for the ’pulsating’ flame.
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Figure 6.15 -Mean a. axial and b. radial velocity profiles for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7) at five
subsections in the chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical results:
perfectly premixed simulation (case C - solid line) and non perfectly premixed simulation (case D -
dashed line).
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Figure 6.16 - a. Mean and b. RMS temperature profiles for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7) at five
subsections in the chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical data: perfect
premixed (case C - solid line) and non perfect premixed simulation (case D - dashed line).
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Figure 6.17 - a. Mean and b. RMS CO2 profiles for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7) at five subsections
in the chamber. The experimental results (symbols) are compared to numerical data: perfect premixed
(case C - solid line) and non perfect premixed simulation (case D - dashed line).
a. b.
Figure 6.18 - a) Temporal evolution of the fluctuations of chamber pressure pC (solid line, probe C in
Fig. 6.1) and total heat release q (dashed line) for the ’pulsating’ flame (case D). b) Temporal evolution
of the plenum pressure PP at probe P in Fig. 6.1 (solid line) and the pressure drop ∆P (dashed line)
between plenum and chamber (probe C in Fig. 6.1) for the ’pulsating’ flame (case D).
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a.
b.
Figure 6.19 - Phase-locked instantaneous fields of a. axial velocity and b. CH4 mass fraction for four
different phases ph1, ph2, ph3 and ph4 for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7, case D).
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Figure 6.20 - Temporal evolution of the pressure drop (solid line), axial velocity (dashed line) and
mixture fraction (dotted-dashed line) in the swirler (probe I) for the ’pulsating’ flame (φ = 0.7, case D).
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General conclusions
In the last years the need for simulations based on reliable chemistries has considerably
increased tomeet the restrictions on pollutant emissions of aeronautical burners. How-
ever, more and more complex configurations are investigated and simplification of the
chemical description is commonly used to drastically reduce the computational cost.
Reliable and computationally affordable chemical descriptions are therefore a key issue
for the development of aeronautical engines. If reduced and tabulated chemistries
have already been proposed, they should be carefully used when simulating turbulent
three-dimensional complex flames, as they are generally developed in the context of
laminar flames.
In the present work, simplified chemical descriptions have been proposed and their
performances have been evaluated in Direct Numerical Simulations and Large Eddy
Simulations of three-dimensional complex turbulent premixed flames, in an attempt
to find the best compromise between CPU cost and accuracy.
The methodology developed to build a reduced chemistry valid over a wide range
of initial temperature, pressure and equivalence ratio has proved very efficient for both
kerosene [63] and methane. Fitting their Arrhenius parameters allow to capture the
main flame characteristics such as flame speed and burnt gas temperature. However
this is not sufficient to guarantee a good behavior in turbulent flames. Next step
has been to study laminar unstrained and strained methane/air premixed flames. A
modified version, 2S_CH4_BFER*, has been proposed to improve results for strained
flames. Four other reduced mechanisms have been studied: the four-step fitted JONES
mechanism [82], the analytical PETERS [116] and the SESHADRI [39] and the LU
schemes [98], in comparison with the detailed GRI3.0 mechanism. Performances were
evaluated in terms of consumption speed, flame structure, flame thickness, prediction
of CO and radical species. As can be expected, higher complexity of the mechanism
leads to better accuracy of results but also to higher computational costs. The challenge
is to find the best compromise. Results may be summarized as follows:
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• the agreement between LU and GRI3.0 results is excellent. Consequently the LU
scheme has been used as reference in the DNS and LES calculations in Chapters
4 and 5.
• the two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme correctly reproduces laminar flame speed
and burnt gas temperature for unstrained flames;
• details on the structure of unstrained flames are gained using the JONES scheme;
• a good description of the consumption speed response to strain rate requires a
modification of 2S_CH4_BFER, using non-unity Lewis number (2S_CH4_BFER*).
• a good description of the flame structure response to strain rate is obtained only
using the analytical schemes ;
To complete the comparison between the different chemical descriptions, the
FPI_TTC approach has been also evaluated on unstrained premixed flames but a
validation is still required for strained flames.
The coupling with turbulent combustion modeling has been finally addressed as a
generalization of the artificially thickened flame method to multi-reactions chemistry
and partially premixed flames.
Finally all previous chemistry models have been evaluated in unsteady turbulent
combustion simulations.
In Chapter 4, DNS of both a two-dimensional interaction of a pair of vortices with a
flame and a three-dimensional flame interactingwith a homogenous isotropic turbulent
field, lead to the following conclusions:
• consumption speed strongly varies with strain rate but also with curvature. The
prediction of this quantity strongly depends on the kinetic scheme and is quali-
tatively in agreement with results from laminar strained flames.
• same conclusion is obtained for the description of the flame structure and, in
particular, of the mass fraction of intermediate species such as CO which are
strongly affected by strain rate. Only the analytical schemes are able to reproduce
the LU results, as simpler ones fail in predicting CO and do not include other
radicals;
• the flame thickening is less sensitive to the chemical mechanism and it generally
depends on the combustion regime.
From these preliminary conclusions, four different mechanisms have been selected to
perform the DNS of a three-dimensional perfectly premixed Bunsen flame and the LU
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mechanism being used as a reference [137]: the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme representing
the cheapest fitted scheme, its modified version 2S_CH4_BFER* and the SESHADRI*
scheme representing the most accurate reduced mechanism. The flame thickening and
the flame wrinkling are generally reproduced by all mechanisms since they are mostly
governed by the interaction between turbulence and flame front, i.e. the combustion
regime. On the contrary, discrepancies are shown on the global burning parameters
such as the turbulent speed or the burning intensity. These quantities are strictly linked
to the flame response to strain of the three mechanisms: the 2S_CH4_BFER scheme
largely overestimates the consumption speed as it is almost insensitive to strain rate,
whereas correct values are obtained with both the 2S_CH4_BFER* and the SESHADRI*
schemes.
In Chapter 5, the different chemical descriptions are tested in LES of the swirled
partially premixed flame of the experimental PRECCINSTAburner using the artificially
thickened flamemethod. All mechanisms predict a correct laminar flame speed at least
for lean mixtures and are suitable for LES of PRECCINSTA since 90% of the reacting
points have a lean composition. Results for five different reduced schemes and the
FPI_TTC* method have been compared to experimental data and numerical results
obtained with the reference LU mechanism:
• the cheapest two-step scheme correctly predicts the mean profiles of tempera-
ture and major species as well as their fluctuations. As expected, the modified
2S_CH4_BFER* version improves the description of the flame length for the same
computational cost;
• the JONES scheme presents the same accuracy as the two-step schemes, but for a
higher computational cost;
• results for analytical schemes are in good agreement with the reference LU results
in terms of flame length and flame structure. The flame is correctly characterized
by a thin reaction zone and a wider recombination region in the near-wall zone.
All these improvements are mainly due to the correct description of consumption
speed, flame structure and species concentrations for strained laminar flames. No
relevant discrepancies have been detected between the SESHADRI and the LU
mechanisms but 20% of computational time could be saved using the SESHADRI
scheme;
• the FPI_TTC* method is the least expensive chemical description and presents
satisfactory results in terms of flame length and major species profiles even if the
flame opening angle is underestimated;
• results for CO mass fractions are qualitatively in agreement with experimental
data when using analytical schemes but they are expected to be improved us-
ing a finer mesh or introducing wall heat losses and radiation. Again, a good
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description of CO mass fraction on laminar strained flames seems necessary if
its concentration has to be predicted in complex industrial configurations. For
the same results, COmass fractions seem to be overestimated by the JONES and
the FPI_TTC descriptions, but more accurate analysis on strained flames with the
tabulation method are still required;
• instantaneous fields of H, O and OH radical species have also been analyzed
since a correct description of these species is necessary to correctly reproduce the
Zel’dovichmechanism for the prediction of thermal-NO. Compared to LU results,
the analytical schemes correctly localize radical species but their concentration
is only qualitatively reproduced. Before concluding on the possibility to use
analytical schemes to predict of thermal-NO, the impact of errors of the radical
concentration on NOx prediction has to be evaluated;
• the generalization of the thickened flame method has been validated for both
reduced chemistries and tabulation methods.
Even if the simplest 2S_CH4_BFER scheme has an incorrect response to stretch
and could not be used to predict pollutant emissions, it correctly describes the main
features of the flow field such as velocity field and temperature profiles with a low
computational cost. In Chapter 6, results presented in the article "Large-Eddy Simulation
of combustion instabilities in a lean partially premixed swirled flame" by B.Franzelli, E. Riber,
L. Gicquel and T. Poinsot has been reported. The ability of LES to reproduce the
combustion instabilities of a lean partially premixed swirled flame has been assessed
even using the two-step 2S_CH4_BFER scheme.
This work shows that there is no "perfect" scheme performing well on all criteria,
and that the choice of a reduced chemistry must be first driven by the quantities of
interest in the simulation. Then the best compromise between CPU cost and result
accuracy must be made.
Therefore, an a priori methodology to evaluate the mechanism performances is nec-
essary, and it is shown here that it can be based on one-dimensional unstrained and
strained laminar flames:
• the burning intensity and, as a consequence, the mean flame surface as well as its
length are linked to the response of consumption speed to strain rate for laminar
strained flames.
• The COmass fraction in the reaction zone for unstrained and strained flames has
to be correctly described to predict the CO concentration of turbulent flames.
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• Reproducing the recombination zone of an unstrained flame guarantees the pres-
ence of a small temperature gradient region characterized by products and pol-
lutant formation.
Table 6.5 - Performances of the reduced chemical descriptions.
BFER BFER* JONES* PETERS* SESHADRI* FPI_TTC* LU
Consumption speed - - + - - + + + + + + +
Flame wrinkling - - + - - + + + + + + ++
Pollutants - - - - - + + + + - ++
Postflame region - - - - - + + + + - ++
CPU ++ ++ + - - ++ - -
Table 6.5 summarizes the results of such a procedure for the schemes studied in this
work. If the objective is to study pollutants and radicals, analytical schemes have to
be preferred. If the objective is to capture flame length and consumption, two-step
schemes such as 2S_CH4_BFER* are good candidates. Tabulated methods were not
fully evaluated here but they represent an interesting alternative and should be further
investigated.
All these conclusions are supposed to be valid for most hydrocarbons. However,
this procedure has been evaluated only on premixed flames and still needs a validation
for diffusion flames.
In a long term perspective, it can be expected that supercomputer developments will
allow to use more and more accurate analytical schemes including information about
radicals for an affordable CPU cost in complex industrial configurations. However
in the short term perspective, the computational cost will not be affordable and new
approaches are necessary. The main weakness of reduced schemes is the lack of de-
scription of intermediate species. Using a tabulated method all information on radical
and intermediate species are available into the look-up table, but their application to
complex industrial configurations is not straightforwardmainly because evaporation of
spray and cooling effects induce non-negligible heat losses which should be accounted
for. Hybrid methods combining reduced/tabulated chemistry could be an interesting
approach to predict soot emissions or radiation.
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Contexte de l’étude
2,2 milliards de passagers voyagent chaque année grâce au transport aérien et son
activité génère au total près de 32 millions d’emplois. Son impact économique a été
estimé à 3.560 milliards d’euros2. Malheureusement, la combustion de carburants de
nature fossile communément utilisés dans les foyers aéronautiques a un impact néfaste
sur le climat puisqu’elle génère également des émissions polluantes :
• Les oxydes de carbone comme le monoxyde de carbone CO d’une part, à
l’origine d’intoxications et de maladies mortelles (problèmes cardiovasculaires
et ischémies) chez l’homme, et le dioxyde de carbone CO2 d’autre part, reconnu
comme gaz à effet de serre;
• Les oxydes d’azote comme lemonoxyde d’azoteNO, le dioxyde d’azoteNO2 plus
connus sous le nom deNOx ainsi que le protoxyde d’azote qui est un puissant gaz
à effet de serre. Les oxydes d’azote sont en partie responsables des pluies acides
et de la formation de l’ozone dans les basses couches de l’atmosphère;
• Les oxydes de soufre comme le dioxyde de soufre SO2 et le trioxyde de soufre
SO3 qui sont également responsables des pluies acides. Ces particules fines sont
émises dans l’air et sont un facteur de risques sanitaires;
• Les suies qui forment un ensemble de composés chimiques avec un impact très
néfaste sur la santé. Elles résultent d’une combustion incomplète due soit à des
basses températures, soit à une trop forte inhomogénéité du mélange.
Le Conseil consultatif pour la recherche aéronautique européenne (ACARE pour
Advisory Council for Aeronautics Research in Europe en anglais) est composé de
représentants des états membres de l’Europe, de la Commission Européene et d’autres
2Rapport final des activitées du project QUANTIFY (Quantifying the Climate Impact of Global and
European Transport Systems)(http://www.ip-quantify.eu).
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acteurs importants du milieu aéronautique comme les industries aéronautiques, les
compagnies de transport et les aéroports. Depuis 2001, l’ACARE établit la ligne de
conduite à suivre pour le développement de technologies aéronautiques dans l’Union
Européenne. L’objectif est de développer des technologies plus performantes et plus
rentables tout en préservant l’environnement et la sécurité des passagers. Trois dif-
férents axes de développement ont été identifiés dans l’addendumde 2008 au "Strategic
Research Agenda" :
• Environnement : l’impact du transport aéronautique sur l’environnement est
relativement faible comparé au transport routier (avec un effet sur l’augmentation
de la température terrestre quatre fois plus petit [22]) et seulement l2% du CO2
produit par l’homme provient du transport aérien. Cependant, les émissions
polluantes des foyers aéronautiques doivent être contrôlées dans la mesure où
le transport aérien augmente d’un facteur 4 à 5% par an et que les émissions
polluantes contribuent plus fortement au changement climatique lorsqu’elles sont
émises en altitude.
Le développement de nouvelles technologies est une thématique primordiale
puisqu’elle englobe le changement climatique, les nuisances acoustiques et la
qualité de l’air. Les objectifs environnementaux fixés par l’ACARE pour l’année
2020 sont :
– une réduction des émissions de CO2 de 50% par passager et par kilomètre,
en supposant que le kérosène restera le carburant principal;
– une réduction des nuisances sonores de moitié par rapport à son niveau
actuel;
– une réduction des émissions de NOx de 80%;
– une réduction des autres émissions: suies, CO, etc.;
– une minimisation de l’impact industriel sur l’environnement.
• Carburants alternatifs : la demande d’énergie est en constante augmentation
compte tenu de la croissance de la populationmondiale et du développement des
économies, alors que les réservesmondiales de pétrole s’amenuisent. L’utilisation
de carburants alternatifs dans l’aviation n’est pas encore nécessaire, mais une
étude des principales caractéristiques des nouveaux carburants est indispensable
si on veut préparer et adapter les foyers aéronautiques aux carburants alternatifs.
De plus, leur impact environnemental doit être identifié avant de pouvoir les
utiliser.
• Sûreté : des mesures pour augmenter la sécurité des aéroports ont été proposées.
Les études numériques des foyers aéronautiques contribuent au développement
des nouvelles technologies qui peuvent permettre de réduire les émissions de CO2
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et de NOx, comme ciblé par l’ACARE. Comprendre les phénomènes de combustion
turbulente qui se produisent dans une chambre de combustion comme la production
de polluants par exemple est une étape fondamentale pour minimiser l’impact en-
vironnemental et assurer la sécurité des foyer aéronautiques utilisant des carburants
alternatifs.
La combustion turbulente est caractérisée par de nombreux phénomènes : dy-
namique du spray et écoulements diphasiques, rayonnement et pertes thermiques,
interaction flamme-acoustique, etc. Cependant de manière très simplifiée, la com-
bustion turbulente ne décrit que l’interaction d’un écoulement turbulent avec une
flamme. La prédiction de ces phénomènes n’est donc vraiment utile que si la tur-
bulence et la chimie sont reproduites correctement. Par conséquent, la modélisation
des phénomènes chimiques et de leurs interactions avec la turbulence est aujourd’hui
encore l’une des problématiques majeures de la théorie de la combustion.
Objectifs de la thèse
Différents mécanismes cinétiques détaillés pour la combustion de la plupart des car-
burants ont été développées en tenant compte de centaines d’espèces et de milliers de
réactions [148]. Ces mécanismes reproduisent fidèlement de multiples aspects de la
flamme sur une vaste plage de conditions opératoires, tels que la structure de flamme
monodimensionnelle, la composition d’un gaz dans un réacteur et le retard d’allumage.
Malheureusement, l’utilisation de cesmécanismes dans des simulations de combustion
turbulente est impossible pour deux raisons :
• Difficultés théoriques : dans la plupart des modèles de combustion, le couplage
entre la turbulence et la combustion est décrit en comparant le temps turbulent au
temps chimique. Ce couplage n’est pas évident puisque les mécanismes détaillés
sont caractériséspardes temps chimiques trèsdifférents (l’oxydationducarburant
est décrite par des réactions rapides, les NOX sont en revanche générés par des
réactions très lentes).
• Coût calcul : le temps de calcul augmente drastiquement avec le nombre
d’espèces résolues. De plus, les mécanismes détaillés sont très raides et nécessi-
tent l’utilisation d’algorithmes numériques spécifiques afin d’éviter des pas de
temps trop petits.
Deux approches ont été proposées pour contourner ce problème :
• Chimies réduites : simplifications de schémas détaillés afin d’obtenir une de-
scription correcte du comportement chimique en utilisant moins d’espèces et de
réactions. Elles peuvent être classées en deux grandes familles :
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– Mécanismes globaux ou semi-globaux ajustés [171, 63, 144] : ils sont con-
struits pour reproduire correctement certaines quantités globales pour les
flammes laminaires telles que la vitesse de flamme ou la composition du
gaz à l’équilibre. Ces mécanismes sont faciles à construire pour qu’ils soient
valables sur une large gamme de conditions initiales, et leur implémenta-
tion dans un code de mécanique des fluides numérique (ou CFD en anglais)
est à la fois directe et robuste. En revanche, seules les quantités globales
sont correctement reproduites et ces schémas ne contiennent aucune infor-
mation sur les espèces intermédiaires ou les radicaux. Dans ce manuscrit,
deux mécanismes ajustés ont été considérés : le mécanisme à deux étapes
2S_CH4_BFER [63] et le schéma à quatre étapes JONES [82]. Une ver-
sion modifiée pour le mécanisme à deux étapes est également proposée
(2S_CH4_BFER*), afin de mieux reproduire les comportements des flammes
laminaires étirées.
– Mécanismes analytiques [116, 41, 40, 103, 21] : ils ont été proposés pour in-
clure plus de détails tels que la structure de flamme ou le retard d’allumage.
Une compréhension détaillée des phénomènes chimiques est nécessaire si
l’on veut correctement éliminer les étapes chimiques qui sont négligeables
pour décrire le phénomène d’intérêt. Ce type de mécanisme offre un aperçu
physique des processus chimiques et décrit correctement quelques espèces
intermédiaires. Malheureusement, leur implémentation et leur utilisation
dans un code de CFD n’est pas immédiate car ils sont caractérisés par des re-
lations algébriques qui sont difficiles à traiter. Leur coût calcul est plus élevé
que ceux des schémas globaux. Trois différentsmécanismes analytiques sont
utilisés dans ce manuscrit : le schéma PETERS [116] à huit espèces, le mé-
canisme SESHADRI [39] qui est plus complexe mais qui comprend lui aussi
huit espèces et le schéma LU [98] à treize espèces qui reproduit correcte-
ment le comportement du schéma détaillé GRI3.0 [65] pour des flammes
méthane/air.
• Chimie tabulée: technique basée sur l’idée que les variables d’un mécanisme
cinétique ne sont pas indépendantes. La structure d’un flamme est alors étudiée
en fonctionde quelques variables comme la température ou la fractiondemélange
qui sont utiliséespour construireunebasededonnéespour laflamme [102, 69, 160,
49]. Tous les intermédiaires et radicaux sont disponibles pendant le calcul mais
leur concentration dépend des informations mémorisées dans la base de donnés
et par conséquent, du prototype de flamme qui a été choisi pour construire la
table. La gestion de la table est difficile lorqu’on travaille sur des configurations
industrielles complexes pour plusieurs raisons :
– ses dimensions augmentent rapidement avec le nombre de paramètres qui
ont été choisis pour tabuler la flamme. Des méthodes basées sur l’auto-
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similarité de flammes [128, 161, 60] ou sur des algorithmes génétiques de
réduction des dimensions de la table [126] ont été proposées afin de surmon-
ter ce problème;
– le choix de la flamme prototype pour créer la table peut être compliqué
quand le régime de combustion n’est pas connu.
La méthode FPI_TTC [164] utilisée dans ce manuscrit appartient à la famille des
chimies tabulées.
Les besoins en simulations basées sur des chimies fiables ont augmenté contin-
uellement ces dernières années [77] vu les restrictions ACARE sur les émissions de
polluants. Par conséquent, ces descriptions chimiques simplifiées doivent être util-
isées avec précaution quand on simule des flammes turbulentes complexes pour deux
raisons :
• certaines informations ont été négligées afin de réduire le coût calcul et la qualité
des résultats peut en être affectée;
• toutes les méthodes de réduction ont été développées et évaluées dans des con-
figurations laminaires et leurs performances dans des configurations turbulentes
n’ont pas encore été complètement évaluées.
L’impact d’une chimie simplifiée a été étudié dans de nombreuses configurations
académiques [13, 14, 77] et les résultats dans des géométries complexes [130, 155, 20]
ont confirmé l’importance d’une bonne description chimique. Néanmoins, les carac-
téristiques nécessaires à unmécanisme simplifié pour décrire correctement les flammes
turbulentes n’ont pas encore été identifiées.
L’évaluation de l’impact d’une description chimique simplifiée sur des flammes
turbulentes prémélangées est l’objectif principal de cette thèse, en étudiant la concen-
tration des espèces, la température, la structure de la flamme, son épaisseur, sa position
et sa réponse à la turbulence ainsi que la prédiction des émissions polluantes.
Les deux objectifs principaux de cette thèse sont :
• le développement d’une méthodologie pour construire des schémas simplifiés
qui prédisent correctement la vitesse de flamme, la composition et la température
des gaz brulés sur une large gamme de pression, température initiale et richesse.
• l’identification des caractéristiques fondamentales d’un mécanisme simplifié
pour simuler avec précision les flammes turbulentes dans des configurations
industrielles complexes.
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Pour les carburants utilisés dans les foyers aéronautiques comme le JET-A, le JP10 et
éventuellement les biocarburants [48, 141, 100, 101], la construction de bases de données
expérimentales et de schémas détaillés est actuellement en cours. Pour cette raison,
l’analyse de cette thèse a été conduite sur leméthane pour lequel on dispose d’une large
base de données expérimentales et de différents schémas détaillés. Les conclusions de
ce travail sont cependant supposées valables pour la plupart des hydrocarbures et
peuvent être utilisées pour le développement de nouveaux schémas simplifiés pour le
kérosène et les carburants alternatifs par exemple.
Les performances des différentes descriptions chimiques sont évaluées pour deux
approches différentes de la simulation des écoulements turbulents : la Simulation
NumériqueDirecte ("DirectNumerical Simulation" -DNS) et la Simulation auxGrandes
Echelles (" Large Eddy Simulation" - LES). La Simulation Numérique Directe résout
explicitement toutes les échelles turbulentes spatiales et temporellesmais sonutilisation
est généralement limitée à des configurations académiques simplifiées dû à son coût
calcul considérable. Avec la Simulation aux Grandes Echelles, le coût calcul est réduit,
les équationsde l’écoulement étantfiltréesde façonà résoudre explicitement les grandes
échelles turbulentes et à modéliser les plus petites échelles turbulentes.
Plan de la thèse
Le manuscrit se divise en trois parties :
• Partie 1 : Caractérisation générale de la combustion turbulente
– Les outils nécessaires pour la simulation de la combustion turbulente sont
présentés dans le Chapitre 1. Les équations de conservation sont général-
isées pour des écoulements réactifs et les différents régimes de combustion
sont définis. Les différentes simplifications pour la description cinétique
dans les écoulements turbulents, i.e. chimie réduite et méthodes de tabula-
tion, sont présentées avec les codes de calcul utilisés dans cette thèse.
• Partie 2 : Modélisation de la chimie pour la combustion prémélangée turbulente
– Les principales caractéristiques des flammes laminaires prémélangées sont
présentées dans le Chapitre 2 en se concentrant sur l’impact de l’étirement
et des propriétés de transport simplifiées sur la structure de la flamme.
– Dans le Chapitre 3, la chimie d’une flamme prémélangée méthane/air est
analysée. La chaîne de réactions de l’oxydation du méthane est expliquée et
uneméthodologie généralepour construiredesmécanismes àdeuxétapes est
proposée. Ce type de construction permet de prédire correctement la vitesse
de flamme et l’état d’équilibre sur une vaste gamme de conditions initiales et
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peut être appliqué facilement à d’autres carburants comme le kérosène [63].
Les réponses de six différents mécanismes (2S_CH4_BFER, 2S_CH4_BFER*,
JONES, PETERS, SESHADRI, LU) à des flammes prémélangées non étirées
ou étirées sont comparées pour les deux points de fonctionnement des
géométries analysées dans la troisième partie de la thèse (PRECCINSTA
et BUNSEN). Afin d’obtenir une analyse détaillée du comportement des dif-
férents types de description chimique, la méthode de tabulation FPI_TTC
est évaluée dans des flammes prémélangées non étirées. Finalement, le
couplage avec la combustion turbulente est étudié en généralisant le mod-
èle de flamme épaissie (Artificially Thickened Flame Model) aux cinétiques
multi-étapes et aux flammes partiellement prémelangées.
• Partie 3 : Validation et impact des cinétiques dans des simulations numériques
de flammes turbulentes instationnaires
– Dans le Chapitre 4, la réponse des différents mécanismes à l’étirement est
analysée dans deux configurations académiques en utilisant l’approcheDNS
: l’interaction d’une flamme avec une paire de tourbillons d’une part, et une
turbulence homogène isotrope d’autre part. A partir de ces résultats prélim-
inaires, les mécanismes les plus performants sont retenus et utilisés dans
une Simulation Numérique Directe de la flamme prémélangée de BUNSEN
calculée par Sankaran [137].
– Dans le Chapitre 5, les différentes descriptions chimiques (mécanismes
ajustés, schémas analytiques et méthode de tabulation) sont également
testées dans des LES du brûleur expérimental PRECCINSTA (Prediction
and control of combustion instabilities for industrial gas turbines [107])
en utilisant le modèle de flamme épaissie. Des mesures expérimentales
sont disponibles pour la température et les fractions massiques des espèces
majoritaires. Elles sont utilisées pour évaluer la capacité des différents
mécanismes à prédire la structure d’une flammée swirlée partiellement
prémélangée.
– Finalement dans le Chapitre 6, des LES du brûleur PRECCINSTA sont réal-
isées pour analyser la réponse dumécanisme le plus simple (2S_CH4_BFER)
aux instabilités thermo-acoustiques. Le brûleur est en effet caractérisé par un
comportement acoustique qui diffère selon la richesse globale du mélange
: pour une certaine richesse, la flamme se stabilise dans la chambre, mais
pour une richesse plus faible la flamme oscille autour de l’injection de gaz
frais dans la chambre.
Trois différents codes ont été utilisés pour les différentes simulations numériques.
Les flammes laminaires monodimensionnelles ont été calculées avec CANTERA [71].
Les DNS de la flamme de BUNSEN ont été réalisées avec le code S3D développé au
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CRF/SANDIA [37]. Les LES du brûleur PRECCINSTA ont été calculées avec le code
AVBP développé au CERFACS/IFPEnergies Nouvelles [140].
Cette thèse a été financée par l’Union Européen dans le cadre du projet ECCOMET
(Efficient and Clean Combustion Experts Training-FP6-Marie Curie Actions).
Conclusions générales
La présente étude s’est consacrée à l’analyse de l’impact de descriptions chimiques
simplifiées dans des Simulations Numériques Directes et des Simulations aux Grandes
Echelles de flammes prémélangées turbulentes tridimensionnelles.
Une introduction à la combustion prémélangée turbulente est présentée dans le
Chapitre 1. Dans le régime de flamelettes, le front de flamme turbulente est modélisé
localement par une flamme laminaire qui est déformée et étirée par l’écoulement tur-
bulent. Pour cette raison, les flammes laminaires prémélangées ont été caractérisées
pour différentes conditions initiales et pour différents étirements dans le Chapitre 2.
Une méthodologie pour construire un mécanisme à deux étapes qui prédit correcte-
ment la vitesse de flamme et la composition des gaz brûlés d’une flamme méthane/air
prémélangée sur une vaste gamme de conditions initiales est propose dans le Chapitre
3. Cetteméthodologie a été appliquée avec succès sur des flammes kérosène/air comme
illustré dans l’article: "B. Franzelli, E. Riber, M. Sanjosé and T. Poinsot,A two-step chem-
ical scheme for kerosene-air premixed flames, Combustion and Flame 157 (7), pp.1364-1373
(2010)". Une modification pour le mécanisme à deux étapes a été proposée pour repro-
duire correctement la vitesse de consommation des flammes laminaires prémélangés
etirées étirées.
Les performances des différents mécanismes réduits pour des flammes laminaires sans
et avec étirement ont été évaluées ensuite:
• Les mécanismes ajustés à deux étapes (2S_CH4_BFER et 2S_CH4_BFER*) repro-
duisent correctement la vitesse de flamme laminaire et la composition de l’état
d’équilibre mais la structure de flamme n’est pas correctement prédite. En cor-
rigeant le nombre de Lewis pour toutes les espèces, des meilleures résultats sur
la vitesse de consommation des flammes étirées peuvent être obtenus;
• Lemécanisme ajusté à quatre étapes (JONES) permet demieux décrire la structure
d’une flamme non-étirée;
• Seuls lesmécanismes analytiques (PETERS et SESHADRI) décrivent correctement
la réponse de la flamme à l’étirement en termes de vitesse de consommation et
de structure de flamme;
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• L’accord entre les mécanisme analytique le plus complexe etudié dans cette étude
(LU) et le schéma détaillé (GRI3.0) est excellent et le mécanisme de Lu & Law est
utilisé comme référence dans les calculs DNS et LES;
• Le comportement de la méthode de tabulation FPI_TTC n’a été validé que sur
des flammes non étirées et une étude plus approfondie sur des flammes étirées
est nécessaire.
Dans leChapitre 4, l’impact des chimies réduites a en premier lieu été validé dans des
DNS d’une flamme qui intéragit avec une paire de tourbillons et avec une turbulence
homogène isotrope :
• Les principalles différences ont été détectées pour la vitesse de consommation
qui varie fortement en fonction de l’étirement et de la courbure. La prédiction de
cette quantité dépend de la chimie utilisée et elle est globalement en accord avec
les résultats pour des flammes laminaires étirées.
• Les mêmes conclusions ont été tirées pour la structure de flamme représentée par
la fraction massique de l’espèce CO. Seuls les schémas analytiques reproduisent
le comportement du mécanisme de référence (LU).
• l’épaississement de la flamme dépend très faiblement du mécanisme utilisé et est
d’avantage lié au régime de combustion.
A partir des conclusions préliminaires sur ces deux configurations académiques, trois
mécanismes ont été retenus pour simuler la flamme de Bunsen et comparer les résultats
avec lemécanisme de référence (LU). Le schéma 2S_CH4_BFER est lemécanisme ajusté
lemoins coûteux, le 2S_CH4_BFER* est une versionmodifiée pour améliorer la réponse
à l’etiremente, et lemécanismeSESHADRI* est le schémaanalytique le plus performant:
• L’épaississement et la déformation de la flamme sont reproduits par les mécan-
ismes ajustés et le schéma analytique dans la mesure où ils sont principalement
contrôlés par le régime de combustion turbulente.
• La vitesse turbulente dépend de la vitesse de consommation locale qui est gou-
vernée par le mécanisme cinétique. Comme le mécanisme ajusté 2S_CH4_BFER
surestime la vitesse de consommation dans des flammes laminaires étirées,
la vitesse turbulente est largement surestimée. Les résultats des mécanismes
2S_CH4_BFER* et SESHADRI sont en bon accord avec le schéma de référence
LU.
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Une bonne description des flammes laminaires non étirés n’est pas suffisante et les
performances des mécanismes réduits doivent être évaluées sur des flammes étirées
afin de prédire correctement la longueur de flamme et la vitesse turbulente.
Dans le cinquième chapitre, les différentes descriptions chimiques ont été étudiées
dans une Simulation aux Grandes Echelles du brûleur industriel PRECCINSTA en
utilisant la généralisation du modèle de flamme épaissie à des chimies multi-étapes et
des flammes partiallement prémélangées:
• Le mécanisme ajusté à deux étapes prédit correctement les profils moyens et
les fluctuations de température et d’ espèces majoritaires. Comme attendu, le
schéma modifié (2S_CH4_BFER*) décrit mieux la longueur de la flamme pour le
même coût calcul. Les résultats obtenus avec le mécanisme ajusté à quatre étapes
ne sont pas meilleurs pour un coût plus élevé. L’accord entre les mécanismes
analytiques, le schéma de référence et les résultats expérimentaux est satisfaisant.
En utilisant un mécanisme analytique (SESHADRI), la qualité des résultats est
préservée et le coût est réduit d’environ 20% comparée au mécanisme de LU. La
méthode de chimie tabulée FPI_TTC est la moins couteuse et l’accord avec les
résultats expérimentaux est satisfaisant même si l’angle d’ouverture de la flamme
est surestimé.
• La possibilité de prédire les émissions polluantes a été estimée en analysant la
fraction massique de l’espèce CO dans la zone de réaction. Les résultats sont en
accord avec le comportement des différents mécanismes sur des flammes étirées.
Par conséquence, seuls les mécanismes analytiques permettent de reproduire
correctement la concentration de COmême si les résultats sont sensés s’améliorer
en introduisant les pertes thermiques aux parois et en raffinant le maillage.
• Unebonnedescription des radicauxH,O andOH est nécessaire afinde reproduire
correctement la concentration de NO thermique via le mécanisme de Zel’dovich.
Les mécanismes analytiques arrivent à les reproduire de façon qualitative mais
une analyse plus approfondie de l’impact des erreurs dans la description des
radicaux sur la prédiction de NO est nécessaire avant de pouvoir conclure.
• La généralisation de la méthode de flamme épaissie à des chimies multi-étapes et
des flammes partiallément prémélangées a été validée à la fois pour des mécan-
ismes cinétiques réduits et pour des méthodes de tabulation.
Dans le dernier chapitre, lemécanisme àdeux étapes 2S_CH4_BFER a été utilisé pour
prédire les instabilités thermo-acoustiques du brûleur PRECCINSTA comme montré
dans l’article: B.Franzelli, E. Riber , L. Gicquel and T. Poinsot,"Large-Eddy Simulation of
combustion instabilities in a lean partially premixed swirled flame" accepté dans le journal
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Combustion and Flame (2011) avec corrections mineures. Avant de choisir la descrip-
tion chimique à utiliser, il faut toujours identifier les quantités d’intérêt à façon de
trouver le meilleur compromis entre coût calcul et qualité des résultats.
Une méthodologie pour évaluer a priori la capacité d’un mécanisme à prédire cor-
rectement des phénomènes chimiques tridimensionnels a été identifiée en se basant sur
les résultats des flammes laminaires monodimensionnelles :
• la vitesse turbulente et la longueur d’une flamme turbulente sont liées à la réponse
d’un mécanisme à l’étirement en termes de vitesse de consommation pour des
flammes laminaires.
• la fraction massique de CO dans la région de réaction peut être correctement
prédite seulement si le mécanisme décrit sa concentration pour des flammes
laminaire étirées.
• une description correcte de la zone de recombinaison d’une flamme laminaire est
nécessaire afin de prédire la région à faible gradient de température caractérisée
par la production d’espèces polluantes pour des flammes turbulentes.
Les conclusions obtenues dans cette étude ne sont valables que pour des flammes
prémélangéesmais elles sont supposées valides pour la plupart des hydrocarbures. Les
comportements des mécanismes cinétiques réduits doivent à presént être évalués dans
des flammes de diffusion. Par ailleurs, une analyse plus approfondie de la méthode de
tabulation FPI_TTC sur des flammes étirées est nécessaire.
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a b s t r a c t
A reduced two-step scheme (called 2S_KERO_BFER) for kerosene–air premixed flames is presented in the
context of Large Eddy Simulation of reacting turbulent flows in industrial applications. The chemical
mechanism is composed of two reactions corresponding to the fuel oxidation into CO and H2O, and the
CO ! CO2 equilibrium. To ensure the validity of the scheme for rich combustion, the pre-exponential con-
stants of the two reactions are tabulated versus the local equivalence ratio. The fuel and oxidizer expo-
nents are chosen to guarantee the correct dependence of laminar flame speed with pressure. Due to a lack
of experimental results, the detailed mechanism of Dagaut composed of 209 species and 1673 reactions,
and the skeletal mechanism of Luche composed of 91 species and 991 reactions have been used to val-
idate the reduced scheme. Computations of one-dimensional laminar flames have been performed with
the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme using the CANTERA and COSILAB softwares for a wide range of pressure
([1; 12] atm), fresh gas temperature ([300; 700] K), and equivalence ratio ([0.6; 2.0]). Results show that
the flame speed is correctly predicted for the whole range of parameters, showing a maximum for stoi-
chiometric flames, a decrease for rich combustion and a satisfactory pressure dependence. The burnt gas
temperature and the dilution by Exhaust Gas Recirculation are also well reproduced. Moreover, the
results for ignition delay time are in good agreement with the experiments.
! 2010 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
The integration of detailed kinetics into turbulent flame simula-
tions is one of the most difficult challenges in the combustion com-
munity. Multiple theories have been developed for specific
turbulent combustion regimes where assumptions on the flame
structure can be used (infinitely fast chemistry, flamelet assump-
tions for example [1,2]) but very few methods can provide infor-
mation on flame–turbulence interaction in the general case.
Among these methods, pdf approaches have demonstrated their
potential [3] but their implementation requires specific develop-
ments to limit their cost. Most of these developments use assump-
tions on the trajectories in composition space such as Intrinsic
Low-Dimension Manifold (ILDM) [4] and tabulation ideas such as
In Situ Adaptive Tabulation (ISAT) [4–6].
Cost becomes a more difficult issue when such methods must
be used in unsteady simulations such as Large Eddy Simulation
(LES) where the conservation equations must be solved at each
time step. For such flows, alternative techniques have been pro-
posed based on Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) [7–10] or on
tabulation methods coupled to assumptions on the flame structure
such as Flame Generated Manifold (FGM) [11,12] or Flame Prolon-
gation of ILDM (FPI) [13–17].
The power of all these methods is clearly demonstrated in val-
idation exercises such as the test cases proposed in the Turbulent
Non-premixed Flame (TNF) workshop (public.ca.sandia.gov/TNF)
where detailed measurements are compared to LES and Rey-
nolds-Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation data [18–23].
However, when it comes to industrial applications, a major issue
associated to tabulation methods is their extension to cases where
the number of parameters which must be taken into account in-
creases drastically: for example, in a piston engine, tabulating
chemistry requires to account for heat losses, fresh gas tempera-
ture and pressure, dilution by recirculating gases. . . In a gas tur-
bine, the combustion may be fed by more than one stream (for
example fuel, cold air and heated air), requiring more than one pas-
sive scalar to describe mixing. Generating and handling the lookup
table can become difficult in such situations. First, the dimensions
of the lookup table required for FGM or FPI in such situations grow
very rapidly and can lead to memory problems on massively paral-
lel machines where the table must be duplicated on each core. A
solution is then to use self-similarities in the flame structure in or-
der to reduce the table size and the memory resources [24–26].
Second, determining which prototype flame should be used for
combustors where the combustion regime is unknown can be a
complicated task: clearly, a tabulation based on zero-dimensional
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ignition (Perfectly Stirred Reactor (PSR) for example [27]) is ade-
quate to compute a turbulent self-igniting flame such as Cabra
et al. experiment [28,29]. Similarly, a tabulation based on laminar
diffusion flames is a good choice for many non-premixed burners.
But if the turbulent burner has multiple inlets and can feature
flame elements which are premixed or not, autoignite or not,
choosing the right laminar configuration to tabulate chemistry be-
comes almost impossible.
Another solution is to come back to simpler alternative methods
where a reduced chemical scheme is directly used in the LES instead
of the tabulation of a complex scheme. The papers of Westbrook
and Dryer [30] or Jones and Lindstedt [31] have shown long ago that
one- to four-step chemical schemes have the capacities to repro-
duce multiple aspects of flames even though they obviously lack
the precision of full schemes. Considering the limited precision
associated inherently to flame-turbulence models, using reduced
schemes in LES is an alternative solution which can be attractive
in certain cases for the following reasons:
" In many industrial applications, only a few species are of inter-
est and taking into account a large set of species is usually not
needed. In gas turbines for example, being able to predict the
chamber efficiency (which requires a correct prediction of fuel
reaction rates), the outlet temperature (which requires correct
equilibrium computations) as well as the CO and NO composi-
tion is sufficient for a large part of the design process.
" Since cost in LES remains a main issue, using reduced schemes
leads to solutions which are significantly cheaper in both CPU
time and memory than tabulation methods.
" The coupling of reduced schemes with fully compressible codes
is a straightforward task whereas it can be difficult in tabulation
methods: this coupling must take place through the reaction
rate terms and may lead to integration errors [32].
" With simple adjustments, reduced schemes can predict the evo-
lution of flame quantities such as laminar flame speed, adiabatic
flame temperature or ignition delay over a wide range of oper-
ating conditions (pressure, temperature, dilution) making their
use in a LES code very easy.
" Reduced schemes can be used in conjunction with almost all
flame-turbulence interaction submodels.
This explains why LES based on reduced schemes have been
used successfully in complex burners [33–38] and may still offer
a reasonable choice for many applications.
This paper concentrates on gas turbine combustion and de-
scribes a reduced two-step scheme for kerosene–air flames called
2S_KERO_BFER. The objective is to predict accurately laminar pre-
mixed flame speed, adiabatic flame temperature, CO levels at equi-
librium and ignition delays for a wide range of equivalence ratio
([0.6; 2.0]), fresh gas temperature ([300; 700] K), pressure
([1; 12] atm) and Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) dilution
([0; 10]%) which covers almost completely the range required for
many practical applications. As few experimental results are avail-
able, the reduced scheme is validated using both available mea-
surements [39] and numerical simulations including one skeletal
[40] and one detailed mechanism [41]. The flame data which are
used for comparison are adiabatic flame temperature and laminar
flame speeds [40] as well as ignition delay times [41–43].
To fit the parameters of the two-step scheme, the solution pro-
posed in this work is a tabulation of the reaction constants as pro-
posed by other authors [36,44,45]. In the present scheme, only the
pre-exponential constants of the two reactions are adjusted and
they are tabulated versus the local equivalence ratio. The imple-
mentation of such schemes in existing LES solvers is straightfor-
ward and costs little, allowing to add more grid points for the
same CPU time. All calculations required first to adjust the rate
constants, and then to validate the reduced two-step scheme are
performed with the CANTERA software [46], except for the ignition
delay calculation performed with the COSILAB software [47].
2. Available data for kerosene
To fit the constants of a reduced scheme, experimental and/or
numerical results including full chemistry are needed for flame
speeds, flame temperatures and ignition times.
2.1. Experimental data for kerosene–air flames
Multiple studies provide ignition times and laminar flame
speeds for hydrogen [48–50] or simple fuels such as methane
[51–53] over a wide range of pressure and temperature. For
kerosene, however, much less information is available. Regarding
the ignition delay time, a very limited database was available until
recently [54–56]. New experimental devices such as heated shock
tubes operating at a wide range of temperature and pressure now
complete the database [41–43]. One relevant result for ignition de-
lay times s is the following Arrhenius expression derived from the
experiments:
s ¼ s0 PPatm
! "!0:39
/!0:57e
T0
T
# $
; ð1Þ
where s0 = 10!3 ls, T0 = 14,700 K and Patm is the atmospheric pres-
sure. This expression correctly describes the experimental ignition
delay for a wide range of initial temperature (900 K < T < 1500 K),
pressure (10 atm < P < 20 atm) and equivalence ratio (0.5 < / < 2.0)
as shown in Fig. 1. Moreover, Freeman and Lefebvre [56] showed
that the ignition delay time of kerosene can be expressed in terms
of mixture activation energy Ea:
s / e
Eexpa
RT
h i
; ð2Þ
where R is the universal gas constant and Eexpa is the activation en-
ergy derived experimentally: Eexpa ¼ 4:09& 104 cal mol!1.
Very few experimental results on flame speeds are available.
Recently, Eberius et al. [39] measured the burning velocity for ker-
osene, n-decane and a mixture of 80% n-decane/20% n-propylben-
zene in weight as fuel, but only at atmospheric pressure and fresh
gas temperature Tf = 473 K (where the subscript f denotes fresh
gases), as reproduced in Fig. 1b. These experimental results exhibit
a variability close to 10% for kerosene in the lean regime which in-
creases up to 30% in the rich regime. This large variability of flame
speed results and the fact that the experimental data were avail-
able only at atmospheric pressure and fresh gas temperature
Tf = 473 K shows that available experiments are not sufficient to
build a reduced two-step scheme. Consequently, numerical simu-
lations using detailed and skeletal chemical kinetic mechanisms
for kerosene–air flames (see Section 2.1) will be used to validate
the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme.
2.2. Kerosene chemical kinetic models
To fit the coefficients of the two-step scheme developed in this
paper, reference values for flame speeds, adiabatic temperatures
and ignition delays were needed. They were obtained using zero-
dimensional and one-dimensional numerical simulations including
complex chemistry. This section presents the three mechanisms
(two detailed mechanisms [41,57] and one skeletal mechanism
[40]) used for these simulations.
Several detailed chemical kinetic mechanisms have been
developed for kerosene–air flames, as described in [41]. Among
them, some aim at correctly reproducing some fundamental flame
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characteristics and combustion phenomena such as species pro-
files or ignition delay. Unfortunately, none of them has been vali-
dated against laminar flame speed.
To validate the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme, two detailed mecha-
nisms and one skeletal mechanism have been chosen, all using
the same description for the fuel which is mainly composed of
n-decane (C10H22), and also contains some aromatic (C9H12) and
naphthenic (C9H18) components, the exact composition being de-
tailed in Table 1:
" The DAGAUT detailed mechanism [41] is composed of 209 spe-
cies and 1673 reversible reactions. It correctly predicts the igni-
tion delay (tested for equivalence ratio / = 0.5 and pressure
P = 1–20 atm), the kerosene oxidation in a jet-stirred reactor
(JSR) (tested for P = 1, 10, 40 atm) and the flame structure
(tested for P = 1 atm and / = 1.7).
" The EL-BAKALI_RISTORI detailed mechanism [57] is composed
of 225 species and 1800 reversible reactions. It has been vali-
dated in a perfectly-stirred reactor (PSR) in the ranges of
temperature T = 300–1800 K, pressure P = 0.5–10 bar, and
equivalence ratio / = 0.5–2.0.
" The LUCHE skeletal mechanism [40] derives from the EL-BAKA-
LI_RISTORI detailed mechanism. It accounts for 91 species and
991 reactions and has been validated doing the same PSR calcu-
lations as for the EL-BAKALI_RISTORI detailed scheme.
Being interested in the laminar flame speed description, pre-
mixed flame calculations have been performed with the three
detailed or skeletal chemical kinetic schemes for equivalence ratio
/ = 0.8–1.5, fresh gas temperature Tf = 473 K, and atmospheric
pressure. A comparison with the experimental results from Eberius
et al. [39] is proposed in Fig. 2. The flame speed evolution is similar
for the three mechanisms, but a non-negligible translation in the
y-direction is observed. The discrepancies between the two de-
tailed mechanisms are reasonable. Moreover, Lu and Law [58] have
shown that a skeletal mechanism can predict a larger flame speed
than its parent detailed mechanism, which justifies the differences
between the LUCHE skeletal scheme and the EL-BAKALI_RISTORI
detailed mechanism. For lean or stoichiometric mixtures, all three
mechanisms underestimate the measurements of Eberius et al.
[39], with a maximum error at / = 0.9 of 15% using the LUCHE skel-
etal mechanism and 25% with the DAGAUT detailed mechanism.
For rich flames, the laminar flame speed is correctly predicted by
the DAGAUT detailed scheme, and overestimated of 35% by the
LUCHE skeletal mechanism. The EL-BAKALI_RISTORI results vary
between the two other mechanisms for the whole range of equiv-
alence ratios.
Fig. 2 obviously shows that there are large flame speed varia-
tions between all numerical simulations and experiments, raising
the question of which one of these sets of data should be used to
calibrate the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme. It was decided here to fit
the two-step scheme using the LUCHE skeletal mechanism because
it is closer to experimental data in the lean regime. In flame speed
figures displayed in Section 4, the results of the DAGAUT detailed
mechanism will be added for comparison to provide an estimate
of the uncertainty on flame speed data at various pressures and
fresh gas temperatures.
One objective of this work is to construct a semi-global scheme
valid for a wide range of pressure and temperature. Flame speeds
are known to increase rapidly when the temperature of the fresh
gases increases, and to decrease when pressure increases. Experi-
mental results [53,59] show that the dependence of laminar flame
speed sL with pressure P or temperature T can be approximated by:
sLðP; TÞ ¼ sLðP0; T0Þ PP0
! "aP T
T0
! "aT
; ð3Þ
Table 1
Composition of KERO species in [40].
Composition Mass
fraction (–)
Molar weight
(g/mol)
Molar
fraction (–)
Linear C10H22 0.767 142.284 0.7396
Aromatic C9H12 0.132 120.1916 0.1507
Naphthenic C9H18 0.101 126.241 0.1097
KERO C9.7396H20.0542 1.000 137.195 1.000
Fig. 2. Flame speed versus equivalence ratio at fresh gas temperature Tf = 473 K and
pressure P = 1 atm. Comparison between the DAGAUT detailed mechanism [41]
(–--–), the EL-BAKALI_RISTORI detailed mechanism [57] (—), the LUCHE skeletal
mechanism [40] (––), and the experimental results [39] (4).
Fig. 1. (a) Ignition delay versus inverse of fresh gas temperature: experimental data provided in [41–43] (&) and results of Eq. (1) (—). (b) Laminar flame speed versus
equivalence ratio at P = 1 atm and fresh gas temperature Tf = 473 K for kerosene (M), n-decane (s) and a mixture of n-decane/n-probylbenzene (&) [39].
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where P0 and T0 are the reference temperature and pressure, and aP
and aT are respectively the pressure and the temperature
exponents.
Both the DAGAUT detailed and the LUCHE skeletal mechanisms
have been analysed in terms of pressure and temperature depen-
dence to validate the simplified mechanism on a wide range of
pressure and temperature. Table 3 provides values for the pressure
exponent computed from the detailed LUCHE skeletal and DAGAUT
detailed mechanisms for three equivalence ratios (0.8, 1.0, 1.2) at
fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K. The pressure exponent is mea-
sured in CANTERA running the code from P = 1 atm to P = 12 atm.
Despite the discrepancies in flame speed displayed in Fig. 2, the
pressure exponent aP is almost constant, showing that the re-
sponse to pressure is similar for both mechanisms. The mean value
for the pressure exponent is !aP ¼ !0:275. As an example, Fig. 3a
shows that Eq. (3) fits the LUCHE skeletal mechanism results quite
well at temperature Tf = 300 K, once !aP ¼ !0:275 has been chosen
for the pressure exponent with T0 = 300 K and P0 = 1 atm in Eq. (3).
For a one-step scheme and lean combustion, the pressure expo-
nent aP is roughly linked to the fuel and oxidizer reaction expo-
nents, respectively nF and nO [2]:
aP ¼ nF þ nO ! 22 : ð4Þ
Eq. (4) and the fact that aP remains close to !aP ¼ !0:275 over a
wide range of equivalence ratio and pressure will also be exploited
in Section 3 to choose the fuel and oxidizer exponents nF and nO so
that the pressure dependence of the two-step scheme also remains
close to !aP ¼ !0:275.1
It is more difficult to anticipate a link between the temperature
exponent aT and the reaction parameters, and theoretical evalua-
tions of aT for single-step schemes are usually inaccurate [2]. Table
3 gives values for the temperature exponent computed from the
LUCHE skeletal and DAGAUT detailed mechanisms for three
equivalence ratios at pressure P = 1 atm. The temperature expo-
nent is almost constant, with a mean value !aT ¼ 1:9, showing again
that the response to a temperature variation is similar for both
mechanisms. As an example, Fig. 3b shows that Eq. (3) fits the
Luche skeletal mechanism results quite well at P = 1 atm using
!aT ¼ 1:9; T0 ¼ 300 K and P0 = 1 atm in Eq. (3).
In practice, the mean temperature exponent will not be used to
fit the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme parameters but the results for the
dependence of laminar flame speed with temperature presented
in Section 4 will show that the temperature dependence is natu-
rally preserved by the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme.
3. Construction of the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme
Section 2 has gathered all required data (laminar flame
speeds, adiabatic temperatures and ignition delays) obtained
from complex chemistry numerical simulations and experimen-
tal data. The present section describes how these data are used
to calibrate the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme. Kerosene is replaced by
an equivalent single species described in Section 3.1. Simplified
transport and thermodynamic properties are derived for the
kerosene–air mixture in Section 3.2. The kerosene oxidation
reaction and the CO ! CO2 equilibrium are characterised in
Section 3.3.
3.1. Model for kerosene species
In the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme, the kerosene species used is a
model species of the fuel used by the three detailed or skeletal
mechanisms and described in Table 1. It will be referred as KERO
in the following. As detailed in Table 1, it is composed of ten atoms
of carbon and twenty atoms of hydrogen. Its reference-state ther-
modynamic properties are obtained by a linear combination of the
properties of C10H22, C9H12 and C9H18 species which are described
by the NASA polynomial parametrization2:
c(p
R
ðTÞ ¼ a0 þ a1T þ a2T2 þ a3T3 þ a4T4; ð5Þ
h(
R
ðTÞ ¼ a0 þ a12 T þ
a2
3
T2 þ a3
4
T3 þ a4
5
T4 þ a5
T
; ð6Þ
s(
R
Tð Þ ¼ a0lnðTÞ þ a1T þ a22 T
2 þ a3
3
T3 þ a4
4
T4 þ a6; ð7Þ
where the superscript ( denotes the reference state, c(p is the specific
heat capacity at constant pressure, h" is the enthalpy, s" is the entro-
py and the coefficients ai are given in Table 2. This standard formu-
lation is also used by CHEMKIN [27], COSILAB and CANTERA
softwares.
Fig. 3. Flame speed versus pressure at T = 473 K (a) and versus temperature at P = 1 atm (b). Comparison between LUCHE skeletal mechanism results (see Table 3) and Eq. (3)
using P0 = 1 atm, aP ¼ !aP ¼ !0:275, T0 = 473 K T0 = 300 K and aT ¼ !aT ¼ 1:9, for three equivalence ratios: / = 0.8 (LUCHE skeletal mechanism: j and Eq. (3): – –), 1.0
(. and - - -) 1.2 (s and —).
1 The pressure dependence of the two-step scheme will be assumed to be the one
corresponding to a one-step scheme (Eq. (4)), a simple approximation which will be
checked through the final calculation of flame speeds versus pressure in Section 4.
2 The source for these polynomia is available on the NASA Glenn Research Center
website (http://cea.grc.nasa.gov).
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3.2. Transport and thermodynamic properties
Using simple models for transport and thermodynamic proper-
ties is adequate when constructing a reduced chemical scheme
[30]. A simple approach is to assume constant, but not necessarly
equal, Lewis number for all species Lek ¼ k=ðqcpDkÞ and a constant
Prandtl number Pr ¼ lcp=kPr0, where q is the gas mixture density,
cP is the gas mixture specific heat capacity at constant pressure, k is
the gas mixture thermal conductivity, Dk is the diffusion coefficient
for species k, and l is the gas mixture dynamic viscosity following
a power law:
lðTÞ ¼ l0
T
T0
! "a
: ð8Þ
The Prandtl number Pr0 and the reference dynamic viscosity l0,
temperature T0 and exponent a in Eq. (8) result from the detailed
mechanism: Pr0 = 0.739 and l0 ¼ 1:8456& 10!5 kg=m=s. They cor-
respond to the Prandtl number and dynamic viscosity in the burnt
gases at the reference temperature T0 = 300 K whereas a = 0.6695
enables to fit the dependence on temperature over the whole range
of temperature at atmospheric pressure [2].
In the perspective of a LES application of this chemical scheme,
the unity Lewis number assumption for all species, Lek = 1, has
been chosen in this work. This assumption is often imposed by
the turbulent combustion models which assume equal turbulent
diffusivities for all species. Both the laminar flame speed and flame
structure may be affected by this assumption. The flame speed is
usually understimated when assuming unity Lewis number in a
detailed mechanism [2]. However, when building a reduced mech-
anism, the laminar flame speed can be correctly predicted under
the assumption of unity Lewis number for all species. In mecha-
nisms developed for light fuels like methane, the chemical struc-
ture in physical space (see Fig. 4a) is not greatly affected by the
unity Lewis number assumption. Nevertheless, discrepancies ap-
pear by studying the flame structure in phase space, using a pro-
gress variable defined as c ¼ YCO þ YCO2=YeqCO þ YeqCO2 (Fig. 4b) [15].
When working with heavy fuels like kerosene, the fuel profiles
are more affected by the unity Lewis assumption (as shown in
Fig. 5aa and b) but it is still consistent with the other simplifica-
tions on simple models for molecular transport and thermody-
namic data.
3.3. The semi-global chemical mechanism
A reduced chemical mechanism must fulfill several conditions
to be suitable for LES of turbulent combustion. First, the mecha-
nism must describe correctly the equilibrium state so as to
characterize the burnt gases. Then, the reduced scheme must be
Table 2
Coefficients of the NASA polynoms for kerosene for two ranges of temperature:
[300; 1000] K and [1000; 5000] K. The source for these polynomia is available on the
NASA Glenn Research Center website (http://cea.grc.nasa.gov).
Coefficients T 2 [300; 1000] K T 2 [1000; 5000] K
a0 !4.15 22.0
a1 1.28 & 10!1 5.61 & 10!2
a2 !1.08 & 10!4 !2.09 & 10!5
a3 6.53 & 10!8 3.57 & 10!9
a4 !2.08 & 10!11 !2.30 & 10!13
a5 !2.83 & 10+04 !3.61 & 10+04
a6 5.09 & 10+1 8.60 & 10+1
Fig. 4. Species profiles for a methane-air flame using the GRI-MECH detailed scheme [64] in physical space (detail of the reaction zone, (a) and phase space (b), for / = 1.0,
Tf = 473 K and P = 1 atm. CH4 with detailed (M) and simplified transport (––), CO with detailed (s) and simplified (—) transport, CO2 with detailed (&) and simplified (---)
transport properties.
Fig. 5. Species profiles for a kerosene–air flame using the LUCHE skeletal scheme [40] in physical space (detail of the reaction zone, (a) and phase space (b), for / = 1.0,
T = 473K and P = 1 atm. KERO with detailed (M) and simplified transport (––), CO with detailed (s) and simplified (—) transport, CO2 with detailed (&) and simplified (---)
transport properties.
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able to reproduce the experimental laminar flame speed (linked to
the integrated fuel reaction rate) for a wide range of initial temper-
ature, equivalence ratio and pressure. Moreover, a good description
of the ignition delay is required. Finally, computational costs to
introduce the reduced mechanism into a LES solver must be small.
The first question is to determine how many chemical species
must be accounted for in the reduced scheme. Fig. 6 compares
the variations of adiabatic flame temperature with equivalence ra-
tio obtained for a kerosene mixture composed of five species
(FUEL, CO2, H2O, N2, O2), six species (FUEL, CO2, H2O, N2, O2 + CO),
seven species (FUEL, CO2, H2O, N2, O2 + CO + H2), and finally the 91
species accounted for in the LUCHE skeletal mechanism [40]. The
fresh gas temperature is Tf = 473 K and the pressure is P = 1 atm.
For lean mixtures, five species (circles in Fig. 6) are sufficient to
capture the equilibrium state. For rich mixtures, however, the error
increases up to 30% for / = 2.0. When CO is included and six species
(squares in Fig. 6) are taken into account, the error remains negli-
gible for / 6 1.5 and the maximum error is reduced to 11% for /
= 2.0: taking into account CO greatly affects the equilibrium state
for rich mixture and should be considered. This discrepancy for
rich mixtures could even be reduced introducing H2 and using se-
ven species (empty circles in Fig. 6). However, adding H2 increases
the computational cost (one more equation has to be solved) and
the system of conservation equations becomes numerically stiffer
due to very different time scale reactions. For these reasons, only
CO was added to the five initial species.
To add CO, a two-step scheme is required. Obviously, single-
step mechanisms [30,60] are easier to develop but the previous
paragraph shows that the errors on temperature using five species
only (and no CO) are too large.
In the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme, the two reactions correspond to
the fuel oxidation into CO and H2O, followed by the CO oxidation
into CO2. The second reaction is reversible and leads to the
CO ! CO2 equilibrium in the burnt gases, required to reproduce
the adiabatic flame temperature for rich flames, at least for /
< 1.5. Several approaches have been proposed to build two-step
schemes: on the one hand, Li [61] and Sanchez [62] use the so-
called slow CO oxidation limit of premixed combustion [63] which
is valid for lean and stoichiometric mixture to derive a CO oxida-
tion reaction from detailed chemistry. Fuel oxidation in H2O and
CO2 is described by two global reactions which take place in two
different layers of the flame. First, fuel is attacked by radicals and
totally oxidized in a thin layer called reaction zone, producing both
CO and H2O. Second, downstream from this thin layer, no fuel is left
and radicals maintain a steady state, allowing a slow oxidation of
CO into CO2 to take place in the so-called post-flame region which
is thicker than the reaction zone. This approach provides an accu-
rate description of the chemical flame structure for lean mixtures.
However, in aeronautical or piston engines, large local values of
equivalence ratio can be found and the slow CO oxidation limit is
too restrictive to be used in the context of LES in such
configurations.
On the other hand, Westbrook and Dryer [30] build a classical
two-step mechanism by choosing the appropriate reaction param-
eters to fit flame speed measurements. This method has at least
two disadvantages. First, it is more difficult to reproduce the flame
structure for lean mixtures than it is using methods based on the
CO oxidation limit [61,62]. Second, it requires negative and/or
small reaction exponents to correctly predict laminar flame speeds
for rich mixtures. These exponents may lead to very unstable
numerical implementation.
To correctly describe rich mixtures, one possibility would be to
use a four-step mechanism [31]. However, for such complex mech-
anisms, it is difficult to determine the reaction parameters accord-
ing to the one-step chemistry theory, which is all the more
awkward when working on a wide range of pressure and
temperature.
The 2S_KERO_BFER scheme is based on the two following
reactions:
KEROþ 10O2 ) 10COþ 10H2O; ð9Þ
COþ 0:5O2 () CO2: ð10Þ
where the forward reaction rates for reactions (9) and (10) are writ-
ten as:
kf ;1 ¼ A1f1ð/Þeð!Ea;1=RTÞ½KERO*nKERO ½O2*nO2 ;1 ; ð11Þ
kf ;2 ¼ A2f2ð/Þeð!Ea;2=RTÞ½CO*nCO ½O2*nO2 ;2 ; ð12Þ
where Ak is the pre-exponential factor, Ea,k is the activation energy
of reaction k and nj,k is the reaction exponent for species j in
reaction k. The subscripts 1 and 2 respectively denote the kerosene
oxidation and the CO–CO2 equilibrium reactions. The values
for activation energy and reaction exponents are summarised in
Table 4.
The reaction exponents nj,k have been chosen using Eq. (4) so
that the obtained pressure exponent aP is almost equal to the mean
value of Table 3: aP = ! 0.275.. Moreover, the activation energy Ea,1
has been chosen to be close to the experimental values:
Ea,1 = 4.15 & 104 and Eexpa ¼ 4:09& 104.
Fig. 6. Adiabatic temperature versus equivalence ratio at fresh gas temperature
Tf = 473 K and pressure P = 1 atm. Comparison between the LUCHE skeletal mech-
anism [40] (—) and simplified mixtures composed of 5 ("), 6 (j) and 7 (s) species
(equilibrium computations with CANTERA).
Table 3
Pressure exponent aP at Tf = 300 K, and temperature exponent aT at P = 1 atm
obtained from the LUCHE skeletal mechanism for three equivalence ratios: /
= 0.8, 1.0, 1.2.
/ (–) LUCHE DAGAUT
aP (–) aT (–) aP (–) aT (–)
0.8 !0.250 1.932 !0.311 1.949
1.0 !0.312 1.775 !0.271 1.812
1.2 !0.300 1.789 !0.332 1.849
Table 4
Activation energy Ea, pre-exponential factor A, and reaction exponents nk used for the
2S_KERO_BFER mechanism. Units are: mol, s, cm3, J and cal/mol.
KERO oxidation CO–CO2 equilibrium
Activation energy 4.15 & 104 2.0 & 104
Pre-exponential factor 8.00 & 1011 4.5 & 1010
Reaction nKERO 0.55 nCO 1.00
exponents (–) nO2 ;1 0.90 nO2 ;2 0.50
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The first reaction controls the flame speed and the autoignition
time. The second reaction which represents the CO ! CO2 equilib-
rium, is necessary to predict correctly the flame temperature and
the CO levels in the burnt gases.
The solution used in the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme to adjust the
rate coefficients is an extension of previous approaches where
the rate constants are allowed to vary with equivalence ratio
[36,44,45]. Reduced one- or two-step schemes guarantee proper
flame predictions only for lean combustion and overestimate the
laminar flame speed in the rich regime. Adjusting rate constants
is an efficient method to circumvent this drawback: the first pre-
exponential factor is tabulated versus equivalence ratio to
reproduce the decrease in flame speed in the rich regime. Thus
for rich flames, a correction function f1 brings the flame speed to
the LUCHE skeletal mechanism values. The correction function f2
is calibrated to adjust the thickness of the post-flame zone and
quickly reach the equilibrium state. The two correction functions
f1 and f2 are displayed versus equivalence ratio in Fig. 7. For lean
combustion, no correction is needed and both functions remain
constant and equal to one. For rich combustion, the correction
function f2 decreases with equivalence ratio. Once f2 is fixed, the
correction function f1 must be adjusted to match the flame speed.
The two correction functions f1 and f2 do not depend on pressure or
temperature. They are displayed in Fig. 7 and given by:
f1ð/Þ¼ 2
1þ tanh /0;1!/r0;1
% &h i
þB1 1þ tanh /!/1;1r1;1
% &h i
þC1 1þ tanh /!/2;1r2;1
% &h i ;
ð13Þ
f2ð/Þ ¼ 12 1þ tanh
/0;2 ! /
r0;2
! "' (
þ B2
2
1þ tanh /! /1;2r1;2
! "' (
þ C2
2
1þ tanh /! /2;2r2;2
! "' (
& 1þ tanh /3;2 ! /r3;2
! "' (
; ð14Þ
where the coefficients are summarised in Table 5. Note that the cor-
rection function coefficients have been chosen to correctly describe
the flame speed for a laminar premixed flame at fresh gas temper-
ature Tf = 473 K and atmospheric pressure. Section 4 shows that this
set of parameters allows an accurate prediction of flame speeds
over a large range of equivalence ratio, pressure, temperature and
dilution rate.
4. Results
To validate the behavior of the 2S_KERO_BFER, calculations of a
premixed laminar flame have been performed for three different
values of fresh gas temperature (Tf = 300, 473, 700 K) and pressure
(P = 1,3, 12 atm). Fifteen equivalence ratios have been tested, from
/ = 0.6 to / = 2.0.
A comparison of the laminar flame speeds predicted by the
2S_KERO_BFER scheme, the DAGAUT detailed and the LUCHE skel-
etal mechanisms is displayed in Fig. 8. For the whole range of pres-
sure and fresh gas temperature, the semi-global two-step
mechanism predicts flame speeds which are close to the results
of the two complex mechanisms. For lean and stoichiometric mix-
tures (/ < 1.1), the reduced scheme is closer to the LUCHE skeletal
mechanism, and to the experiments since the LUCHE skeletal
mechanism shows better agreements with the experiments than
the DAGAUT detailed mechanism in this region, as noticed in Sec-
tion 2.1. The largest discrepancies are observed at stoichiometry,
with a maximum error of 15% at atmospheric pressure. For rich
mixtures, the 2S_KERO_BFER reduced scheme and the LUCHE skel-
etal mechanism are still in very good agreement. The discrepancies
with the DAGAUT detailed mechanism are larger, with a maximum
of 30% due to the differences observed between the two detailed
mechanisms. However, for rich flames, the measurements also
show large uncertainties (30%). Another interesting result concerns
the reduced scheme pressure dependence for which two steps
have been required. First, the fuel and oxidizer reaction exponents
nF and nO have been fixed according to the mean pressure exponent
!aP given by the detailed mechanisms. Second, the coefficients of
the correction functions f1 and f2 have been chosen to reproduce
accurately the flame speed at atmospheric pressure and fresh gas
temperature Tf = 473 K. These two steps allow to provide an accu-
rate pressure dependence of the flame speed for both lean and rich
mixtures over the whole range of pressure. Moreover, the temper-
ature dependence is naturally preserved.
The adiabatic temperature obtained with the 2S_KERO_BFER
scheme has been compared to equilibrium values over the whole
range of pressure, temperature and equivalence ratio. The agree-
ment is very good, up to / = 1.5, as expected from the results of
Fig. 6 (Section 3.3). Fig. 9 provides burnt gas temperature for the
whole range of equivalence ratio at atmospheric pressure and ini-
tial temperature Tf = 473 K, showing that adjusting the second
reaction rate constant by the correction function f2 allows to re-
duce the post-flame zone and to reach the equilibrium state
quickly.
Furthermore regarding the ignition delay, the use of the exper-
imental activation energy guarantees the correct prediction of the
slope of the ignition delay time, as displayed in Fig. 10. The ignition
delay time is plotted versus the inverse of fresh gas temperature
for a stoichiometric flame at pressure P = 10 atm (Fig. 10a) and
P = 20 atm (Fig. 10b). Comparisons with experiments [41–43] show
that the ignition delay time is well predicted for a wide range of
pressure using the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme. It should be noticed
that the ignition delay has been validated only for 900 K <
T < 1500 K. A simplified mechanism is generally not able to cor-
rectly predict the autoignition for low temperature where chemical
complexities are substantial. Nevertheless, the local ignition or
extinction phenomena that occur in turbulent flames at high tem-
perature are correctly described by the 2S_KERO_BFER mechanism.
Fig. 7. Evolution of the correction functions f1 (–) and f2 (- + +-) versus equivalence
ratio.
Table 5
Coefficients for the two correction functions in the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme.
/0,j r0,j Bj /1,j r1,j Cj /2,j r2,j /3,j r3,j
j = 1 1.173 0.04 0.29 1.2 0.02 7.1 1.8 0.18 – –
j = 2 1.146 0.045 0.00015 1.2 0.04 0.035 1.215 0.03 1.32 0.09
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Finally, the behavior of the 2S_KERO_BFER mechanism has been
studied for two EGR dilution rates, sEGR = 5% and sEGR = 10%: the di-
luted fresh gases are composed of (1 ! sEGR) fresh gases and sEGR
burnt gases in mass, both at fresh gas temperature. Fig. 11 com-
pares the semi-global two-step scheme with the LUCHE skeletal
mechanism, showing that the flame speed of an EGR diluted flame
at atmospheric conditions and initial temperature Tf = 473 K is cor-
rectly predicted. The discrepancies between the simplified mecha-
nism and the skeletal one are negligible for 0.8 6 / 6 1.5
(maximum error of 15%). Neglecting H2 and working with a two-
step mechanism still lead to an overestimation of the burnt gas
temperature for very rich diluted flames (/P 1.5). Nevertheless,
Fig. 11b shows that the decrease of the burnt gas temperature is
correctly captured by the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme when dilution in-
creases. As the construction of the two-step scheme does not ac-
count for any dilution effect, reproducing correct flame speeds
and burnt gas temperatures for diluted flames is another natural
capacity of the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme.
5. Conclusion
In the context of LES of reacting turbulent flows in industrial
applications, a simplified mechanism has been preferred to tabula-
tion methods for two reasons. First, they are easier to build for a
wide range of pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and EGR
dilution rate, which is required in complex geometries where com-
bustion may be fed by several streams with different temperatures
and equivalence ratios for example. Second, the lookup table
needed by tabulation methods in such situations is difficult to han-
dle on massively parallel machines, leading to memory problems.
Nevertheless, in such applications, building a two-step mechanism
valid for both lean and rich mixtures is difficult. Moreover, the
pressure dependence of the flame speed must be carefully handled.
In the context of LES of reacting turbulent flows in industrial
applications, the objective of this work was to build a reduced
mechanism for kerosene–air premixed flames valid for a wide
range of pressure, temperature, equivalence ratio and EGR dilution
rate, which is required in complex geometries where combustion
may be fed by several streams with different temperatures and
equivalence ratios for example.
The solution proposed in this work is to consider the two reac-
tions of kerosene oxidation and CO ! CO2 equilibrium, and to tab-
ulate the pre-exponential constants of these two reactions versus
local equivalence ratio.
Due to a lack of experimental results for kerosene–air combus-
tion, the construction and validation of the 2S_KERO_BFER mecha-
nism have been based on both the DAGAUT detailed mechanism
Fig. 8. Laminar flame speed versus equivalence ratio at fresh gas temperature Tf = 300 K (a), Tf = 473 K (b) and Tf = 700 K (c). Comparison between 2S_KERO_BFER scheme
(—,– - –,– –), LUCHE skeletal mechanism (!,", N) and DAGAUT detailed mechanism (}, (, M) for pressure P = 1, 3, 12 atm respectively.
Fig. 9. Burnt gas temperature versus equivalence ratio. Comparison between
LUCHE skeletal mechanism (—), equilibrium results (&) and 2S_KERO_BFER scheme
(") scheme at pressure P = 1 atm and fresh gas temperature Tf = 473 K.
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which accounts for 209 species and 1673 reactions, and the LUCHE
skeletal mechanism which accounts for 91 species and 991 reac-
tions. The transport and thermodynamic properties have been sim-
plified assuming unity Lewis numbers for all species and constant
Prandtl number.
Computations of one-dimensional laminar flames have been
performed with the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme for a wide range of
pressure (P 2 [1; 12] atm), fresh gas temperature (Tf 2 [300; 700]
K), equivalence ratio (/ 2 [0.6; 2.0]) and EGR dilution rate (sEG-
R 2 [0; 10]%). Comparisons with the LUCHE skeletal mechanism
show that:
" the flame speed is correctly predicted by the reduced scheme
for the whole range of parameters, showing a maximum for
stoichiometric flames and a decrease for rich combustion. Due
to the choice of the fuel and oxidizer exponents, the pressure
dependence is well reproduced whereas the temperature
dependence is naturally preserved;
" the burnt gas temperature is well predicted, although showing
discrepancies for very rich flames which would require to
account for H2 species, increasing the number of reactions to
consider;
" the dilution by EGR shows a decrease in flame speed and burnt
gas temperature, as predicted by the detailed mechanism. Still,
neglecting H2 affects the results on burnt gas temperature for
very rich mixtures (/ > 1.5);
" the ignition delay time is in good agreement with the experi-
ments for a wide range of pressure.
Following Westbrook and Dryer [30] who showed that the sim-
plified rate expression parameters do not change strongly with fuel
molecule size, the methodology proposed in this work to construct
a semi-global two-step mechanism over a wide range of operating
parameters could be used for other hydrocarbons. Even the fuel
and oxidizer reaction exponents as well as the two correction func-
tions fitted for kerosene could be roughly used for very similar
fuels such as n-decane for instance. However, for very small mole-
cules such as methane, the methodology should be modified,
mainly because the pressure exponent is not constant for the
whole range of pressure targeted in this work.
The next objective consists in evaluating the performances of
the 2S_KERO_BFER scheme in LES of turbulent reactive flows, vary-
ing the operating points.
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